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to say it would be better for those people
to be in their homes than here—in their
churches, than in this grove. But what
of those who have no homes or cliurches,
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F. Dodge.

His

holds, accommodates

manner, error, doubtless.
prevails, and commends

scores of attendants on the Y.

mind,

candid

But the good
itself to our

And half we deemed she needed not
The changing of her sphere,
T o give to heaven a shining one
Who walked an angel here.
— Whittier.
GD CE

A SABBATH BY THE SEA.
J.

J:

BUTLER.

In the hot season multitudes from the
cities go to the mountains, the ocean, watering places, and other rural resorts for

there is

Latterly

health and recreation.

comingeto be more of order and system in

these migrations. Instead of roving almost
at random from place to place, people are

constructing villages, and even cities, in
favorable loealities, where friends, neighbors, even whole communities may spend
several weeks, or months, in summer, in
a

very

pleasant

manner

from

year

to

year. Who will not admit that for the
‘most of them it is an agreeable and

healthful change ? If otherwise, it is their
:
!
own fault.
We seek to utilize gverything. . Americans especially, are not satisfied with
mere amusement and pleasure, but seek
to combine and secure as many objects
as possible under the same means. So
we find in those extempore communities, in connection with other appliances,
systems organized for religious meetings
of every kind,

Sabbath-school

Institutes,

Temperance
and Educational Conventions. This is' a great improvement on
the past. How much better to give attention to such benevolent and reformatory efforts,

than to the

fashionable

forms

recreation;

but

as

long been

favorable plac-

known as one of the most
es for sea air, bathing and
- beach’on our entire coast.

1877, who enjoyed the hospitalities of this
in one week since I came here 29 applicants were turned away for want of room
for their entertaiment.—J. ¥.
+O

ROUND LAKE—THE OTHER
BY

riding

on

the

many substantial
houses—streets
and
avenues laid out, boarding-houses, restaurants, railroad stations, post-office, ob-

- servatory—all the means and appliances
of the village or city. Indeed, with its
hundreds of dwellings extending over a

15,000,000

feet of

lumbef,

finish

large

quantities for building purposes and boxes
and send it to all parts of New England,
mostly at present to Rhode Island and
Massachusetts, They employ on an average more than 200 men,

rendering

their

mills and shops a hive of industry, redolent with the hum of business which it is

years, of some $100,000, is doubtless rich,

and so ranks among the awful

capitalists

about which we hear so much now-a-days.

Generous we learn, liberally contributing
to the material, social and- religious interest of the village and town, but

what

itis a city, well ordered and comely, a
city by the sea.
Here arrangements are made for holding ‘every summer various conventions
and other meetings. This year there is a
plan for three camp-meetings: 1st, held

of all that, so long as they have property
which Communism would fain approptiate to itself without earning it?
But I
am happy to say, that I did not learn of
one senseless laborer in all this region
who proposes to confiscate the hard, and
so far as I could learn, honest earnings

by the Association

of this, or any other firm or individual.

for

the

population,

Promotion

of

Holiness, 2d, in the interests of Temperance, 3d, the Methodist District Camp-

Meeting.

The first, under the superin-

tendence of Dr. Cullis,

of Boston,

draws

SCENERY. °
Besides a wide extent of landscape,
composed of groves, green hills,ponds and
streams of water, we have one of the
finest prospects of distant mountain scen-

together Christians of all denominations
who sympathize in this view of Sanctifi- ery, and facilities gotten up to order for
‘cation and the * Higher Life.” The viewing it. South of the village, some
doctrine, as here presented, is by no two or three miles distant, is a high elemeans confined to the Methodists, nor is vation—called Howland hill, after the

it embraced by all of that denomination.

Its supporters are not fully agreed among
themselves, allowing large liberty of
; sentiment and experience, but uniting in

name

of its owner,

with

a

tower

70 feet high for observation,

some

from which

you get a panorama of surpassing beauty.

The grove around the tower, and a large
room on the ground floor of it have facili.
It was our privilege to worship with ‘ties and fixtures for rendering it one of
them here a few days since, -and again the most delightful places for excursionon the Sabbath,” Dr. Cullis, and his as- ists and picnics it has been my fortune to
sociates,
Revs. .Steele, Lowrey, Earle visit. Some four or five miles, in an dp-

-some general belief and aspiration.

and others, are two well known in their
methods and labors to need introduction.
Sufiice it for us to say that we greatly enjoyed the occasion.
The order and quiet

of the grounds were admirable; a large
congregation united in the various services

‘of song,

prayer,

‘Bible’ reading,

preaching and conference, with

the sim-

« plicity and earnestness of devout worship-

ers; and’ all might well say it is good
to be here.

/ We could not doubt

but the

influence was galutary on the whole.

It would be easy to take exeeptions and
find fault, here

as elsewhere.

G. C.

THINGS.

WATERMAN.

recently held at Round Lake, it seems de-

Consequently
it has ever been the resort of large num- quite pleasant to witness.” The members
bers during the warm season.
Up to a - of the firm, sons, and clerks, are profew years since it was a retired and qui- verbial for courtesy and attention to viset spot. Then the change came that has itors. They take you through the entire
affected other localities. Nct only were establishment, stop to explain everything,
and never seem less bored than when
public houses, large and small, multiThe firm notplied, but private structures erected in persistently interviewed.
withstanding a loss by fires withina few
great
numbers—tents,
cottages,
and

large territory, and teeming

REV.

Having already given an account of the
exercises of the Sunday-school Assembly

25,000 of which the first tree has not been
felled. They saw annually from 12 to

mere improve.
Old Orchard,” Maine, has

Meeting of

house, will not be surprised to learn, that

distant.
The Iand owned by the company amounts to some 30,000 ‘acres, on

a whole they are a great improvement on
the past, and will, it is to be hoped, still
«

the

It is easy

posite direction from the village,

is an-

other elevation, named Brag’s hill, from
which an equally delightful prospect
‘appears. Starr King, who so effectually

{yrote up all this mountainous region,
pronounced this one of its most delight
the

south,

pile upon pile rises the Franconia

range,

ful and charming spots.

On

on the Bast that of the White mountains,

on the North lofty hills away toward the
Canadas, and on the West the long Green
mountain range. Indeed, in the horizon
there is a complete circle of mountain
summits, of which Brag’s hill,

vill
a

on

which

Wythe, under whose direction the Park at

Chautauqua rwas prepared. This grand
map is located on the shore of the Lake,
which holds the place of the Mediterranean
Sea, and is on a scale of two

and

a

half

feet to the mile, giving it an’entire length
of five hundred and fifty feet, so that it is
really quite a walk from Dan te Beershe-

ba.
vated

The valley of the Dead Sea is excato

the

proper

depth,

the

Jordan

flows in its appropriate place; all
mountains mentioned in the Scriptures
built up in their respective locations
on a much larger scale than that used
linear distances on the surface,

mon rising to the
feet, and affording
of the entire land.
ures of the country

Mt.

the
are
and
for

EXCHANGE

in the Bille where it is nyentioned, so that

one may, at his leisure, go through the
land, Bible in hand, and read the history
of the events described,

with - the

places’

before his eyes. One can here gain a
clearer knowledge of Bible Geography in
one week than by the study of ordinary
maps and text-books for a year. In ad-’
dition to this a large model of Jerusalem, |
sixty feet square, has been constructed:
under Dr. Wythe's supervision.
The

hills on which the city is built and the
mountains round about ave built of rough
stones laid in eement, and the topography
of the district is faithfully reproduced.
The scale is large enough to allow a very
| exact reproduction of the streets, public

buildings,
houses.

and, indeed,

many

private

Travelers were able to point out

at once the hotels and housesin which
they had lodged. = All the interesting 1ocalities around the city

designated.

are

also plainly

Around this miinlature

NOTES AND QUOTES.

ever, here or in any

eity

a broad platform is built and over it all a
tentis spread, so that lectures can’ be
1
Sa
given and heard in comfort.
The “Park” and ‘ Jerusalem” have
been constructed at an expense of'several
thousand dollars and are, of course, ‘ permanent attractions to the grounds. Very
likely improvements will be made from
year to year as experience may suggest.
These are, perhaps, the mostimportant of

the * other things,” but thére ave several

settled down to abide elsewhere,returning only
periodically to visit our people there, the moral grandeur of the little colony becomes more
than ever apparent to our own mind.
Planted in the very midst of a rural desert, surrounded on all sides by a heathen population,
people, who, though generally friendly, fear

as a cause, as an

as

comforter. In the first capacity he is
quired to explain the existence of
world; in the second he is required
model for the formation of our lives;
in the third he is required to relieve

arrival—also

found a theological seminary,

rethe
as a
and
our

for

It we

er of the gospel of Christ.
The
well.

or

pa-

tents for inventions, er arrangements

for

for holy and benevoleat ends, are now the

Bro. Hiram was
was enjoyed.
cause they have not taken sufficient care ble season
chosen chairman, and worthily. fulfilled the
to keep their public Christian enterprise duties of the office. Viewed in connection
sufficiently separate from their private with its dark and gloomy surroundings, Sanbusiness enterprise. They are thus al- tipore. may well be regarded as an oasis in the:
ways being accused of using religions un- desert. The Lord greatly bless, and make it,
light shall’
dertakings for the purpose of feathering in very deed, a city on a hill, whoseplaces, filled
continue to illumine the dark
their own nests.—Advance.
with the habitations of cruelty,
The

pseudo-scientist,

or

the

who aims at accounting for the
of the world of matter

about

him,

with-

out introducing the agency of a thinking
creator, does not stop to reflect that he is

|. qemminine
the

foundation

leave the curse of a caste prejudice,
which prevents the proper estimate of
man for his moral and intrinsic werth.
Institutions are seeded in which there
nor

free,”

and is still laboring for the world’s

—ef society

oO

and making a race of beings who are already pronounced to be unworthy of belief when put under oath! Nay, we may

rection, of modern speculation in science,

:
MISSION WORK.

good,

CONDUCTED BY @. C, WATERMAN.
THE SPIRIT MOVING.

We are pleased to see that brethren in
different parts of the denomination are
seeing and feeling the necessity of a vigorous effort for the payment of the debt
of the Foreign Mission Society at an
early day.
Two Q. Ms. in Ohio, the
Athens and the Little Scioto, recently
took action looking to the raising of their

regardless -of race, condition or celor.
The delicacy of its different work is only
equaled by its importance and the avisdom of its management; and the previ-

proportionate

share;

York Y.

at

ous

know the pastors and brethren

direction

and

protection

of Provi-

M.,

its

the

Central

recent

session,

New
as-

sumed $400, and made a good beginning at the paymént ef the same.
We
ofthat

Y.

dence may be considered as prophetic for M. too well to doubt that they will apply
the fature. Direct blows against every themselves energetically to the work in
form of social and race distinction might hand and speedily finish it.
We are exnot be profitable, but to labor directly pectingto see, very soon after the sesand piously for the elevation and im- sions of our Y. Ms., many of which have
provement of all regardless of such dis- already been held, not only resolutions
tinctions must be right, and in the end, in favor of raising the money, but colsuccessful.
Bro. Fee was evidently umns of figures showing large receipts by
« called from God, as was Aaron,” and the Treasurer of monies contributed for
well has he borne the burden in the heat this specific purpose. Let us not be djsof the day. And his self-sacrificing, appointed, let not our Treasurer be disfaithful associates in the past and present, 1 appointed, in this respect. Letus lift this
will not be forgotten here or hereafter.
burden from his shoulders. IHow can we
The importance of this work is appre- expect men to accept such positions unciated more highly, if possible, since the less we stand bravely by them in their
recent enjoyment of a very pleasant . visit efforts to do the work assigned to them?
to Berea, and the meeting of old friends, Of course it will require work to raise this
and the formation of personal acquaint- money. It will not come at the call of a
anee with those so well known by gener- few good resolutions at the Y. DM. or the
al reputation.
May public sympathy, Q. M. It will not come atthe first call,
liberal support, and effectual prayers se- nor the second, from the pulpit.
There
cure the success of this deserving enter- must be no small amount of hand to hand
prise.
;
work, house to house visitation in its behalf. Don't put it off.
Some of the
EEE
Bh db aE
brethren are ready and waiting to be

The late

Wm. -Cullen Bryant once re-

ceived a challenge to fight a duel.

His

called upon.

Some

Dantoon has now become our Indian home.”

sciolist,

existence

great demand for all our country, and ] is to demoralize society and destroy the
especially for the Southern States.
bases of trust in men.—N. Y. Observer.
Schools for the freedmen are not.sufli-

hond

Normal School appears to be doing
The Sabbath-school is well sustained,

and the congregation on Lord’s day was good.

history and experience.
Civil arrange- ‘go one step further, for, if a man be disments by the general government or | qualified by law from being received as
state authority, even if supplemented by a witness in a court of justice, he is cereducational institutions, must utterly fail | tainly and more disqualified for an office
unless directed by sound morality. Chris- { of trust under the government.
The nec{an schools, in which thorough education { essary result of this logic is that modern
shall be given under Christian influence
atheism, and, so far as it goes in. this di-

¢ neither

enterkingmidst
they
pow-

It was a real comfort to preach to them the
word of life. Hiram W. Curtis superintends
supplies.
There are
men, whom we the Sabbath-school and usually preaches on
would fain believe to be well principled, the Sabbath, while he earns his support as
who yet have gained an evil reputation in second teacher in the school.
The Balasore Q. M. met with this church
the community, so that every thing which
Tth inst., and a very pleasant and profitathe
be-|
icion,
-they-toueh-is-viewed <with--suspi

tion and civilization vindicated by reason,

be

meeting

tent Christian life, zeal, devotion, and
prise for the extension ef the Redeemer’s
dom, still, in much weakness and in the
of many. and ever present temptations
are a proof of the renewing and elevating

or

or estab-

building,

meetin Covenant

those who spoke, were assuring, as much se
perhaps, as of an equal number in an ordinary
home church,
These Christians are not all
that we could desire them to be, in a consis-

lish a benevolent asylum, it is altogether
wise to keep that project by itself, unmixed with any projects of our own for
corner lots, or neighborhood improvements, or contracts

to

three score, .out of the one hundred church
members, who testified for Christ; and a still
larger number gathered at the table of the
Lord, Sunday, P. M. The spirit and tone of

sorrows.— Independent.

It is not best so to mix things.

a standing wit~

cheered, first to meet the Young Men’s Christian Association in session at the time of our

a

build a church, or establish a college,

and are

ness for the living God, and a protest against
idolatry. On our recent visit there, the first
Saturday and Sunday of this month, we were

purposes by
and

of his

little band. of disciples,

dinances of his house,

e

ideal,

regard not a knowledge

who love and serve God, maintaining the or-

land.— Zion's
§

A God is needed for three
man:

not God and

ways, here is seen a

held in small
nobler, now or

other

Herald.

until

SANTIPORE—AN OASIS,
Now that we have fairly left Santipore, and

We would call the attention of our
ministers to the suggestion we have elsewhere made that they take occasion to
preach at an early day on the evils of
divorce.— Vermont Chronicle.
It will be a sad day for us when the
office of the statesman is
esteem.
No work can be

hands,

we are fairly overwhelmed by the amount
of work before ns.
Prompt and persevering activity brought steadily to bear
on the task will soon complete it. Let us
hearthe quick responses all along the
line so that we shall all begin to sing for
joy, and praise the Lord for deliverance .
from debt.
!

ligencer.

travelers who have visited the land are’ «¢ neither male nor female.”
Such is Berea College of Kentucky.
astonished and delighted as they review |
Established
in principle, stimulated by
their journeys and recogrize once familiar
prayers,
watered
by tears and .bloed, it
localities. Miniature towns with houses |
and streets as correctly placed as is pos-! has stood nobly for Ged and humanity,
sible on so small a scale have been made
on tablets and put in the proper places te
designate nearly all the eities and villages
spoken of in the Bible. By the side of
each town and mountain is a stake bearing its name and references to passages

terests to accumulate on eur

Reading is no sign of real practical intelligence.— Christian Union.
There is not a thing on this earth, from
the human mind down to a railway car,
that can be worked seven days in the
week without disaster.— Christian Intel-

phy, Christian morality is perfect, and
its utility as’a modifying force in educa-

that | shall

remarkable accuracy and fidelity, so

he re-

lll
+04

Her- { eient, and schools for the whites will still

hight of twenty-five
from its summit a view
All the physical featare re-produced with

doing work that can not be put off, this
must wait. Lend a helping hand and let
us have this matter quickly disposed of,
and the track clear for something else.
It is bad policy to allow these needy in-

been previous]
Legget, withou

plied to this effect :
¢ My Dear Sir: I am not familiar with
the code of the duelist, but I believe
that, according to its provisions, no one
has a right to send a challenge to fight a
duel so long as an unanswered challenge
hangs over his head.”
Then the matter was dropped.

sirable that something should now be added in respect to the place itself, the facili- milk, ice, berries and vegetables are
VACATION OORRESPONDENCE.
Without
ties there enjoyed and the plans for the brought around every morning.
WarrerieLp, N. H., July 30, 1878.
doubt the attendance will hereafter be
future.
MATERIAL INTERESTS,
The location is on the line of the Ren- much greater than this year, and we feel
confident that while the present manageAs to this class of the interests of this sellaer and Saratoga R. R., twenty-four
ment
continues nobody will be disappointmiles
from
Albany
and
twelve
from
Sartown, I may say, thatso far as farming is concerned, it compares well with atoga Springs, the road in fact passing ed who goes there seeking instruction in
those of other interior towns ofthe State. through the grounds of the Round Lake Sunday-school work.
Too much praise can not well be given
Only that
The surface of the town is uneven, quite Camp-meeting Association.
to
the energetic and liberal management
portion
of
the
grounds
lying
east
of’
the
£0: but the soil is such, that its cultivation is carried in many, perhaps in most rail-road is used for the purposes of the of the Trustees of the Assdciation owning
parts to the summits of the highest hills. meeting. This tract extends to the shore the grounds, in providing such facilities to
The soil is generally strong, and responds of the lake from which it takes its name, the Sunday-school workers of New York
generously to the labor of the husband- a distance of nearly half-a-mile. It is and New England. Joseph Hillman, Esq.,
man. Industry, economy and a good de- diversified in its surface and is covered well known as the editor of the ‘‘ Revivalgree of thrift mark the external appear- with a beautiful grove of maple, beech, ist,” and leader of the ¢ Troy Praying
ance of most homes. The people live too oak, hemlock and other trees. In the Band,” is President of the Association,
and his large experience and great execunear, and of course are too familiar with center of this grove is the auditorium,
the mountains to, appreciate them.
The handsomely fitted up for preaching and tive ability have enabled him to accomplish
hearing, due régard being paid to the these results. It is greatly to be desired
effect has not, however, on that account,
been wholly lost on them ; but is ingrain- comfort of the listeners as well as the con- that hundreds and thousands of -Sundayvenience of the preachers. Around the school teachers.and officers should, as soon
ed, and so a matter of unconsciousness
to themselves, though apparent to others auditorium the grounds are’ laid out in as may be, avail themselves of the advanin a manifest generosity of nature, and concentric circles intersected by radiating tages of these summer Normal Classes.
40+
independence of character. But the cut- streets. Along these nearly two hundred
ting and manufacturing of lumber con- cottages have been built, many of which
BEREA UOLLEGE AND THE SOUTH.
stitutes a most important industry of this are elegant and convenient and are occupied-by their-owners-forseverab
weeks orf
BRE Ru DUNG
DD
town, perhaps as much so as that of any
In the order of nature, and by the laws
even months during the summer. Campother town in the State. Mills for sawmeetings have been held here for about of God, intelligence must govern; and
ing and shops for manufacturing different
the less the intelligence of the subject
ten years.
kinds of articles from lumber are very
the more absolute must be the governA
very
successful
Sunday-school
Asnumerous, some are run hy water and
But intelligence without moral
sembly was held on the grounds last year ment.
some by steam.
Among the different
and after its close it was determined that principle is selfish, and therefore assumfirms and individuals thus employed; the
ing. and despotic.
The problems of
firm of Brown & Co. stands conspicuous. a series like unto thefamous Chautauqua
‘meetings should be inaugurated this year, Southern society, and of Republican civilTheir mills are quite near the’ village,
and the services of Dr. Vincent were: se- ization, must be solved, not by intelli=
and they constitute largely the life and
cured as conductor. To prepare for this gence alone, but intelligence with conscienterprise of the place.
They own and
Assembly no expense has been spared. entious convictions and high moral purrun a railroad to their woods near the
A ‘Palestine Park,” or relief map of the poses. Whatever may be true or false
mountains, some dozen or fifteen miles Holy Land, has been constructed by Dr
respecting natural morality and philoso-

of dissipation once so rife. There ave,
doubtless, evils connected with the present modes of summer

is

NO. 32.

taking any notice of the challenge;

the meeting of the Assembly and was
played daily. A fine band” was on the
ground and gave open air concerts two or
three times a day, and alse assisted in
leading the service of song at the auditorium. Many fine singers were present and
almost everybody could sing a” little, so
that the grove often resounded with the
sweet music of the Gospel Hymns. Special
services for the children were conducted
with great success every day.
As to the cost of living at Round Lake,
it need not exceed $1.50 per day, and
‘may easily be made much less. Every
convenience for boarding one’s self can be
had on the grounds, as there is a store,
meat-market,and bakery in operation, and

accommodates, I

7, 1878.

that Dr. Holland had
challenged by William

in number, from the foundry of Jones &
Co., of Troy, was putin position before

a

We read her face, as one who reads
A true and holy book.

PROF.

and

word, when full, forty boarders, and the

God and heaven,

:

house

AUGUST

minor matters worthy of note, among
which is a well of mineral water, very
much like the Congress Spring of Saratoga, which is regarded as very beneficial
to many persons. A chime of bells, nine

by my hospitable host of one day,Mr. W.
don’t mean

Sweet promptings unto kindest deeds
Were in her very look;

BY

of air,

to

a charitable,

hub.

swell of

sweetness of water are rarely surpassed,
if indeed equaled. The largest is kept

QUIET INFLUENCE.

DUTY

and

AND CHICAGO,

bearding-houses,

whose sightliness, 'pureness

The Woming Star.

ed,

center

land, there are several

‘hearts. - There is sobriety, sincerity, life
and vigor. There is preaching with power, the relation of genuine Christian experience, fervent prayer and praise; FaWDNESDAY, AUGUST . 1878.
ther Allen tells of his two hundred and
eighty-one camp-meetings,
and many
others recount the gracious dealings of
God. We are thankful for this delightThe blessing of her quiet life
ful Sabbath by the Sea with s¢ much in
Fell on us like the dew,
And good thoughts where her footsieps press- nature and grace to draw the heart to
* Like fairy blossoms grew.

very

Near to this hill, on a beautiful

gather what of good wé find and practice
it. There are novelties of sentiment and

ter with

All communications designed for publication

STAR, BOSTON

you stand, is the

may criticize the speakers and their utterances, as anywhere; but it is far bet-

Publisher,

Rev. I. Du STEWART,

MORNING

-

nsive

of the sisters have

the money carefully laid aside. You will
reply having been incorrectly reported in
Brethren, don't
get it if you go forit,
the recent noticesof his death, his son-inlet all this work fall upon the minister
law, Parke Godwin, publishes the facts .and his wife. Take a hand in it youras follows:
:
selves. It is yonr work as much as itis
Mr. Bryant was challenged by a Dr.
or hers. While your pastor is doing
his
Holland, now deceased, on account of
he can not be doing other work that
this
some offensive words that had appeared
in the Evening Post; but remembering sorely needs to be done, or while he is

Here we

still unfinished, a very.

have, though

pleas-

bungalow,

comfortable

commodious,

antly situated on the high road, and sufficient~
ly near the town, for all practical purposes,

and so much in the lineof trade and travel as
0

bring to our

pany.

For

of com

amount

oe

aoor1

my

past,

of months

a number

health haslet me be very little amongst thepeople; less so, as I have had all the

work on the

bungalow to superintend, having had no
foreman builder to take charge of it. Iam,

however, thankful to be able to say, that in
spite of the very hot weather, my health has
within ‘the past few
materially improved,

greatly

weeks, and I now

the

enjoy joining

native brethren in the Bazar. at evening,
where we usually obtain good congregations.

‘We have this week been able to add to owr
Daniel

staff of Helpers
amiable, pious

youth,

(son

of Bhikari)

an

has

who

of eighteen,

been through the school in Balasore and for the
past two years has been in Mr. Marshall's
preachers’ class. I trust his coming will add

The
something to the efliciency of our work,
other two native helpers, who labor with us
here, are warm-hearted, zealous brethren, and
blest with the gift of utterance, though their

education

is

They' are out

limited.

very

evening
of Bible

among the people, both morning and
and all three come to me for a season

study in the middie of the day. What we now
greatly need is means for starting work among
.the women and girls of the town and vicinity.
This seems imperatively called for,

but

as yet

have

put

an

the way does not open before us. Mrs. Phillips,

whose

bronchial

difficulties

for

most total embargo on her work

al-

the past

year and a half, had begun to improve and we
entertained the hope that she would be able to

but

take the lead in this most desirable work;

one relapse has followed another,until there is
little hope left, of her ever being again able to

engage in any kind of labor, that requires the
This has become a
use of the vocal organs.
sore affliction, the more so, as my own ears
have now become “dull of hearing;” hence

conversation between ourselves is

often very

difficult. We even greatly need one of our
daughters to live and labor with us, a need,

which but for the lack of funds, we might
Tope soon to have supplied. At times, it does

lives

seem hard, after having spent our whole

in this blessed cause, to be under the necessity

of laboring on, in our old age, at so great a
disadvantage, simply for the want of a little
God has
aid from our many friends at home.

blest us with excellent children, and by dint
of economy and persistent

they have secured

an

rigid

perseverance

to a

education adapted

useful life, and best of all, he has given them
a heart to labor for him in doing good to their

benighted fellow beings: But how can they
make brick without straw? If it be the duty
and the privilege

(and a high privilege

truly

we esteem it) for a few to bear abroad the mes-

is it not
sage of Salvation to the heathen, then
many
the
of
privilege
the
and
equally the duty

who remain at home,

to. deny

themselves

in

war, the means
order to supply the sinews of
enterapproved
heaven
the
for prosecuting

prise ?. Hard times, hard times, hard times,

But shall the
<cems to be the universal cry.
cause of the blessed Saviour and the salvation .
principal sufof the benighted be the first and
ation
ferer? Oh, for that whole tou]
sacriliv
ads us to lay ourselves a
vhi
till then
hich Jen altar of God! Then and notheaven.
may we hope to lay up treasures in

third number of “ The Missionary Help-

The
cheers
er” has been received, and pleases and
The lord bless and prosper our ex-us much.
of self-de
cellent sisters in their noble work. PHILLIPS.
J.
5
nial,Jove and mercy !
=
DANTOON, June 13, 1878.
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Sunduy-schools are a good thing.

Sabbath - School Lesson.--Aug. 18.
(For

AND

NOTES
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Questions see

PROF. J. A. HOWE.

Lesson

THE WIDOW

Papers.)

+

the Lord saw
her, and said

unto her, weep not.”’—Luke 7:13.
Knke

7:

11-17.

Notes and Hints,

i oi
=: ness
silli
NL

bbl

cb

11. *“ The day after.” After the healing of the centurion’s servant, the subject
of the last lesson. *‘A city called Nain.”

pT oanSRE SEN

structing children in them by

sons is a good thing.
lence done to the

The name of this place is still attached

object

Scriptures

and

to the

opinion

or

a creed,

of a river, extending

his

hands as

if in

prayer, with a dove flying to meet his
embrace. Now, whilst only one of the
evangelists speaks of prayer in this con-

ern edge of Little

as an act of obedience,

ap-

is

not good.
The current Sunday-school
lessons have been illustrated by a series
of outline pictures to be hung up before
infant classes during recitation. The one
for the lesson of July 21st is a representation of the descent of the Holy (thost at
Christ's baptism. We have here, however, the Saviour represented as kneeling
alone on what may be taken as the bank

nection, all four, either by express

The

les-

But the least vio-

to its modern representative. It was not
far from Capernaum, on the north-west-

Hermon.

Inp

truth, either by objects or word of mouth,
forthe sake of an

OF NAIN.

GOLDEN TEXT: “ And when
her, he had compassion on

STAR,

state-

ment, or by implication, connect baptism
with the manifest

striking difference between him
prophets and apostles.

and the

When

the

wid-

ow’s son was to be restored to life, Elijah

« cried unto the
my God, I pray
come into him
lame man at the

Lord, and said, O Lord,
thee, let this'child’s soul
again.”
And when the
gate of the temple was

to be healed, Peter said to him,

*‘¢ Inthe

name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth rise up
‘and walk.” But when the leper said to
Jesus, ‘“Lord,if thou wilt thou canst make
me clean,” Jesus answered, ¢* I will, be

thou clean.” And when Jesus had compassion on the widow of Nain, he

said to the

dead man, ‘Young man, I say unto thee,
arise.”
Hence the miracles of Jesus
Christ bear testimony to his divine character.
But in addition to this, they sug-

rocks, by the

tion with the latter, and ought not in rep-.
resentation to be separated from ity,
But I do not claim that a Pedo-Baptist

gest to us valuable lessons, and bring before us important truths.
In the nar-

should accept the

was a dead man carried out.”
All must
die, and the death of others should re-

this,

and

of the

eastern entrance. Mount Tabor was two
miles north of Nain. The other evangelists omit this incident. ** Many of his
disciples.” Of those who accepted him
as the

Christ,

some

afterwards

‘* went

back, and walked no more with him.”
John 6:66.
They went with Christ to
see his works and to hear his instructions.

*¢ The gate of the city.”

Ancient cities

“were fortified by surrounding them with
walls. These walls were pierced with
gates. Burials took place outside of the
gates. *‘ Carried out.” It was contrary
to Jewish

laws

to sanitary
within the
sided over
fins were
swathed in

laws, for burial places to be
city. The nearest of kin prethe funeral ceremonies.
Coflittle used.
The body was
the clothes usually worn in

of purification,

life, and spices were bound

up

and

in

also

them.

A separate cloth was fastened around the
head.
=
“« The only son of his mother and she a
vidow.” How much pathos in this simple fact.
The double bereavement of
- this widow

touched

the

hearts

of all in

Nain. Hence, we read, * That much
people of the city was with her. Aec-

tording to Josephus, all who met a
funeral procession were expected to join
The
it. << When the Lord saw her.”
procession would attract attention by
Wailing,

the loud cries of the mourners.

throwing dust on the head,

besmearing

that the former had

of John
Saviour.

an

essential

Baptist

connec-

representation

as having just immersed the
Still, I do insist that the oc-

casion should have been preserved

so far

as lo represent both Christ and the baptizer, on the bank of the river, if not * com-

ing up out of the water,” in which case
immersion might have seemed at least
possible, instead of so carefully guarding

against this, as to represent even sprinkling impossible. I know this would have
naturally enough suggested to the young
mind, that the Saviour was indeed immersed ; but I do not see how there could

have been any harm in this, so long
wasso.
It may be worth while to
that on the day above referred to,
teacher, at least, very wisely left
picture at home.—J. ¥.

as it
say
one
the

0-000
* +o

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS.
Dave, N. Y., July 23.
A few weeks since,

I saw

in

the Star

some cheering words from the Sundayschool of Laconia, N. H:, which suggest.
ed to me the idea of writing a few words
of our Sunday-school for your readers.
Dale is simply a R. R. station on the
York & Erie road, thirty miles east of
Buffalo. As there is no other church in
the place, we are the light-bearers to a
large community of farmers.
It has been
some: years since -our Sunday-school for-

rative of the Widow of Nain, we have:
A 1ésson of human

mind us

that

we,

mortality.

also,

must

¢* There

die.

But

many persons try to throw off from them
all thoughts of this kind.
They know
that they must die, yet they do not want
to think of it. Some of the heathen of
ancient times were wiser than these

per-

sons. Itis said that the Egyptians, when
gathered on festive occasions, were accustomed to have a corpse (a mummy
probably)
carried around among the
guests, that they might be reminded of
what was before them,

and

thus

be led

to act wisely. And Rollin tells us that
Philip, King of Macedon, ‘* Kept a man
in his service to tell him ‘every day, before he gave audience, Philip, remember
thou art mortal.”
And to be reminded

of death does not necessarily cause sadness, The Christian can look beyond
death, to a bright and glorious home.
We have

a

lesson

on

the

brevity

of

‘human life.
The dead man who was
“carried out was a young man.
And we
should remember not only that we must
.die, but that we may die young.
The
longest life will soon pass away and
come to an

end.

But

no

one

can

be

visitation from on high.’

Luke

19:44.

ers an envelope, on the back of which
igrorance was
fatal; its absence the teacher writes the number present of
‘would have been glory and salvation. It his class, and the amount of the collecis the same now. God iS with men to- tion, which is placed in the envelope.
day. This is their favored hour.
These envelopes are then gathered up by
** This rumor of him.” Not their view the secretary, who makes his report at
of him, but

the

report

of this

miracle.

“ The region round about.” Samaria and
Galilee. Hence,all that land heard these
strange reports of Christ.
The practical lessons are (1) that our

~ Lord knows how grievous are our be‘eavements, and sympathizes with us in
. them, Kind and merciful, not hard and
- anfeeling is he; (2) ‘that to be like our

Lord we must cultivate sympathetic feel-

Jag for those who are in trouble; (3) that

Christ has power to give eternal life to
. our dead,
if he does not restore them to
us here; (4) that itis a day of merciful
visitation
when Christ comeésto a com-

the closeof the school.

= We

think these

reports add to the interest of the school,
while the. money thus easily collected provides for the various expenses.
The
greatest number we had on a single Sabbath last year was 133.
The greatest
number we have had this year is 152.
Our average is also better this year. We
have had 175 scholars at a concert, and
‘quite

a number

were

absent.

We

are

very much interested in the study of the
International Lessons, and feel more interested every quarter.

Our teachers are

all Christians, two of them

the

deacons

of our church, and a large proportion of

munity, or to a heart. That day may reveal his power to save from sin and

of our scholars are church members. Two

death. ; 18 he not with us now?

Sabbaths since, and four

The Sunday-school is no place for gossippingor gigling.
g

precious children were baptized a few
only a little time before.

nestly praying for the
entire school.

other

scholars

We are

salvation

ear-

of the

Will Jou. please to join

with us in this prayer

ri

J

goodness of Jesus Christ.

How

much

joy and gladness he caused to spring up
in the heart of this widow by this act of
power.
But Jesus had numerous attendants, and he -might have required
this young man to join himself to them
and follow him. Ile could have testi-

That the Bible is still wrapped up in this
impenetrable reserve ; so that every heart
must be illuminated by a supernatural
power before it can have any conception
of the meanings on its pages, is the
crowning glory of its history.
That a soul thus touched by an invisible
and all-powerful spirit, flies to this
hitherto inappreciated and neglected guide
with the eagerness of a prisoner long debarred from liberty, and with mute surprise wonders at his former apathy;
that a heart suddenly hugs to its deepest
depths the promises and possibilities of a

man, that he knows all our temporal and
our

spiritual

trials,

and

that,

while

he

often helps those who do not seek his
help, he never fails to bless those who
ask and expect his blessing. Jesus Christ
has all power in heaven and on earth, he
possesses unlimited goodness; and we
may come to him in every time of need,
and expect and receive from him whatever blessing we need.
WW, H.

Bible who will not suffer humanity
behold his face, should also refuse

ness—and alone

WRITING

AND THE SUPERNATURAL.
IDA

the

soul

touched

by

divinity disclose

its

A

hints

HAZELTON.

have

seen.

It

describes

the

customs,

progress of art, and the religious

beliefs

of the age in which it was written.

But,

unlike other histories, it makes record of
events which transpired before historians
existed.
It describes magnificent evolutions npon which no human eye ever
gazed.
The creation of our planet!
Whence came
that wonderful record?
What pen reported those scenes which
took place under the eye of their Creator

ditory averages

less

than

one

he addresses to those few,

only

said

to

the bereaved widow, ‘ Weep not,” but
he proceeded to do that which turned her

sorrow into joy, he touched the bier, and

| said,

‘‘young

man,

I say

unto

thee,

ings,“&e.
deceiving
men,

a thousand

build-

This is more dangerous and
still, when applied to books,

and

morals,

Quantity, with

too"

line

and

what

are

its

additions

from

year to year?” instead of inquiring

into

the Christian character,

and

moral quality of these

the

mental

persons.

Several

denominations, and ours with them, have
been within the last twenty-five years,

and growingly so, exceedingly anxious
for numbers, with too little regard for the
quality of its members and measures.
‘“ Do we outnumber or are we outnum-

bered by many or all others P as though

real strength should be measured by size,
rather than the substance of things. God
said to his ancient prophet and leader
‘‘ the people are too many.” It is quality
rather than quantity I want in my afmy.
While we may need in some churches a
larger membership, in our ministry more
ministers, in our mission fields an increase of ‘missionaries, and an enlarged

that

a sort of oracle, and ‘its utferances may

and

of church additions, schools, theological
students, ministers and missionaries, de.
nominational
strength
and influence.
The questions are not infrequently asked,
* How many members have you in your
church, theological
school
and eollege?” ‘* How many ministers and missionariesin home and foreign fields?”
how large numerically is your denomina-

immortal

minds ;—ought not we to take heed to our
utterances, who may influence, through
the press, forty or fifty times that number? Should we not beware how we
palm off crude speculations upon the
receptive multitude?
If many readers
think for themselves, many do not. And
we know that-a family paper,—especially one had in high esteem, comes to be

minerals,

many, is very taking indeed, in the

hundred,

yet

BURGESS,

plication to ships, armies, bridges,

been

through the year, ought to weigh all

REV.J.8,

is desirable in some things,

water, land,

given to aid us fellow-laborers in this
As a history, the Bible narrates the im- service. This article offers consideraportant events in the life of a people, a | tions, which, if suggested in the hints renation.
The building up and pulling ferred to, may deserve for their ‘importdown of cities, and strong walls.
The ance a renewed and special mention.
1. Wedo well to consider carefully
struggles,
wars, misfortunes and triumphs
of a powerful race. It brings out in bold the sentiments which we throw out for
relief, great men and their deeds. Great others to read, and to be influenced by,
captains whose victories and defeats were for time and eternity. If a minister, in
the most striking that the world has a small, rural parish, whose Sabbath auever

or

other things. Quantity without quality,
is both deceitful and dangerous in its
ap-

tion,

force of students atour theological schools,
,don’t

we much

more want

ment in quality, even over

an improveall the past—

truer and better men in the church and
ministry, schools and State ? Intelligence,
is not purity
| is not goodness ; smartness,

‘which can only belong to the maker,of be often met by a too facile trust, yet a

or.piety ;self-confidence and officiousness,

those laws. It bears witness to the. existence of a being who conquered death;
a triumph possible alone to a creator of
life.
Herein lies the supernatural elements
of the Bible. IfI give- to the Bible as
much credence as I would accord to any
other ancient
history with as strong

single unscriptural and false sentence may
ruin a confiding soul. Let us think of

are not common sense or Christian worth.
Oh, how the army in the last war suffered,

may, through thé Divine blessing, save a
soul. Let us think of that!
2. Wedo well to take heed to our
spirit, in writing, lest we needlessly
wound one of the least of Christ's ** little
ones;"” or deal unchristianly with even
vile transgressors.
* But would you
keep back, or fritter away impertant

the rebellion, as from want of true and
dauntless soldiers. How much the political
parties have long suffered, in consequence
of unreliable men in official places and
elsewhere.
How - exceedingly much business is
suffering to-day in all its varied and multitudinous departments, from the same

proofs of authenticity,

I must

conclude

that something superhuman guided the
hands which wrote the book. But there
is something yet more convincing
int
these latter days to show that the Bible
is not wholly of man. With this book in
my hand, which has outlived storms and
persecutions enough to destroy the last
shred of anything merely human, I ask
myself what is its influence to-day? Is
there anything which still stamps upon
it the seal

supernatural,

after

all

these

that!

And a single

Huth?

Christian remark

Obyno—Far—from—it— Rather]

let us press it as clearly and cogently as
we can; only in love. It should never be
80 deferentially suggested as to touch a
sleepy professor, or = careless sinner,
like a snow-flake. It is shameful to ask
pardon for repeating God's truth to sinful
men. - This stupid world is not to be
aroused in such fashion. If we give of-

ages have drifted it farther and farther fense however, let it be the truth, kindly,
from the scenes of its events ? Does it though
fearlessly
exhibited, that ofstill convince men of its" superhuman fends ;—not any degree of rudeness, or
origin ?:
"bad passion, or indiscretion on our part.
To the careless reader, the Bible isa If written in love and wisely, it offends,
sealed book. It bas nothing of the mar- let it offend, and God will take care of it,
|
velous for him. It does not fill him with and of us.
reverence and awe,

when he

reads

that,

for the sake of man, nature has been
compelled to alter her courses; that
mighty waters once obeyed the voice of
man ; that rocks have opened their solid
crusts, that the very air has congealed to
bread to soften human sufferings.
No!
Ifhe have not an utter distaste for its
pages, he at least looks upon it as less
interesting than some other more modern history.
Why should this be so?
Why is it that

curiosity,

if no

stronger

motive, should not move all men to study
pages whose wisdom surpasses that of
man with all his facilities for application
and research ?
:
The answer can only assert that here
is found the strongest test ‘that has ever
tried the truth of the Bible, and that, at
the same time, here lies the most

subtile

proof of its supernatural power.

3. Before sending an article for publication, it may be

well, usually,

to

let

it

lay by a while, at least to sleep over it
(not when’ writing it). The next day it
may appear to us less satisfactory than
it did at first, and we may reject or improve it. If-on the other hand, we send

it off, forthwith, we may too late regret
thoughts or expressions,

either not

suf-

ficiently intelligible, or of injurious tend-

ency. Some
hastily-prepared effusions
might, perhaps, have done more with less
evil, had they been

laid ‘ upon

the

ta-

ble,” a few days or weeks before being
sent. Indeed, with such delay, perchance, they would never have seen the
outside light; nor in this case, would

the world have greatly suffered.

Some-

times ever we may have the grace to see’

that the best thing we can do with a darling lucubration, is to light the fire with
it. It may make a useful blaze then, at
any rate. We must not putit upon editors
to straighten all our crookedness.
4. If our article fails soon to appear, or
never appeas in the paper, let us not get
impatient inthe one case, nor angry
in the other. A writer is not always an
impartial judge of his own productions.
Moreover, the publication is not ours,
and those who have it in charge, since
theirs is the chief responsibleness for its

and are published, to - Christ, the Lord.

Hence he not

Quantity

READER.

important

sooner

and may be essential in certain directions, while quality is the most desirable
and essential, as applied to food, air,
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THE BIBLE

to

somewhere,

QUALITY OR QUANTITY.

communicate with an unbelieving and
careless heart. Only to the pure can
purity reveal her bliss. Only to the loving heart can love reveal her sacredthe divine spirit can
supernal mysteries.

result,

CED.
4 db Jb di JR

te
to

¢ Ye shall not enjoy the promises of this
message, nor understand the nature of

exercise it.

happy
later.

now changed to the-glory of bright anticipation, reveals the fact that there is
mother.”
So that she could take him an irresistable power behind the human
home with her, that she might rejoice in “writers of the book, which has placed its
his society, and that he might provide for pages far above the reach of hostile or careand succor her. No wonder that ¢* there less hands,and only drops it dewn to them
came a fear on all, and they glorified when they grope for it as for some priceless treasure, some boon above all other
God.”
While looking at this narrative and the things desired.
Nor is there gpything but consistency in
lessons it teaches us, let us remember
that Jesus Christ is still the friend of the fact that the all wise Inspirator of the

Let us, over and over commit all
we write, both before and after writing,

his own power, and was willing to

Doing this service heartily for Jesus, we
shall do it well, and it will not fail of a

future life,once dreaded with forebodings,

I have eyes to look out upon nature
earthly hopes
had passed away.
But
and
read her wonderful pages with unstill there were many who felt for her,and
I have ears
showed their respect for her, by accom- "derstanding and delight.
panying her out of the city to bury her that drink in the music of her soft sounds.
son. But here comes a stranger, w ho, I have an intellect which is able to masby the number of persons who are with ter difficult problems, and often faintly
him, seems to be a person of conse- grasps at mysteries, yet unexplained. I
quence. And he stops te speak to this have a heart which looks out upon its
weeping widow, and in accents of ten- kind, and draws them to it with chords of
derness and sympathy he says to her, mutual love and sympathy.
All things
‘¢ Weep not.” And Jesus now has sym- human are possible to me, if I but use
pathy with all those who are in trouble every faculty of my being.
But, even
or distress, and he has spoken words of possessing all these God-like powers, unkindness which they may appropriate to less some being greater than I, somethemselves.
.
thing more than human, shall meet and
We see also the power of Jesus Christ. touch the heavenward aspirations of my
This young man was really dead; and soul, I can not read one word of this?
Its mysterious
his friends were on the way to bury him. Bible with clear eyes.
Had he been sick merely, they might and supernatural originator has- declared
have asked Jesus to heal him. But. they in His record, ‘‘ Ye shall not look upon
knew him to be dead, and therefore they my face, and live.” So, also, has he set
do not ask him to help them. But Jesus his seal upon his book and determined,

knew

needful to benefit his friends, and win
souls to his love and, service. Let us
make it a standing request, that he would
ever guide us in these endeavors, and
add hisrich blessing. To commit thus
our efforts, frequently, to our Redeemer,
will greatly’ strengthen and cheer us. He
will guide our thoughts and our pen.

fied to the power of Jesus, exerted in his
case.
But Jesus ‘‘delivered him to his

sure of long life. .In the narrative we
find that a ‘young man” had died.
And young men,and young women, die alone? Unlike other histories, it testifies
now. Every reader of this has known- to the violated laws of, nature, a power.

the face, tearing the hair, rending gar- -sook the-eld—way—
— freezing
of up—intthots to die who were younger than himments and wearing sackcloth were an- “winter and thawing out the first of May.”
cient public modes of expressing grief at The school was in good working order self. And the obvious inference is, that
no reader of this is too young to die.
the death of a person. The truly lament- at the commencement of the present pasWe have a lesson on the blighting of
able state of this bereaved widow, excit- torate, two years ago, and had contributearthly
hopes.
‘His mother was a
ed the compassion of ourLord.
‘ Weep ed largely towards holding the congregawidow,”
and
he
was
her * only son.”
not.” Her weeping was loud and bitter. tion during an interim of some months,
How much is involved in these facts.
Her husband was dead, her only son was
between the death of their former and
dead.
Sympathy with the distressed is the settlement of the present pastor. This woman had before lost one object
an inseparable element of Christianity. During these two years our school has of her affections, for her husband had
But her son was left
Our Lord, in all his ministry, and by his increased in interest and in numbers. All been taken away.
to her. She would feel
a deep interest in
death, showed sympathy with men.
classes attend the school, the aged, midhim.
And
he
probably
cared for her,
* Touched
the bier.” The word trans- dle aged, and the young. ‘We bave
eight and provided the means for her support.
— lated + bi
-elasses;-to-which—we have given the for
And now he, also, is taken from her: and
reading some prefer. The present readlowing names : Seniors,Juniors, Normals,
ing seems most natural, for the young Seed Sowers, Volunteers, Myrtles, Young she is left desolate indeed. And so our
earthly joys fade away.
‘We often lose
man at once ““ sat up” when told to rise. Workers, and Little Jewels.
The Seed
them when we think them most secure,
*¢ They that bare him.” At this period, in
Sowers are a class of young ladies and
and when our all seems staked upon.
some of the Jewish cities, special persons gentlemen some
thirty in pumber, taught
them. Iknow a family in which there
attended to this duty,as undertakers nowy
by our superintendent, a very interesting
were three sons. Thesecond was a promdo for us. In earlier times, and perhaps class.
The Normals are a class of young
ising young man of about twenty years.
now in small places, the nearest relatives
married people, taught by our pastor. And he died suddenly of disease of the
performed this sad office.
See Acts The Volunteers
are a new class, formed
heart. Two or three years passed away,
5:6—10.
this
summer,
having
mostly volunteered, and the rebellion broke out in the South;
‘“ He that was dead sat up.”
Jesus through
the invitation of their faithful and the youngest son, a fine Christian
elaimed power over death, that is, creative
teacher,
from
the numbers who do not at- young man, who was then about twenty
power. He said that those in their graves
tend
the
Sunday-school.
They are prom- years-old, believed it ‘to be his duty to
should hear his voice.
Paul says that
enlist.
For nearly three years there
God gives men, through Christ, a victory ising boys and young men.
The Little Jewels form our most inter- were alternate hopes and fears, and then
wer death. Three instances of the resoration of the dend to life, at the word of esting class. It consists of some forty the news came that he was left on the
esus, are given: This one, that of Laza- little boys and girls, taught by our pas- field of battle, in the hands of the rebels,
us, that of the daughter of Jairus. Here tor's wife. She takes them into a room and was supposed to be mortally woundby themselves,and hears the lesson which ed.
And that was the last that was
) sufficient ground for expecting immortheir mothers have taught. them from known of him. The eldest son was now
ity.
cards containing, in simple language, the the only son left. But he was a strong
“ Fear on all.”
Fear in the sense of
International Lessons. She also teaches and healthy man, and the hopes™and exwe.
“Glorified God.”
Praised him
them to sing some pieces adapted to their pectations of his parents, who were now
with their hearts, and with loud voices.
age. All this the children very much en- growing in years, were centered on him.
Though the Saviour did this miracle, he
joy, and give their parents no peace till But only a few years passed, when, after
was regarded only asa divine instrument,
they may come to Sunday-school. Much a hard days work, he retired to rest aplike ““a great prophet.” _‘ God hath
might be said of each of our classes, but
visited his people.”
Not by an incarna- space will not permit. Our superintend- parently as well as usual, and died early
. tion, but by raising up a great prophet ent (school commissioner of this district), next morning. . Thus all the sons of
these parents were taken away, one after
and manifesting himself through that haying
had so much experience in the the other, and all their plans were disprophet. This was a compassionate, educational work, and having
acted
!
merciful act. Hence, they meant to say this capacity for fifteen years, is wellin arranged.
This narrative also shows us the symthat God was evidently disposed to bless
qualified for his important work.
He
them. Blessed are they who kngw when makes use of theboard to illustrate the pathy, the power, and the goodness of
God in mercy visits them. The Jews, as lessons. Our secretary, at the opening Jesus Christ. His sympathy. The wida nation, did not know the time of their of the school, passes to each of the teach- ow may have felt as- if all her joy and
That

1878.

Communications.

approval of the Father in the descent of
the Spirit in the form of a dove, showing

of

7,

| arise.
And he that was dead sat up, and
began to speak.”
Thus we have proof
| that Jesus was what he professed to be,
‘t the Son of God.” And we should reTHE WIDOW OF NAIN.
member that he has power to bring dead
(See Sunday-school lesson for Aug. 18.)
souls to life, and that he still uses that
Jesus Christ wrought miracles in his power.
own name.
In this respect there isa
We see further in this narrative the

proach to it was doubtless by a steep ascen} from the plain of Esdraelon.
Caves
suited for burial purposes abound in the
side

AUGUST

J

S. S$. Department.
QUESTIONS

MORNING

its originator, until first your blind eyes
shall have been opened and your heart
attracted to the worship of its one true
master.”

contents,

have

clearly

an independent

rightto decide what to publish, and what
to suppress. Our article, though acceptable as to its merit, may not exactly

suit the time ; or may be almost idéntical
with another article already in the hands
of the printer ; or the paper can not keep
pace with the multitude of contributors.
5.

and when

our

articles have

been sent,

The Bible instructs us to ‘* bring presents”
to the Lord. Let us make him a present

of all the productions of our pen. He
aids us to gain the knowledge and skill

not from want of numbers to suppress

cause;not from

means, to do

wa

of

business

worthy persons—men
moral worth.
Our denomination,

numbers

with,

but

go

trust-

of integrity and
and churches of all

denominations, with the sacred cause of
Christ, as represented by them, is suffering to-day, more from want of good and
true men in the church and ministry, than
from all other causes combined. Talent,

money, social standing, education,and num-

bers rising in the schools to hundreds, or
even thousands, including the ministry
and missions, can not compensate for the
absence of quality, or Christian character. .
The kind of men we have in our ranks,
and not the many, will prove our honor
and salvation, or the opposite.

An experienceof more than thirty years

in the ministry, has taught me this truth,

ahove and paramount to all other consid-

erations, in this line of thought, ‘that the

greatest
painstaking and carefulness
should be persistently exercised in receiving members to our churches,but especially to the theological schools and
ministry.
If our numbers are ever so
small,

but

of good

material,

and of the

right sort, it is enough to glorify God.
It is proposed to send several new mis-

sionaries

to India, in company with Dr.

Phillips's family. And now brethren, who
have this matter in charge, let the character ofthe men you send, infinitely out-

weigh the number. One man or woman .

of the right sort is worth many, yea,
a multitude not adapted tothe work.
0-0-0

THE FREEDOM OF LOVE.
Dr. Chalmers said that before his conversion he was in bondage; afterward
his soul was unfettered as a soaring bird.
It is no task to the lark to take a morning flight and sing a morning song. The
peep of day can not catch it asleep. Its
wings are as free as the air upon

which

it rises ; its music as spontaneous as the
sunlight which 1t goes up to meet. It is

a thing of liberty ; earth and sky are its
only cage. It is made for flight and
song. Even so love, the life and soul of
religion, is a free, soaring, spontaneous
thing. Itis no task for love to be active. It is not bound to earth, is not in
fetters, does not fret and chafe in servitude. It needs not to be coaxed, urged,

driven. It always wishes to do more.
It can make the difficult. easy, the Dbit~
ter sweet, the task a pleasure, the hand
of iron duty soft as velvet.

a fresh baptism of it.
our ease,

We all want

‘We groan, seek

talk mournfully of duty

and

denial because we have little love. Let
it be rekindled, from Christ's own burning heart.— Times of Refreshing.

THE

MORNING
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PN

A Ep

A

condition of society, as well as becoming
manifestin every occupation.
The laborer who had good wages must have

es

better wages, or
page;

show on history’s

a

Tourney and joust and foughten field
Alone descend to after age. ;

And thus it is in this our life, years
The peaceful, quiet, happy
crowd
‘We make small note of, but we
The page with record of our tears.
,
blest are uneventful lives
can tell,
of iD small story we
:
is writ,
But which when all the page
.”
like heart's ease, * It is well

Breathe out

ent of all touched by pen;

ves

© days of pageantry and show,
Passed out upon life’s great highways,
1 bid you vale; I have learned
To love and seek more peaceful days.

cently, to his mother, a son who

his prodigality,

— Hattie Tyng Griswold.
Ghd
dn an

to himself and

ces

LESSONS FROM THE TIMES.
[Annual sermon preached before the Rhode
Island Association at Greenville, May 22, 1878,
by Rev. J. M. Brewster.]

‘Js this Naomi?
Ruth1:19,
The Book of Ruth contains a beautiful

and even thrilling story. It teaches also
a great moral lesson of God's providenDuring the time that the
tial care.
Judges ruled in Israel, there was a famTo escape its rigors,
ine'in the land.
Elimelech, a husband and father, {ook
his wife, Naomi, and his two sons, and

went to sojourn in the land of Moab. The
Elimelech and the sons
sons married.
died.

At

the

-expiration

of

ten

years,

Naomi in her great poverly and sadness,
with Ruth, her daughter-in-law,
whom she
could

not persuade to leave her, returned

to Bethlehem, her former home.
result

of

an

honorable

above this is inflation. Anything below
it is undue depreciation. During the

The

As the

marriage,

this

daughter-in-law, became the ancestor of
David, and through his descendents, of
the promised Messiah, and thus attained
to the highest honor of any woman of her
generation.
Rough and dark was the
pathway which Naomi trod, and mysterious were the providences which overshadowed her, yet in the Light of God's
unfolding, his hand led at every step.
Her sad and pitiable ‘condition arrested
the attention of her old friends and neigh* And it came to pass when they
" bors.
were come to Bethlehem, that all the
city was moved about them, and they

well-nigh
his

relations, and particularly of
banks, institutions which have

ruin

‘ One year

of prosperity is the cause of my downfall.
Expensive habits of living were
contracted to which I still clung, even
when my income became less.” Is it too
much to say that a generation, or thirty
years of such intoxication,
ruined the nation? Are not

would have
these times

been observed, and

Li

stead of this, however, she returns the
short-sighted and complaining answer;
¢ Call me

the

not Naomi, call mie

Almighty

with me.

hath

I went

dealt

Mara; for

very

out full, and

bitterly
the

Lord

hath brought me home again empty; why
call ye me Naomi, seeing the Lord hath
testified against me, and the Almighty
hath afflicted me?” Beneath the shadow
of the black

cloud;

she

did

not

that there was sunshine beyond

realize

it, which

was destined to break through it- and upon her.
I have chosen this text and have given
_ this exposition of which it is plainly sus-

even

brought to our notice

high rates of interest and inflated values,

petted,

men

ceptible, as

suggestive

of

the

fact

that

the timgs, through which we are passing,
familiarly
designated, ‘ hard times,”
are caleulated to teach important and

val-

uabje lessons.
For a period of eight years subsequent
to the war of the rebellion, our country

over,

many

of

household

in point

of

instances,

expenses.

dress,

diflicult

it

might

to

Morebe,

in

distinguish

upon our’streets the wife of a millionaire
from the wife of a niechanic.
The expenses of sustaining a family have eaused
young men to abstain from entering the

Mara,

but

TRADE,

though it may

be

Christian, may not

for

the

his

an

been

Jesus, and, like

young

John,

in

YaLtynn

12c.

.

-

obtained for mechanical devices, medical or other

gompoands, ornamental de

A=
8loBrds

and June

labels.

lustrated

Catalogues

Mailed.

$130., 7 1-3 octave, $140.
stops, $65.

cash,

in

8 stops,

perfeet

$70.

order

not

Sheet musie «f half price.

stops,

used

Pulpits,Communion Tables, Chairsetc., for church use—constantly in
stock at reasonable prices.
Silk 8, 8. Banners in colors and
gold $5. Collection dishes in carved
.
walnut, ete., from $1.50 to $6 each.
4 1llustrated catalogues of Furniture,
10 cts. post-paid. Illustrated Catalogues of Banners and Decoration, 10 cts. post-paid. .
1y42

$85

a

year.

HORACE

WA-

Dealers,

40

CENT. NET.

Kansas, Migsour: and Iowa Improved Farm

First Mortgage

Coupor,

Bonds

guaranteed.

A” AGENTS WANTED

We

UNIVERSAL

u arantee, as an assufance, that weloan not to
exceed one third of the actnal value.
In over
six years’ business never lost a dollar; never

delayed a day on interest or principal. No investor through us ever did or ever will get an acre
of land under foreclosure. Send for particulars
and references.
J.B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan.,
Or Henry Dickinson, Manager, 243 Broadway,

New York.

.

GOLD PLATED WATCHES, Cheapest

3

1y49

the known world. Sample Watch Free ta
Agents.
Address, A. Courter & Co., Chicago.

10¢c., post-paid.

50 New Parlor Games.

‘

THE

case

URY

of their

patrons

cheerfully make sacrifices

them

for

His

CURES DISEASES OF Ti,

—~.

the

God has instilled

not use

-

sake,

in the inspired Word. Abraham and
Moses aud David and Daniel and John
abd Peter and Paul and the Marys, and
all other good and holy men and women,

low color of skin, or yellowish

can take.

It is the

are

dear

By the

of their

leaving the liver strengthened and healthy,

I

‘SOLD BY DRUGGISTS AT $1 PER BOTTLE.

Line

Its

WISCONSIN

and

and

all points

MINNESOTA,

and

DULUTH,
i

Green Bay and Marquette Line

Is the only line between CHICAGO and JANESVILLE, WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC, OSHKOSH,
APPLETON, GREEN Bay, ESCANABA, NEGAUNEE,
MARQUETTE, HOUGHTON; HANCOCK and the LAKE
SUPERIOR COUNTRY.
;

=

Is

Ohicago and Milwaukee Line

the old

Lake

Shore

Route, and is the only

Jossing between CHICAGO
OREST,

WAUKEGAN,

WAUKEE.,
PULLMAN

and

one

EVANSTON,

LAKE.

RACINE, KENOSHA and MIL-

PALACE

:

HOTEL

CARS

are run on all through trams of this road.
This is the ONLY LINE running Pulman
between Chicago and St. Paul, Chicago and

and
He

waukee, or Chicago and Winona, or
Green Bay.

from

every quarter

of the

United

a place

on

is more

complete

a grand

and

commodious

in its ap pointments

than

under

situated

in the

patent

Gately

passenger

of beautiful parks.

Hotel

any simi-

within the province

DISEASES OF

extensive

to convey

with

corner

W.

Madi-

Kine

Marvin Hughitt,

Gen.

Man’g’r

“Chicag
lydeow)

Michigan Central Railroad.
Hotel, and at Palmer House.
Leave.

Chicago Trains.

Arrive.

as regards

the remedial means and appliances for the cure of
all those chronic diseases peculiar to’ females. The

Mail(via Main and Air Line){* 7.004. m.[* 6.55 p-m.

employment, in moderation,
of
tonic, chemical,
electro-thermal,
and other approved
baths, is in

Kalamazoo

relieve

congested

tilation

of the

parts,

improve

digestion,

anc

sleeping

apartment,

the

cheering

ine

fluence of music, social Intercourse, innocent games
for amusement, and all those agencies which tend to
arouse the mind of the patient from despondency,
and

thus

promote

recovery, are

not

neglected.

NERVOUS DISEASES.—Paralysis, Epilepsy (Fits),
Chorea (St. Vitus’s Dance), and other nervous aflections, receive the attention of an expert in this spe-

cialty, by which the greatest skill is attained and tie

Ferry car, on a day in March, 1878, and
the man who distributed the cards was
Mr, James
Huggins, the proprietor of
the Pearl Street printing establishment.—
S. 8. Times.

Canal

+
The Great Central Route.
J
Depot, foot of Lake-st., and feot of Twenty-second
st. Ticket Office,67 Clark-st., Grand Pacific

faci

strengthen the muscles, produce important beneficial
results in all cases to which these means are Rpbiicas
ble. No experimenting is resorted to in the treatment.'. The most approved medicines are carefull
employed, and the Thdicious regulation of the dief,
to suit the condition of the patient, the thorough ven=

a Fulton

W. H. Stennett,

Gen. Pass. Ag’t, Chicago.

a

many cases an invaluable auxiliary to the remedial
means to which we resort in such cases. Dry friction
to the surface, general shampooing, Swedish movements, and light calisthenic exercises,to enliven and
equalize the civculation of the blood in the system

the car he said to the giver: ¢ Sir, when

75

system

of our several specialties,
order

House;

Wells and Kinzie Streets.
’
Kor rates.or information not atfainabhle frem
your home ticket agents, apply to
\

patients

WOMEN,— Especially are the

ties of this infirmary of a superior

you gave me this card I was on my way
to the ferry, intending to jump from the
boat and drown myself. The death of
my wife and son had robbed me of all
desire to live. But this, ticket has perife
suaded me to begin
li anew.
Good
day, and God bless you!” All thisis no
imaginary story, taken from a religious.

most happy results secured,
5
\
LUNG DISEASES.—This division of the practice in
the Invalids’ Hotel is very ably managed by a gen=
tleman of mature judgment and skill.
Bronchial,
Throat, and Lung
Discases are very largely treated
in this departinent, and with results which have been
highly gratifying to both physician and patients.

Day

EXPress,essessiesss veses|*9.008. m.[* 7.40 p.m.

Accommodation. |* 4.00 p.m. [*10.30 a. m.

Atlantic Express

(daily)....[§

5.15 p.m. § 8.00a.m

Night EXPress.ceeeesescesens 19.00 p.m: |*}6.45a.m.
* Sunday excepted. Saturday gnd Sunday excepted
t+ Monday
.C.
AR
v7

bis
§Dailv.
WENTWGRTH,
& Chicago.

:
H.B.LEDYARD.
Gen Maw'g’r, Detroit.

Shore and Mich. Southern R. R.
Lake
New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salles
Chicago Trains.

Mail (via main ine)

| Arrive.

| Depart.

7:40 pm

+e..eecs| ¥7:30 a m|

Express -| *0:00 a m|[¥7:40 p m
Special New York
8:40 pmf 1:50 pm’
Accommodation «ieveseseseo|
pm} 8:00 am
(daily) 5:15
‘Atlantic N. Y. Exprss

Night EXPress

*5:40 a m

«..... veveesesl11020p mi

Allinois Central Railroad.
Depot foot of Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-see¢ond
Street, Picket Office 121 Randelph St., near Clark,
. CHICAGO

TRAINS.

Leave.

| Arrive.

EYE AND EAR.—Special attention 1s given to the

delicate operations
ed oculis

|

Draple Goods i dealers. No peddling.
paid.

oa
!

Te Lisbonauinin
ree
Falls, Me,

of an

Hotel. is furnished

elevator,

10 and from the different floors: is provided with all
kinds of approved baths, and has also connected with
it a well-appointed gymnasium and bowling alley to
afford proper means of exercise.
CHRONIC DISEASES of all forms, whether require
ng medical, surgical, or mechanical, treatment, cole

gave

Salary. Salesmen wanted tosellour

midst

The

Sherman

son Streets; Kinzie Street Depot, corner

lar institution in the world, The building is located
in one of the most healthful and desirable portions of
the City of Buffalo, and commands a tine view of Lake
Erie, Niagara River, and the surrounding country,
being

and

zie and Canal Streets ; Wells Street Depot, corner

scale

or their entertainment and comfort.
ADVANTAGES OFFERED.—The Invalids’

cars
Mil-

ery Street; Chicago Ticket Offices : 62 Clark Street.

States

and Canada, that they may consult Dr. R.Y. PIERCE,
and the widely celebrated Faculty of Specialists in
Medicine and Surgery associated with him, rendered
it necessary that the founder of this institution should
provide

Chicage

New York Oflice No. 415, Broadway ; Boston Ofe
fice. No. 5 State Street; Omaha Office, 245, Farn:
ham Street; San Francisco Office,2 New Mon
-

The very large number of invalid people who daily
visit Buffalo,

no

2, 4, 6 & 8 Home 8¢,, Cincinnat, 0.

BLUFFS.

for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS,
and all points in the Great Northwest.

ones

ment. address 8. A. GRANT & C0,

alone

aissouri River.

in NORTHERN

to each passenger a little card bearing
the inscription, ‘Look te Jesus when
tempted, when troubled, when dying.”
One of the passengers carefully read the
card and put it in his pecket. As he left

on

mtore

Is the short line between CHICAGO

one knows upon what ground the seed
will fall. Recently it was in the news
columns of a New York daily paper, a
man stepped into a horse-car in New

It happened to be

run

Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis Line

Some people think that the day of the
usefulness of tracts has gone by, and that
the tract distributor’s task is as idle as
the throwing of sand to the four winds
of heaven. But though a printed word
may be wasted, just asa spoken word

his seat,

& COUNCIL

AND AUSTRALIA,

ARE TRACTS WASTED ?

taking

are

between

No other road runs Pulman Hotel Cars, or any
other form of Hotel Cars, through, between Chica-

to

will need no introduction. He will feel
no hesitation in speaking to any of these
worthies. “Free and delightful will b
the converse.—N. Y. Observer.
:

ears,

CARS

Is the-shortest and best route between CHICAGO
and all points in NORTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH,
NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAPAN

whom here we loved. It will be like the
consummation of an old friendship. The
Christian, on his arrival in that blest
world, will not find himself a stranger
there. He will at once feel acquainted

careless

Railway

It owns or con-

Omaha and Qaliforn

Prepared by R. V. PIERCE, M. D., Sole
Proprietor, at the WORLD'S DISPENSARY,
Buflalo, N. Y.
;

perusal

with all the saints of Bible times,
later times, of whom he Las read.

HOTEL

by it through,

memories,

unseen

grandest

United States.

2100 MILES of RAILWAY

appetite,
and tongue
from Torpid Liver

his affections have been drawn forth toward them, and he has loved ‘them as
members of the same household of faith
with himself.
;
It will greatly enhance the felicities of
the

respect the best line you

greatest and

organization in the

CHICAGO

these, and the like of "these,

*

Great

symptoms are experienced.
As a remedy for
all such cases, Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dise
covery has no equal, as it effects perfect cures,

walk was close with God, and who were
eminent instruments in doing good. All

A. KIMBALL.
Gen’l Sup’t

:

comfortable and in every

brown spots on

nated with hot flushes, low spirits, and gloomy

and Brainerd and Martyn and Payson and
Harriet Newell and Mary Lyon, whose

TRAINS
the

Trunk Line between the East
and the West.
It is the oldest, shbrtest, most direct, convenient,

face or body, frequent headache or dizziness,

:

the

RailwaYX.

The

a more familiar

in the heavenly home.
And the same may be said of all the
pious worthies of latter time, as Baxter
and Bunyan and Whitefield and Edwards

on

CHICAGO & NORTH - WESTERN

PULLMAN

ed to my creditors all my property, and
to-morrow we must leave our home;’—
such a husband and father, who though
he may have lost much, but has left his

run

Best of Meals for 75 cents.
A. M. SMITH,
G. P. Agt.

bad taste in mouth, internal heat or chills alter

them

;

CALIFORNIA,

the TERRITORIES.

Furnishing

or ‘“RBiliousness.””
In many cases o
Liver Complaint? only part of these

with

KANSAS,

are

‘forebodings, irregular
coated, you are suflering

acquaintance

For all pointsin

OVERLAND

both of the old dispensation and the new,
have a high place in his regards; and he

anticipates meeting them and coming into

lyewd

DINING AND RESTAURANT CARS

In

the cure of Bronchitis, Severe Coughs,
and the early stages of Consumption, & has
astonished the medical faculty, and eminent
physicians
ronounce_it the greatest medical
iscovery
of the age. While it cures the severest Coughs, it strengthens
the system and puri=
fies the blood.
By its great and thorough
blood-purifying properties, it cures all Hue
ors, from the worst Scrofula to a common
lotch,
Pimple,or Eruption. Mercurial
disease,
Mineral Poisons, and their effects, are
eradicated, and vigorous health and a sound
constitution established. Erysipelas, Salt
rheum, Fever Sores, Scaly or Rough
Slain, in short, all the numerous diseases caused
by bad blood, are conquered by this powerful,
- purifying, and invigorating medicine.
If you feel dull, oval: debilitated, have sal-

worthies of Bible times, of whom he reads

WA NTED as

do

gL

and

is found in the great variety of most obstinate

diseases which it has been found to conquer.

Y

COLORADO,

into the vegetable kingdom

for healing the sick, than were ever before combined in one medicine. The evidence of this fact

time when they shall go to be forever
with Him.
Nor is Christ
the only unseen one whom
the Christian loves. He loves all the

novel.

view,

oo
- TAKE THE __
:
Chicago,Rock Island & Pacific R. R.

In the wonderful medicine to which the afilict-

thoughts, give him the supreme place in
their hearts, and are impatient for the

York, and, before

in

75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the
Menu
is ample to satisfy the epicurean taste of the most

THROAT LONGS,LIVER
& BLOOD. |
™ Sh

ed are above directed for relief, the discoverer
believes he has combined in harmony more of
Nature's sovereign
curative properties, which

and would willingly lay down their lives
for Him. They dwell upon Him in their

to

solely

their CELEBRATED DINING CARS for Pas a
Traffic, or Sleeping purposes (as is the case of
the

And yet thousands so love Him that they
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chiefest among ten thousand; and yet
they never had a view of Him face to face.
He is heyond the ken of their mortal vis-
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have

acted as though we were. But the truth
is we are poor.
I have this day convey-

marriage relation, and have led to all the
enjoyed seemingly unparalleled mater- evil consequences resulting from living in manhood, his integrity and his Christian
rial prosperity. Labor was in demand, an abnormal condition.
This spirit of character, has far more left, though he
and commanded a high price.
Its pro- extravagance has even pervaded the may not realize it for the moment, than
ducts met with a ready sale.
Values sanctuary of God. It has demanded cost: he has lost. Indeed there is no compariwere inflated. Corners were made in ly church edifices, even though, those son. The most forcible kind of teaching
merchandise.
Plenty was reaching out terrible curses, church debts,be incurred. is what is designated: as object-teaching.
for sumptuousness.
At length nearly five Then expensive worship has followed in Now we have read many times these
‘¢ Lay not up for
years ago, almost like a thunderbolt from
due course, until it can not be said with- words of the Master;
a clear sky, a financial panic came.
Both out qualification that the poor have the yourselves {reasures upon earth where
moth and rust doth corrupt, and where
the demand for labor and the price of it gospel preached to them.
thieves break through and steal but
have diminished.
Failures have multiWith the turh of the tide there has
up
for yourselves treasures in
plied.
Many who supposed that they come the necessity of devising ways and lay
heaven where neither moth
nor rust
were rich have discovered that they are means of saving.
The money
which
doth
corrupt,
and
where
theives
do
poor. The poor have, year by year, be- comes harder, slower and more scantily,
not
break through
nor steal,” and
come poorer.
The bottom which has has to be dealt qut with greater caution
been many times, thought to have been and skill. The exercise of these qualities other Scripture passages of a similar imreached, has given away to reveal a low- is proving beneficial. The period, how- port. I doubt, however,. whether they
erdepth.
When will the end come, and ever, is attended with danger. The Sec- had such a universally forcibly and significant meaning as to-day.
As the
what will it be, are anxious inquiries.
retary of one of our benevolent Societies
earthly
treasure
is
made
to
appear
uncerNow many cry, ¢* Mara,” bitter, and as who has now passed to his heavenly home
it seems to them with reason.
But after once said to me, ‘ When people feel the tain and vanishing, as these times have
all, it is fitting to inquire whether or not necessity of retrenching, they do not usu- proved it to be, the heavenly treasure
a broad and comprehensive view of the ally commence with their luxuries, where has been realized to be rich and endurtimes and the lessons which they teach they cught to‘commence, but with their ing. How paltry do houses, lands, stocks
and stations appear in comparison with
will not lead us to say, ‘‘ Naomi,” pleasbenevolent contributions, and then with love, joy, peace, and the kindred graces,
ant. Do not these * hard times” have the education of their children.” I have
which are title-deeds to an inhevitance
a soft side to them ?
often though! of these words and have
among the saints, and a homein the
I. The times through which we are been instructed by them. What wet can
Father's house of many mansions. While
passing teach sobriety.
‘put into the treasury of the Lord does not
the former are serviceable for the temporaAs I was looking out of my window depend so much upon the amount we earn ry ends for which they were designed,
the other day, there went reeling past a as upon the amount we save. It is not they bear no comparison with the priceman in a state of intoxication.
A friend by any means the richest people, or less value of the latter. And we are actwho stood at my side remarked; * That those whose salaries are the largest, ually rich in proportion as we share in
man doubtless thinks he walks straight, whose benevolent contributions are the the Redeemer’s love, bear his image,
but that the sidewalk is narrow, and the greatest. We should ever recognize the and are doing his work. The noblest
buildings are tottering.
Ile sees things fact that we are the Lord’s stewards, and acquisitions are true advancement in
from the wrong standpoint.”
Now the as such we are accountable to him for the Christian living and the highest efficienuse and disposition of «what he has en- cy in-soul-serving.
_ situation of this man fittingly represents
None of us should
the condition into which the period of trusted to us. ‘Both covetousness and wish to wear a starless crown, nor need
prosperity was fast bringing the people wastefulness are heinous sins.
we wear one. There are for all, crowns
of this country. Indeed, many were alITI. These times are teaching us to rich and glittering.
ready in it. The slow methods of the make correct estimates of values.
Brethren of the Association ! this annual
fathers,
and the slow, but sure profits reThere is such a thing, on the one hand,
gathering, which some of us have come
sulting from honest toil, were becoming as inordinate inflation of values, and, on to lovecwith an affection increasing year
“to be despised. Boys were occupying the the other hand, of undue shrinkage. There by year, is a kind of account of stockplaces and assuming the responsibilities is between these extremes a true mean. taking time. ‘We have just listened to
ofmen. It seémed to’ be thought that Applying what I conceive to be the cor- the accounts, contained in the letters
the time had actually come when a nation rect principle of the estimation of values from the churches,of God's dealings with
should be born in a day.
With many, to material things, it weuld seem that a them. There have been trials, removals
fraud wasbecoming quite as praiseworthy piece of property, whether located in the by death, and worldly losses have been
as honesty, and much more sure to se- heart of the city or in the remote country, sustained by individuals; yet in spite of
cure the reputed ends of living. The in- is really valuable, all things considered, all opposing influences,
God has blessed
toxication was seizing every grade and in proportion as it is ¢apable. of meeting us as a people.
The number of addi-
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dren, and says to them;
¢ Hitherto we
have thought that we were rich, and have
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they deserve our reverent esteem; but
let neither old nor young imagine that the
merely natural fact of age has had any
influence in the spiritual life. God’s work
is the same in old and young, and owes
nothing to the merely natural vigor of
youth, or equally natural prudence of age.
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fulfill their
tale; gray
hairs
and
great grace are not inseparable
companions. Time may.be wasted as well as
improved; we may be petrified rather
than perfected by the flow of years. Here
it may be well to note that there is no
reason why a young Christian should not
make great advance toward this maturity,
even while young. The Lord’s grace is
independent of time and age; the Holy
Spirit is not limited by youth, nor restrained by fewness of days. Young Samuel may excel aged Eli; a holy babe is
riper than a backsliding man.
Timothy
was more mature than Diotrephes. Jesus
can lead you, my youthful brother, to high
degrees of fellowship with himself. I
pray you aspire.to the nearest place to
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experience of an advanced kind. An old
sailor who has never left the river is not
an experienced mariner. An old soldier
who never saw a battle is no veteran.
Remember it is in the kingdom ‘of God
very much as it is with God himself, one
day may be as a thousand years. God
can, as Solomon t211s us, give subtlety to
the simple, and teach the young man
knowledge and discretion. Years with
grace will produce greater maturity, but
years without grace will produce no such
maturity. The mere lapse of time will
not advance us in the divine life. We do
not ripen necessarily
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fo give up
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experience,

experience

have

have decided
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will sell our entire Stock at the following

Naomi.

‘Many an aged Christian is not
perienced Christian,

we

lishing

MATURITY AMONG THE SAINTS.

while

the theater, the-drinking-saloon and the | | you, my hearer, that if these times are
brothel have all received extensive pat- making such astonishing revelations of
ronage. The spirit'of extravagance has character, what manner of revelations
will not be made on that day when the
In’ the manner
entered the househokd.
secrets of all hearts shall be unfolded!
and style of living, there has been a great
disposition among those in moderate cir- Let us take heed to ourselves that we are
cumstances to imitate the rich. In these trustful, humble, sincere.
FV. These times are teaching the valparticulars, those made suddenly rich, or
ue
of the heavenly treasure.
supposed themselves to be rich, have outIn times regarded prosperous, as seen
stripped those who had become actually
so by slower and more legitimate meth-. from a worldly standpoint, there is a
ods. The venders of merchandise have great tendency to overestimate the value
“had cunningly devised schemes to appeal of the earthly treasure as compared with
In times like these, we
tO people's
pride
and thereby extract. the heavenly.
from their pockets.
The order-man of see more clearly and judge more correctthe grocery and the errand-boy of the dry- ly. Now the husband and father who
goods store,and other similar devices, are comes home on some one of these days,
taxes imposed upon the people in the in- and calls around him his wife and chilcrease

UNDAY S500), MUSIC. BOOKS

Large Increase of our ORGAN

ror

bringing us to see things, not through the honest laborer in his working garb
some colored medium which produces a and with his brawny hand, has been alsort of hallucination, but as they are, as lowed to pass unnoticed. The clergyman
matter of fact, real and sober?
has not always been estimated by the
and piety, genuII. These times are teaching econo- amount of his manhood
ine qualities, but by the position which
my.
and the salaries which
Economy is an-old fashioned and con- he occupies
servative word. The thing which it rep- he receives, which are changeable comresents implies a knowledge of the value modities. .Great deference has been paid
of money, and how to use it. Indeed, in to the Chaces and the Hathaways, the deorder to practice economy, both of these faulters of hundreds of thousands, and
things are essential. Now the value of their kith and kin, while the tramp who
a thing is learned best by means of the was, in more senses than one, at least,
them, has been fined two
That which "on a level with
“effort made to acquire it.
dollars
and
cost,
because forsooth, he
costs but little is worth but little.
If
gold could be obtained as one can scoop stole a loaf of bread to appease his hunBut while the latter kind of stock
up sand on the sea-shore, its estimated ger.
does
not
go up, the former is depreciatvalue would be not only diminished, but
it would also be parted with quite as ing to its true and normal value which
These times
readily as it is easily obtained. . ** The is mere worthlessness.
good times,” so called, of large wages, of which are in some respect so trying have

were productive of an extravagance which worth. ‘What a rich legacy of manhood
would have made the generation which and Christian heroism did not the noble
had passed away shrink, and even shud- Barron leave behind him, who chose to
der, to contemplate.
The practice of surrender his life rather than to deliver
the sacred
economy was becoming rare and the to the merciless burglars
treasuers
of
the
laborer,
the
orphan
and
word obsolete. The mania of the times
said,
Is this Naomi?”
Observe, this was widely spread.
It has been mani- the widow, which he was pledged to proHebrew name signifies * pleasant.”
In fest in varied and extensive pleasure- tect! How contemptible does not the deview of the wealth which this.woman had seeking, which has extended to the ‘worst faulter appear in the presence of such a
in the love and devotion of her daughter- | kinds of debauchery.
man!
Again, has it never occurred to
The opera-house,
13

- had in store for her,she could, nay, should
have responded; “ Yes, it is Naomi, and
I'am all which my name signifies.”
In-

riches, let us not say

savings
hitherto

proved great benefactors.
But it is not simply in material things
that the times are teaching the proper
estimate of values. There has been too
much of a disposition to estimate persons
from the standpoint of the positions which
they occupy and the show which they
make. The well-dressed fop with easy
manners and comely © appearance has

had, by

wrought

parents,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

tions by baptism indicate ‘that this has
been to our organization,
one -of the
most prosperous of years. God grants
spiritual blessings in spite of temporal
misfortunes. The prayers offered, the

period of seeming prosperity, things begiven, the
came strangely mixed. The farm in the Sabbath-school instructions
country which was valuable in furnishing sermons’ preached, the personal efforts
a livelihood, and which had perhaps been put forth, and our sacrifices for the
inherited by the son from the father, was world's evangelization have not been in
exchanged for a piece of property of fic- vain. Let us remember that whatever
titious value in or near the city, which to- we do for ourselves, as regards our temday seems quite worthless in his eyes, and ‘poral interest is perishable and will = pass
he chides himself for his folly. The great away ; but whatever we do for God and
danger in this particular now is, that the the spiritual welfare of souls will endure,
pendulum will swing too far in the oppo- because it is imperishable. Though temsite direction, and that there will be a gen- poral misfortunes have befallen us, yet
eral and inordinate distrust in all business enriched as we have been by ‘spiritual

The lesson inculcated is one which the
young men and women of this generation greatly needed to learn. It is having its salutary effects.
Said a son, re-

God sighs with pity when he lays
Burdens of greatness upon men.

Perea

struck.

that he must become sober, so it is here.

s of which great things are told

Toe

he

manufacturer put shoddy into his fabric,
and the law-maker resorted to credit
mobiliers. ‘Said one of late who was in
a position to know; ‘ Even the coffins,
in which the dead were buried, were
made of unsuitable material, and were
put together in an inferior way.”
Now
all this is being changed. Pinching necessity is teaching sobriety. Asit is with
the drunkard, when his money is gone

i
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In reporting revivals for the press it is
always well to bear in mind the respectable portions of the community, and not
to say needlessly what may compromise
their position.
For instance, we have
lately learned of a town in Maine, in
which a revival work had been in progress, and the reports of it in the papers,
with frequent mention of ¢ wrongs
¢¢ confes¢ whose

conversion i8 no less a miracle than those
of old,” have naturally led mahy people
to suppose that crime, theft and immorali-

ty had a strong sway

in the community.

Such an inference might be drawn

in

many similar cases, greatly to the prejudice of moral and upright citizens.
Of
course, it is quite natural that any gen‘mine revival work should produce such
examples of reconciliations,

in

doctrine

restorations

of their love will correspond to

the depth

of their Christian character.
It is remarkable that our

Hartington,
Lord,

his earthly ministry, pronounced no eulogy upon a strict ecclesiasticism, but
reserved his chief praise for charity. He
blamed the orthodox priest and levite in
their selfishness, and commended the

If we

would drink the cup Christ drank of, we
must enter into this spirit; and, because
of this, we hail with pleasure every token
of good-will amongst brethren of the
household of Christ.

was

the

debt

of the

churches,

inasmuch

as the

the

support of the mission, which has no
other support.
In the aggregate the
debt looks large in these hard times—
$9,000! But adopting the old motto, *Divide and conquer,” the thing is easily
done, Let us illustrate by relating the
experience of a Vermont pastor.
The

_ resident membership of his church is
about eighty.

Sabbath

morning

before

* sermon he called the attention of the con-

gregation

to the matter; . divided the

amountinto eighty twenty-cent shares, took
five to start the work; responses of “five”
*¢ four,” ** two,” came quickly from the
congregation; and in much less time
than is required to tell it with our pen
the work was done.
then thanked
both God and the people, and the service

;

does not prove to

be

an

If,

indeed,

indication

if the pastor

will suggest and encourage

it, and the

‘“ a sophistical rhetorician, inebriated with

next day, Mr. Gladstone spoke for two
hours and a half, declaring that a new

phase of the Eastern question was opened
by this startling novelty, which set the
law of Europe at naught, was unjust to

debtbe lifted from our Foreign Mission
Society at once? ‘ Many hands make
light work.”

It comes natural for us to declare that
such and such a person ‘has gone to the
bad; that there is not much use in trying
to reclaim him. We do not stop to think
how many good thoughts go through his

“head day after day, how clear cut often is
his idea of what he

ought to be,

how, it

he was so disposed,he could picture a life
of purity and joy and peace such as perhaps even we ourselves are not able to
picture. We do not say that this is the
case with every profligate, or claim that
sin does not blunt the moral susceptibilities; but what we wish to emphasize is
that many of these persons are nearer the
kingdom of God than they are supposed
‘to be. In their reflective moments they
entertain thoughts of a self-denying life.
They hunger and thirst after righteousness. They are ready to respand to the
spiritual help of those who sympathize
with the higher impulses of their being.
Sin is a dreadful thing, but a sinful deed
will open the eyes to the great need of a
Saviour as nothing else,perhaps, can. It
was to these sick souls that Christ came to

bring the glad tidings of greatjoy.

Shall

his followers pass them by? At the right
time and place give forth your cheicest
religious experiences and you may be
surprised to find that the parable of casting pearls before swine is not applicable
to your case.. Perhaps you yourself may
find a peculiar sympathy which an old
friend cannot give you.
+

CHRISTIAN BROTHERHOOD.
We notice that several religious news- papers have given some

account of the

late recognition of Rev. Dr. Burlingham
as pastor of the Gethsemane Baptist
church,

in Brooklyn,

and

that

ministers of opposite opinion

Baptist

concerning

the communion question took part in the
“services, and also ministers of other de-

nominations.

This is just as it should

be.

Jeflery

Reuben

and J. D. Fulton,

Hyatt Smith and Edward Bright may
well strike bands of Christian brother- hood. Why should
a difference of opinion concerning a point of doctrine,

dinance, make men

strangers

or or-

and ene-

mies fo each other ?

The grand

characteristic of our holy

religion is love.

This is the tie of blood

that binds the whole family of Christ together.

Well

deplore,

history the dark

as

we

read in

deeds of persecution,

the spirit of arrogance and hate that has

Beaconsfield is the idol of the hour and
the great British public rise up to glorify

him in his achievements. *

beone Rev. Dr. Ingram,

of our

courts and the firm,

impartial en-

forcement of the Federal authority everywhere; at — whatever cost.
The wellmeant conciliatory policy of the present
administration toward the South has
been severely criticised by some of the
best friends of the President on the ground
that what was meant for kindness

would

The magnitude of the socialistic press in Ger-

. death
to the

most need.

and ‘even

Russia

is

striking.

In the

former country it comprises no less than seventy-five periodicals with 135,000 subscribers.
‘Gen. Crook is considered a
sort of a man, and he now adds
that the Indian wars are caused
sale swindling of Indian agents
asites.

essary, involving much of routine, but
only as giving form and practical application to vital godliness. More than this is
to declare the case of more value than the
watch.

hum-

ble or remote.
strength promptly and wisely is what we

many

pretty square
his testimony
hy the wholeand their par-

Christianity is evidently not losing its hold
on the hearts and the purses of the Scottish
rificed to the form of mere legislative people. Last year $6,640,000 were raised -in
routine.
Denominational organizations | voluntary subscriptions by the three chief
are indispensable, conventional work nec- Presbyterian denominations in Scotland.

held not long ago; attention was called to
The putting forth of that the hostile attitude of some of "the Asdohowever

Free church, -

never tasted intoxicating drink.

to say about the * politics of religion,”

be construed into timid weakness.
We
hope events will not justify the ecriti- ——FOR many centuries Spain has been
cism.
:
one of the most unshaken strongholds of
The moment any State is allowed to Catholicism. No more thorough going
dispute the constitutional authority of the | believers in the authority of the Pope
general government the latter is shorn of could be found than were the Spanish
its power.
If South Carolina can suc- conquerors of Mexico and South America.
cessfully defy the processes of the Feder- Speaking of this the Independent says
al courts directed against ome class cf | that “¢ the almost constant influx of SpanJaw-breakers, so can Massachusetts when
iards and the amalgamation of the two
the same authority is directed against an- races fastened the Catholic religion on
other class, and our boasted national these countries and molded them anew,
‘autherity becomes but a rope of sand.
and the Pope has had no more blind and
We all remember the barbarous reign unreasoning followers than the Catholics
of unrestrained lawlessness in Mississippi of Central and South America.” As an
a few months ago, called the ¢ Chisholm illustration of this it is said that the Southmassacre,” and that though the murders ern Presbyterian church has deemed its
were committed for political opinion’s labors in the United States of Colombia
sake, yet the murderers have not been unavailing, and has, therefore, withdrawn
punished by the State authorities,and the its missionariese from that field. It cernational arm, which is supposed to pro- tainly seems a pity that a band of Christect its citizens in the exercise of their tian missionaries should give up their
political rights, seemed powerless to in- work in a field because they can not see
terfere. Let us suppose a case, which is fruit of their labors. But even out of exliable to ‘happen at any moment. - A pediency it would seem a pity that their
subject of some neighboring nation—say efforts should come to an end at this time,
England—comes to this country to make when the supremacy of the state over the
the tour of the continent and in the ex- church is beginning to assert itself in severcises of his privilege he journeys eral of the governments of South America.
through the South. Suppose our tourist Atfer speaking of the signs of the growth
sees fit to express, as he has aright, an of religious liberty in Brazil, in the Reopinion regarding some of the prevailing public of Colombia, in the smaller Recustoms of South Carolina and for thisis public of Bolivia, the Independent says
shot down by some chivalrous Carolinian in conclusion: ‘* A similar state of affairs
justas a good many American citizens sexists in both Ecuador and Venezuela,
have been heretofore? Now suppose the and it would seem that the supremacy of
State courts neglect or refuse to punish the Church in the governments of the
the crime and the British Government countries
of South ' America
is bethen peremptorily demands satisfaction? coming a thing of the past. Catholics
If the ¢¢ State’s Rights” doctrine were to should hail this as a blessing; but they
prevail we should then have the Humili- either will not or can not see aught in it
ating spectacle of the most powerful but a triumph of blasphemous Free-macountry on the face of the earth absolute- sonry.”
Lo
ly powerless to redress a wrong done to
a citizen of a sister country.
~—~—AT the meeting of the general secIn truth, the government is organically retaries of the Young Men's Christian
strong enough for the protection of both Associations of this country and Canada
its guests and its citizens,

of Unst

he

meaning thereby the humanly organic
part of it as expressed in organized sects.
tions are liable to have widely different
fftywell says: * Let any one attend a great
policies and leave undone many things
| denominational convention and be will bé
which ought to be done, at least, while almost painfully depressed by the exorcourts, not altogether free from political bitant demands made by the mere politics
bias may make various interpretations of of the body, and the part they fill in its
the organic law of the land. Our nation- work.” It is too often true that the real
al safety really depends on the integrity spirit of piety at these gatherings is sac-

in various ages and lands kindled the
fagots, or sharpened the ax, that gave

left

other powers, overrode the rights of Parliament, and laid new burdens on the
people.
Notwithstanding all this, Lord

it

cise of that authority, however, does not
seem so certain.
Different administra-

ciation

workers

toward

the . regular

The latest piece of guess work is that the real
name of Saxe Holm
is Dickenson, and that
she lives at Amberst, Mass.
The New York
Graphic aptly declares: ¢ We are Saxe Holm.’
Let this unseemly controversy cease.”

It is. quite evident that the Evangelical Messenger has no taste for base ball.
It says:
¢ The base ball mania has grown to the proportions of a great public
nuisance.
It has
¢ struck in’ onthe daily papers to a degree
absolutely sickening.”
To those who do not go to the Adirondacks
this summer, it may be a bit of interesting

reading to be informed that, according to one
authority, fishing is excellent in that region
and that there are
fish.

250,000

mosquitoes

to one

The Canadians are saying lots of good things
about their new (iovernor-Geueral, the Marquis of Lorne.
They are: much pleased with

the

idea of having

a

daughter of their be-

loved Queen to dwell among them as
of the head of their government.

the wife

The Christian Union speaks of the Greenback-Labor movement as the ‘rapid growth

of a party which

is certainly

long-lived political

destined

existence,

to

no

but which may

have atriumph as remarkable, though as evanescent, as
zation.”

that of

the

Know-Nothing organi-

Atlanta, Ga., seems

to be one

holds of the C. Baptists.

of the strong-~

Out of its forty

churches, fifteen are Baptist,

one

of which is

the largest church organization in the city,the
First Baptist church.
(colored)
numbering
1,450 members.
We also notice that the col-

ored Baptists of Georgia have bought the land,
and are about to establish a college of a high
grade in Atlanta.
/

Thomas Carlyle protests against the destruction of old London churches, calling it a sinful
piece of barbarism not to religiously
preserve these churches as precious heir-looms,
and says many of them are specimens of noble
architecture, thé like of which they have no
prospect of ever being able to produce in England again.
It is said there are only thirteen

churches in existence which date before the
time of Charles 1I. No less than twelve London .churches

have

been

age.

destroyed

in

this

.

General Butler and Kearney, the Pacific
coast communist, have recently had an inter-

view in Boston, and seem to agree quite well.
Mr. Kearney cordially assented to Gen. Butler’s notion that‘ John Sherman should be

in the soil of the nineteenth ceniury, | PUBLISHER'S NOTE. ~ Please don’t send
and that they will certainly spring up .us any more POSTAGE STAMPS, in settling

the Plymouth Brethren, and to arrogate

hung

we

are too

aptto forget that roots of bitterness

are

and bear fruitsof wrath, bitterness and
se,

walk

:

a

+

we take heed. Those who bills at this office, unless absolutely necunles
are drawn together essary, a8 we now have more than we
in Christ
| can use or disposeof.

to themselves an offensive superiority in
spiritual things generally.
The Secretaries make response in a very Satis-

factory manner as follows :

We reaffirm the deliverancesof the gen-

was

this Q. M. are without pastors.

Honey Creek Q.M. reporis a fixed determination to go forward. Valued and
faithful ministers have left the Q. M., and

their places have

to a lamp-post on

general

principles,”

while they were both equally convinced

that

the summary hanging of a few railroad men
in this country would be an excellent thing.
Since our last issue, in which

we

published

¢ The Btory of Two American Roys,” copied
from the Madison'( Wis.) Journal,

we

have

not been filled.

The

Mt. Pleasant und Honey Creek churches
have enjoyed revivals.
The Rochester
Seminary under Prof. Pouley has been in
successful operation during the year.
Three churches in this Q. M.

pastors.

are without

Fifty-one have been added dur-

ing the year.

Cal

Rock and Dane Q.-

M.

reports

sions to the membership

acces-

of most of the

-churches during the year, churches: and
ministry are unitéd in the work. Ffty-cné
have been received to membership.
Fond du Lac Q. M.
There -is a good
interest in every department of Christian

work.
Ten have recently
the Oakfield church.
Lafayette Q.

M."

Some of the

church-

conversion

of souls.

A

church

was

re-

cently organized as the result of a revival
in Crawford Co.
Sauk Co. Q. M.
One year ago our
churches

were

without

pastors

and

the

outlook was discouraging. Rev. F. B.
Moulton and Rev. W. W. Lee are now

laboring in this Q.
churches

Three

M.

have

and five

preaching

of them

of the

regularly.

have enjoyed

revivals.

Added by baptism and by letter, seventyfour.

Adams and

Waushara Q.

M.

Only

tone church supplied with a pastor.

The

Packwauke church has lost its visibility.
This Q. M. is losing ground from the
lack of ministerial labor.
The following resolutions were adopt-

i
Resolved,

recommend

HOME MISSIONS, |
1. That this Yearly
to

the

several

Meeting

Q. Ms.

ihe

grouping or arranging of the churches,
so as to form self-sustaining pastorates.
2. Thatthis Y. M. put an active agent
into the field to travel throughout the
bounds of the Y. M., ascertain the needs
of the churches, collect funds and do such
work as may be needed to promote F.
B. interests.
FOREIGN MISSIONS.
1.

That it is our duty

and

privilege sas a denomination to help
Christianize the heathen world.
2.
That as a Yearly Meeting we
pledge ourselves to raise our proportion
of the money now due our missionaries

and teachers in India.
3. That it is the duty of each pastor to
preach af least one sermon a year to
their respective charges upon the dis-

tinctive topics of Foreign Missions.

4. That we pledge to our missionaries
and teachers our sympathy and prayers,
and that the Sabbath morning collection
be given to the Foreign Mission cause.
SABBATH-SCHOOL,

Resolved, 1. That we recommend that
there be no slacking of hands in the Sabbath-school work, but rather that effort
be made to increase its efficiency commensurate with its importance.
:
2. That the Sabbath-school be made
under God more directly a means for the
conversion

of those

under its influence.

3. That we welcome all real helps to
the study of the holy Scriptures.
5
EDUCATION.

Resolved, That we have confidence in
our denominational schools and believe
[it to be the duty of our people to patronize

them, according

to

their ability, -in

clerk

at 2,

After singing, prayer wag

M. Atwood.

H.

Waldron,

chosen Moderator.

On

mo-

of Lowell,

The

records

of

the last meeting were read and approved.
Rev. M. Atwood came to us as Cor.
Mess. from Vermont Y. M., Rev. W.
Brown as messenger from Spafford Q. M.,
and Rev. J. C. Hills, from Susquehannah

Y. M. Each of these Brethren preached
during the session of Yearly Meeting and
were listened to with much interest. Our
delegate to General Conference made his

report which was accepted.

This Y. M,

ment

of the Constitution of General

Con-

ference.
Voted in the matter of raising $80 as
the denominational proportion of this Y.
M. of the money now being raised to
extinguish the debt of the Foreign Mission
Society, that we recommend the churches
to send our Treasurer the sum of 12
cents per member who shall forward all
monies received for this object to Rev. E.
N. Fernald.
Voted that the Y. M, eollection be taken for Foreign Missions to be
paid to the Central Association. Appointed
Rev. R. Parks Corresponding Messenger
to Vermont Y. M., and Rev. J. J. Allen
and wife to the Central Association.
The following is the state of the churches as reported by the clerks of the Q. Ms.
Lawrence Q. M. reported religious interest good, all the churches have pastors
and the Sabbath-school interest is prosperous.
Jefferson Q. M. was reported verbally
by the clerk who had not been long in
the Q. M. But few of the

churches

have

pastors at present, and consequently the
religious interest is not so good as it
would be if all the means of grace were
fully enjoyed.
;
The Quarterly Meetings were quite
well represented at this session, especially by the ministry who were all present with but few exceptions.
Next session to be held with the Lawrence Q. M.

Yearly Meeting collection for Missions,
$31.57. Among theresolutions passed by
Conference were the following:
Resolved,
1. That it is the imperative
duty of our ministers to urge upon their
people the necessity of honoring God
with their substance.
)
2. That this Y. M. encourage the emyment-of —anr-ev
abor with needy churches, collecting his
salary mainly from the churches with
which he labors.
:
:
Wa. WHITFIELD, Clerk.
ETE

0

hf JEN

Genesee Yearly Meeting.
The Genesee Yearly Meeting held its
Thirty-sixth session with
Middlesex, June 28—30.
Rev. J. D. Smith, the

the church
resident

in

pastor,

was chosen chairman, and Bro. Joseph
Peacock, of Walworth, assistant chairman. The opening sermon was preached
by Rev. C. A. Hilton, of No. Parma, from
Phil.’3: 18. The general condition of the
Y. M.,as gathered from the Q. M. letters,

was gratifying. The report from the
Freedom Q. M. was especially cheering.
Our work there has received a fresh impetus, through the efficient labors of Bro.
William Walker, for so long # time connected with the Rochester Q. M. and who

settled with the scattering

spring.

Many

have

churches

been

last

converted

through his instrumentality, and the hearts

of the brethren greatly cheered.

Union

and Monroe Q. Ms. have more than held
their own, and in the Rochester Q.
M

nearly every church reported additions.
During the year three from the ranks of
the ministry have been removed by death :
Revs. Joseph Wood, Chas. Putnam: and

Robt. Dean.

The following resolution,

reported from the Com. on Necrology,
fitly voices the, sentiment of the Y, M. :
Resolved, That we remember the faithful labors and Christian example of Revs.
Joseph Wood, Charles Putnam and Robt.
Dean, with great appreciation, and tender
their bereaved relations our heartfelt sympathy ; being at the same time admonished to be also ready for the Master's call
and the ** well done” of the Judgment.
Following the conference meeting on
Saturday afternoon, an effort was. made
to raise our proportion of the debt resting
upon the Foreign Mission Society, and
over $100.00 was secured. Therepresentatives of the various churches manifeste
a deep interest in the Foreign Mission
work, and a determination to do all possible to relieve the Society from its present

trying position. A vote was taken adverse to the proposed change in the present mode of appointing delegates to Gen:
egpl Conference. The religious meetings
gre of more than usual interest. It
seemed to be the pervading desire, that
this session should be made a blessing to
the people of Middlesex, and a sourcé of

strength to the visiting brethren.
. The preaching throughout was spiritual
and we trust helpful to those who listened.

Revs. D. M. L. Rollin, I. Kellogg, G. H.
Ball, C. A. Hilton, I. Hyatt, J, M.
dall, Wm.

Cran-

Walker, D. M. Stuart, and

L.

A. Crandall were permitted to preach the
word. Bro. Rollin, for a half-century in
active service, is still strong and vigorous,
and spoke with all his old-time eloquence
and power.
Bro. Kellogg, another vet-

preference to all others.
»
Rev. B. F. McKenney was unanimously elected Home Mission Agent for one
year. One hundred and one dollars received in money and pledges for the F.
Mission.
w
The next session will be held at Ithaca,

and added greatly to the interest of the
meeting. Rev. Wm. Walker was appoint-

Richland County,

ed Cor. delegate to the N. Y. and Penn.

commencing

on the

fourth Friday in June, 1879.
J. B. Gio~NEy,
N

eran in the service, was with us, as delegate from the New York and Penn. Y. M.

Y. M.
Clerk.

’

gave its vote against the proposed amend-

united with

es are struggling to maintain their existence. Monticello church rejoices in the

Resolved,

Some, at least, of the camp-meetings, chiefly
owe their existence to land speculators. A
good deal of good may sometimes he made to
result from the devil’s work.
Nevertheless,
one would hardly feel justified to enter into
partnership with that personage in the work
of converting souls
and strengthening the
faith of the believers.

churches and their work, and to the grow‘ing tendency to run ‘into the vagaries of

But

Wisconsin Yearly Meeting.

ed.

nd

martyr.

tion, Rev. W.

The annual session of Wisconsin Yearly Meeting was held at Oakfield, Fond
du Lac County, commencing June 28,
. Seven Quarterly Meetings were represented. The Conference was permanently organized by the choice of Rev: B. F.
+ McKenney, Modgrator, and J. B. Gidney,
——1Ir is often related by certian people clerk. The business of the meeting was
that the negroes of the South are sloth- transacted in a manner that seemed to
ful, immoral and fast degenerating. It is give general satisfaction, and the interbut justice to listen to the other side. A change of Christian experience in the
Baptist missionary in the South claims social meetings,
accompanied by the
that they are making great advance- presence of the spirit, will be a source of
ment in the line of acquiring property. encouragement as we go forth to toil in
the Master's vineyard.
The preaching
He adds:
of the board was well adapted to instruct
In almost all parts of South Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee and Keén- and benefit the people.
The Ladies’ Mistucky, that I have visited, I have found sion meeting of Sabbath afternoon was a
some colored men cultivating their own
farms. Recently, while holding a meet- profitable season and will be likely to
ing in Lowndes County, Ala., at a cil- awaken greater interest in this departored Baptist church, I spent several days ment of church work.
Sermons were
with the Pastor, who owns 800 acres of
preached by Rev. D. Powell, Rev. H.
good land all paid for. There are 4,000 Woodworth, Rev. H. Perry. of Ontario
acres in a body owned by colored people
in that neighborhood.
While there, four Y. M,, Rev. O. H. True, Rev. W. Joy,
Rev. B. F. McKeoney and Rev. F. B.
men, all members of his church, were
negotiating for the purchase of 1,000 Moulton. The conference by vote rejectacres.
Deacon White, of Selma, owns
ed the proposed amendment to the contwo good plantations.
stitution of General Conference.
» Waupun Q. M. reports a spirit of
——The Christian Advocate of St.. Louis
general steadfastness.
A few of the
has the following :
churches have enjoyed some revival inTHE Ocean Grove camp-meeting
is terest.
Hortonville church reports a
trying to gain some eclat by the restora- number of conversions. Greenleaf and
tion to health of one Jennie Smith who
East Wrightstown churches have united.
attributes her cure # divine grace.
We
advise our friends to treat the case with A house of worship was recently completgreatest wisdom, and not be in too great
ed and dedicated at Greenleaf.
The auhaste to, report it as a miracle. The Can- dience room of the Winneconne church
adian Catholics are just now excited over
is approaching completion and will be
something of the same kind; but théy
Four churches in
attribute the cure to some one of the dedicated in August.

of a

sme time possessing sufficient authority
proceeded with scarcely a noticeable interruption. Now what chur
can ch
not do | power.
The unflinching and wise exer- So easy and simple a thing,

offered by Rev.

questions

do ;that the associations are not responsible for the opinions,public declarations,or
acts of those who may be members of
them, unless they be in harmony with
the pronounced official judgment of the
representative bodies of the associations.

best

its last session with the Freewill Baptist

church at Sprague’s Corners, in the Jefferson Q. M., June 28-—30.
The Conpr. M., Friday.

are not agreed, are questions with which,
asassociations,they have nothing whatever

left a

St. Lawrence Y, M.

+ The St. Lawrence Yearly Meeting held

ference was called by the

of doctrine or polity as to which the various branches of the evangelical churches

——SEVERAL of the ways by which certain churches advertise themselves are
Weekly. A
controlling current, we shall be very mentioned by the Baptist
Methodist church in New York city adglad.
i
;
Unquestionably the wise adjustment of vertised that its pulpit would be occupied
the mutual relations between the State by a preacher of *‘ marked peculiarities.
and General governments is the indispen- To get an audience to hear a converted
sable condition of national stability if not Jew in Brooklyn, it was announced that saints.
of. national existence.
The doctrine of the “Doctor will sing some celebrated
‘¢ State’s Rights” is the rock from which hymns in Hebrew and English.” In the
BRIEF NOTES.
our ship of state is most in danger, and sage city a sermon was
preached on
far-seeing statesmen have long realized «¢ Before and Behind,” and in New York | Neither France nor Italy just likes the Berthat danger.
Unfortunately, however,
a society proclaimed that a ‘¢ cornet” lin Treaty. Neither has had a slice of Turkey.
far-seeing statesmen are not plenty among would be a feature of their worship in the
§ Itis morally just as wrong
to defraud the
the men who guide our ship of state. future. Our exchange concludes: “Verily,
That work is mostly committed to the some Christian people have very little rich as to defraud the poor,” says Dr. Deems
in Sunday Magazine.
politician. It is probably true that the faith in the attractive power of the cross,
It could 0’t be stated much better than the
Federal constitution, as it stands, contains
and it is no wonder that half empty N.Y. Observer states it: * General legislasuffieient safeguards for the protection of churches show so often that results are tion for specific purposes is hazardous” individual and State rights, while at the according to their faith.”
- The oldest minister in the world issaid to
opinion on that question.

$

=

ed ministry ; that they hold the

the exuberance of his own verbosity and
egotistical imagination,” Lord Hartington regarded it as insulting to the Queen
and the country. He generally,however,
approved of the Treaty of Berlin. On the

From

to the churches

rior to those due the association ; that they
recognize and uphold a divinely appoint-

as that
the

of their members

with which they are connected as “supe-

military authorities of India were content,
and placed ourselves close to the resources
of vur supposed enemy.”
Referring to
the words which Lord Beaconsfield used
in public in designating Mr. Gladstone as

question

definitely settled by the late war.

duty

Liberals,

* We

frontier,” he said, *¢ with which

and conversions of hardened people as ‘recent numerous indications, however, it
those mentioned above. It is also desira- would seem that the question is one callble that they should be given to the pub- ing for settlement periodically, with the
lic. But it should be done in such a way periods uncomfortably near together. It
that the good name of the community he is evident from the recent tone of the
not needlessly impugned.
more obscure papers of the South that
the reiteration of the old ¢¢ State's Rights”
Shall we pay or repudiate it—which ? doctrine the other day by Jeff. Davis in a
We mean the debt of the Foreign Mis- public address was only an expression of
sion Society, which is legitimately the a certain pretty strong current of public
churches are directly responsible for

of the

was not the road to India.

THE NATIONAL AUTHORITY.
The conflict of authority between the
State of South Carolina and the Federal
Government is only another painful evidence of the blood-poison still lingering
in the Southern part of the body politic
infused long ago by John C. Calhoun and
his co-adjutors.
ae
| We have been lately in the habit of
congratulating ourselves that the supremacy of the Federal authority over that of
State

leader

British interests in Asia Minor,

———

the individual

the

learned that one of those boys, Daniel J. Morrell (pronounced in Pa. with the accent on the

last syllable), is not a Pennsylvanian by birth,
merely moral reform societies, nor sub-, but a native of No. Berwick, Me., and is a
stitutes for, nor rivals of, the churches of | brother of Mrs. V, G. Ramsey, so well known,
Christ; that they hold the obligation and to the readers of the Star.

claimed that the British government had
incurred special responsibility in the
promise given to Greece, which had not
been fulfilled: He made a powerful attack upon the Anglo-Turkish Convention
and asked ifthe British government would
have deemed a similar agreement between
Russia and Turkey justifiable. Cyprus
was useless for the defense of Asia Mino,
and even if it was not useless for that purpose, yet he would deny the existence of

during

heterodox Samaritan in his love.

TOPIOS.

——Tae Liberals in the English Parliament have made an attack on Lord. Beaconsfield’s management,of national affairs
as shown by the Berlin Treaty. Lord

as

an imitation of Christ in holy living will
love each other. The degree of the ardor

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1878.

righted,” * property restored,”
sions made” and those reached

OURRENT

are seeking to discover in each other not

7,

Revs. G. H. Ball and D. M. Stuart

from the Holland Purchase Y. M. favored
.

comeback
12

THE
|

:

us with their presence and timely words.

As a whole the meeting was one of the

best.

Tdo much can not be said in praise

of the

kind

Middlesex,

who,

irrespective of the denominational

lines,

friends

in

extended such a hearty welcome and
whole-souled hospitality to the visiting
friends.
Next session

church.

the Byron

with

Opening sermon by Rev. J. M. Crandall.
L. A. CRANDALL, Clerk.

Next session will be held with the East Williamstown chufch, Oct, 18—20.
- CHESTER DICKEY, Clerk.

E. B. FuLLer,
Tama (Towa)

Q. M.~Held

that the Lord is

still blessing the church in Belmont Village,
N. H. On Sunday, July 28, six were baptized
and received into the fello #ship of the church.
We learn from Rev, J. Granville that the
church in Fremont, N. H., is’ encouraged by
the addition of four to its numbers by baptism,

its

Clerk.

Sept. 13

H. H. WiTHINGTON,

Mass., July 25.

He has been,for

the last two years, a sufferer with the disease
of which he died. He was pastor of the churches at Rehoboth, Mass, Kittery,Me.,Portsmouth,
N. H., and other places.
J. M. B.

A good ses-

of them) forgot to

Thanks,

Faculty

of the

Theological

return

school

thanks

of

A

Bates college hereby

to Mrs.

fo

Maria L. Pratt, of Newport, R. I., for a box of
books contributed to the library of the school

from the library of her late husband, Rev.
John Pratt. We are indebted also to Rev. A.
R. Bradbury for his interest in procuring and
forwarding the gift,

‘

D.

C.

CURTIS, Clerk.

private, was

(KY. )—Held its July session

Evansville

church = (Ind).

Our 'meeting

on the

got through with their meeting and

was

¢ by the prayer of faith.

had come

Quite

Next session with the Zion church fourth

THE many friends of Rev. S. N. Brooks will
be grieved to know that he lies dangerously

J. 8. MANNING.

ill at Bar Mills, Me., his present field of labor.

This is Bro. Brooks’s third year at Bar

Mills,

Rev. Lyman Chase, for some time pastor of
the Union Square Baptist church, San Francisco (formerly Dr. Sawtelle’s), has closed his
pastorate, and is now sojourning in Chicago.

of

M., held with them, a council was appointed
for the examifiation with a view to ordination

other Christians seem to have heard, in restlessness or flagging of spirit that succeeds a

of Bro, €. H. Morehouse.

year of measured

with

toil and

like that of the Saviour

perplexity,

There
of the
with
pected

of fellowship, by

enlargement of view ef the

Rev.

G. R. Foster;

Address

to the church by chairman

of the council ; Ben-

ediction by the candidate.

The choir did well

a call,

to his disciples,

this church June 26, at 10, A. M., and organize@by choosing W. R. Stone. chairman, G.R.
Foster, clerk.
Afler a very satisfactory examination, council voted to proceed to the ordination. At21-2, Pp. M., Sermon by Rev. W.
R. Stone, of Norwich; Ordaining prayer and
charge to candidate,by Rev. J. W. Burr; Hand

ye apart apd rest awhile.
ing rest of body through

come

Here they are seekquickening of soul.

is nothirg remarkable in the exercises
camp-meeting as yet,nothing that comes
observation.”
Yet it seems to be exthat some may depart from here with

Christian’s

lege and of the wealth given

Christ, hardly less than

to the

that

privi-

world

which

in

came to

heir part and furnished appropriate and excellent music for the occasion,
The house was
beautifully
decorated
with evergreens
and
choice flowers, expressions of the regard they
bear for their pastor and his wife,
:

' Simon Peter while he lodged for once at the
sea-side.
Not
however
by
visions, but
“through the ordinary means of communication
from heaven to earth. One can not look abouf’
on the goodly congregation of open-browed
G. R. FOSTER, Clerk of Council.
and sunny-faced mea and women whom we
or
find here without the conviction that in most
-of them, at least, reigns a clear conscience and
Western.
a cheerful trust, A few children are in the
A COMMUNICATION from Rev. 8. A. Currier
congregations also; especially at times when
says: “I have for the last thirteen years
the singing and the simple, genial, half-playful
preached most exclusively to the churches in talks of Dr. Cullis prove more attractive than

Genesee Q. M.,
church.

much of the time to Davison

Have witnessed its prosperity and its

adversity. During my ministry with them,
they have built a commodious church edifice,
more than doubled its members in numbers.
Last Spring I resigned

The church has secured

my

pastoral relation.

the

services of Bro.

Cory, who is working faithfully and we trust
successfully to build up the cause of Christ in
our growing village.
In May last, I received

a call from th¢ Bruce church, Oxford Q. M., to

which call I responded.

I found the church

well united, bat somewhat confused.
I have
baptized one and my congregation is large and
attentive, our prospects at present are quite

encouraging. As this is one of my former fields,
of labor, I enter upon the duties imposed upon me with’ deep feelings and, very great anx-

iety, that, under God,I may be successful in
building up the church and the cause of God
generally in the community.
Next
we are to take up a collection for the

Sabbath
Foreign

Mission Society, and I trust it will be a liberal
one.”
REV.

J. A. SUTTON writes of visiting

sever-

al of the churches in the Richland & Licking
Q. M., in company with Rev. A. H. Whitaker.
At the Concord church they found a large attendance and many warm-hearted,
earnest
Christians.
At Newway Village the church is

till in its incipiency, but with the best of prospects before them.
They received a cordial
greeting at the St. Albans chapel. The Dutchton Cross church is of but a few years’ growth,

hut contains many zealous

Christians.

‘Whitaker, who has been ministering
churches, has felt it ‘to. be his duty

Bro.
to
to

these
leave

the Harmony Q. M. and to assume charge of
several churches in that portion of the Lord's

vineyard, leaving this field without a pastor.

Information in regard to

these

churches

may

be obtained by addressing Rev. A. H. Whitaker, Broadway, Union'Co., Ohio.

@uartgrly Meetings,
CORINTH (Vt.) Q. M.—Held its June session
with the Washington church,
Revs. B. F.
Jefferson and A. M. Freeman from the Strat
ford Q. M., and Revs. S. W. Cowell and Lyman

Sargent from the Huntington

Q. M.,were

present, and their labors gladly received. At~
Jeugwes good and meetings
quite interest
t

their forest rambles,
The very atmosphere
seems redolent of spiritual refreshing as it is
with the sunshine just now filtering through
the leafy roof over the Auditorium.
Yet no
lesson is more likelyto be learned here than
that spiritual health and joy depend not on
outward circumstances, playing upon us, but
on inward conditions.
Every thing thus far
indicates that people who separate morality
from religion or who rely for hope and happiness on ecstacies of feeling awakened by association or the play of sentimental imaginations,
must find this a most uncongenial atmosphere.
A sermon last evening be Rev. Mr. Davies, an
evangelist,
on ‘ Holiness the want of the
world,” might, without changing an argument
or dropping an illustration, have been entitled,
Complete Christian Morality the Want of the
World and the Goal of the Church.
The preaching, Bible-reading and studies in
experience here, are all calculated to illustrate
the promises, commands
and
experiences
which form the ground of contidence that this
goal is soon attainable.
Dr. Earle,the widely-

known evangelist, has been prominent

in the

greater than in the previous year.
A number of gentlemen have combined

far,

but

leaves

Since 1870, the average annual. increase of
membership in the Baptist church of Great
Britain and Ireland has been 4,520 persons.
The total membership is now 269,836 perThe Presbyterian church, South, expresses
its disapproval of Mr. Moody and othér unordained preachers by adopting a report strongly condemning lay preaching as contrary to the

Word of God.

‘preachers, are characterized

by much

gentinterest and freedom.

¥requently

and
and
lay-

intelliques-

tions are put to the leader, or further explana:
tion is asked of some one who has spoken. At
the request of some who desire personal and
gpecific instruction in regard to what is called
« the rest of faith,” meetings of a still more

private character will be

held,

beginning

to-

day.

I would subjoin some of the characteristic testimonies of thg social meetings,but want
From the general tenor of
of space forbids.
these utterances one must infer that those who
profess ** full trust” believe that to * do noth-

ing and let Christ do all” is a self surrender
which requires the most energetic action of

which the human will is capable. Only when
one, in his thirst, reaches an extremity, does

he drink in his fullness of the water
Many

testified

that

since

the

long

of life.
or

sharp

struggle which culminated in entire submission * they had never known a doubt of their

The Methodist Mission

Church

of England for about 12,531,400.

From the statistics presented it is believed
that 50,000 people in Nebraska, 100,000 in Kansas, and 180,000 in Iowa are of Lutheran origin. There are 49 Lutheran ministers in Nebraska, and there is need for 25 more.

in Mexico

desire to induce

ing Friday

CHENANGO
Sherburne

(N.

Y.)

¢hurch,

that

will

be

Aue.

Brethren

comingby

rail

day before the fourth Sabbath

at 2, P.M., and continuing
with the Girard church,

the

the 26th

the camp-meeting,
‘ National Associa-

ser-

thers.

2

Hs

Send for pamphlet, English or German.
Address

W. 0. HUGHART,
Land Commissioner,

Held

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Title perfect

, Clerk.

Money Letters Received.

Shuts Time-Saving Library Record

Qunday School line, to
Sunday School Librariesare made a

pecialty at a liberal discount.

A A Armstrong—C B Atwood—M Atwood—Mrs E
M Becker—H T Bushley—A Buzzell ~-Mrs
MJ Bachel=der—J R Bailey—A Bly—A H Crossman—H J Carr—
EE Cartwright—S Cole—D Day—8
A C olby—dJ A
Crabbs—G H Damon—B Ellis—J R Foote—R D Frost
—D Furbush—M Folsom—H 8 Frost—L W Fuller—W
H Gentry—W 8 Gregory—J H Greeley—A S Hilton—
O R Hall-E Harding—H E _Hoyt—G H Hnbbard—L
Hulse—Mrs G W Hanks—W Johnson—B F Kuowles—
L Kellogg—E E Kidney—A Libby—M C Lewis—G H
Muttoon—J Morse—G S Nutting 2—C B
Peckham—
Mrs E Pratt—E Penneil—A Pierce—A. S 'Parshley—W
T Palmer—F Pugsley—F M Roberts-S S Rich~L 8
Reed—J M Stewart—Miss I Sizer—ER Smith—F Smith
—L H Sawver—( H Thurston—M A Thompson—H H
Yalaca-=Mes WS Wells—F L Wiley—J Winch—H
y eeks.
'

Price,

|
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8S Heath

25

F I! Roberts

O per J Phillips

AS

HOURS.

AN

roc. worth

J

will kill
more flies

5.00
1.00

bY

®.

’

A

\

PRN

53.00

25 Ray-

.

mond N H_per Mrs D F Smith
Portsmouth Nadler
2
J P Pierson Cameromr
Me
°
A friend Dover N H
.
Hinkley

4tthendteow27

KILLS all the
FLIES ina
soom in TWO

:

Foreign Missions.
Abbie M Colburn Manchester N H
Pine St
Mrs 8 Cratty Prospect O
on outfit of missionaries
| Ladies
Miss Soc Merrimack St Manchester N H
Rev
Fuallonton 1.50 Mrs A D Fullonton 1.00 John Scribner 1.00 Hannah
P Fullonton 1.00 M V B Gile wife
and child 1.10 M Scribner 50 H Pease

$1.50.

SHUTE, 52 Bromfield St., Boston.
hy

i

Jr

6.60
30
2000
5.00

Rp

10,10

John Arneill Wrightstown Wis

10.00

:

N. BROOKS,

Manchester, N. IH.

2

111.90

Treas.

b

COMPOUND OXYGEN

Married

TREATMENT
Asthma,
Bronchi

In Lynn, Mass.; July 31, bv Rev, L. A. Lang, Mr.
Thomas A. Miner, of Li., and Miss Emma J. Douglass,
of Swampscott, Mass.
In Ossipee, April 14, by Rev. Moses Folsom, Mr.
Bryon R. Young and Miss Elia’ M. Pike, both of O.
Juue 10, Mr.John H. Sanborn, of Acton,
Me., and
Miss Anna B.Ramsdell, of Kennebun
Me.
. J. C. Osgood,
In Pittsficld .N.H., July 18, by R
Mr. George Plumpton, of Manche:
T, and Miss Mary
J: Raynolds, of P,
;

ly

&ocinpiion,

ET KAfa Ee have

ay

REMARKABLE
CURES ili
STRONGLY ENDORSED z.: Fz:

beenmade,

Hon. MONTGOMERY BLAIR,
. LEY, LEY, T. T. 8. 8. ARTHUR,
Jupee FreLp of U. 8. Supreme Court, and others
tmen!
who have used the ne Ww

.] on Compound Oxy.
FREE! AZrTreatise
oats many Leatimoniais
to mow ro

ADVERTISEMENTS.

markaole cures, sent free. Address
Drs. STARKEY & PALEN, 1113 Girard St.. Phil”

.

’

GOSPEL ECHOES.

NOW

eow20
.

Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital
forces; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
For circular giving
be furnished free of charge.
full information, send self-addressed envelope to
fev JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bible Hongo)
N.

XY.

READY!

CH

New! Sweet

13teows
Cneerfun,

|.
13t12eow

y:

Registe r for

1879.

Tarrant’s

No report for next year’s Register has been
received from the Quarterly Meetings named
below, and we urge the Clerks, or other persons interested, to immediate action, or it will
be too late.
Adair & Schuyler,
American Asso.,
Apple River,
Cass & Berrien,
Chain Lake,
Chemung,

PY

Corinth,

Eddyville,
Enosburg,
Erie,
Fond dn Lac,
Fort Scott,
Fox River,
Freeborn,
French Creek,
Genesee, Mich.,
Hancock & Quincey,
Hawkins Co.,
Jefferson Co.,
Liberty Asso.,
London,
McDonough,

McHenry,
McLean,
Montville,
Montgomery Co.,

A medicine to which

the invalid

never

piv,

.

looks

SOLD

BY ALL

DRUGGISTS.

Nassau, N.Y.

AL

CABINET

For

NEW
wards:

$135.

' PB. S. Samay Clerk.

Lungs,

for

series of

R= marvellous
cures, that
él have won for it a confi
dence in its virtues,never

medicine.

of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that can be made

by medical skill. Indeed, the CHERRY PECTORAL
has really robbed these dangerous diseases of
their terrors to a great extent, and given

tion.

'

PREPARED

DR. J.C. AYER & CO,,

BY

Lowell,

Mass.

Practical and Analytical Chemists.

[NO. 1]

MANUFACTURERS

em26

1780.

Walter Baker&
BAKER'S

a feeling

of immunity from their fital effects, that is well
founded if the remedy be taken in season. Every
family should have it in their closet for the ready
and prompt reliefof its members. Sickness, Suf
fering and even life is saved by this timely protec-

ESTABLISHED

bo.

OF

COCOA,

BAKER'S BROMA,
PREMIUM. CRACKED COCOA,
"BAKER'S CHOCALATE,
FRENCH VANILLA CHOCOLATE,
EAGLE FRENCH CHOCALATE.
GERMAN SWEET CHOCOLATE.

Acknowledged the BEST throughout the World.
.

.

bY

To

and

Whooping

Asthma,

equalled by any other
i
It still makes the most effectual cures

ly

and routes of reaching the place &ec., willlbe given by
proper 82aythaley.
J. W. BURGIN, Clerk,

GENESEE (N. Y.) Q. M. will be held at Attica, com=
mencing Friday, Aug. 16, at 2, p. M.

$1

CONSUMPTION.

5

(3t31)

SANDWICH Q.M, will hold its next session with the
F.W. B. church in Alexandria, commencing August
27, at,1, P. M., and continuing through Thursday.
J. T. WARD, Clerk.

Throat
Colds,

:

per day at home. Samples worth
#0 free. Address STINSON & Co.

concerning fare

here.

amples of
‘13teow18

= long-continued

Sold also for installments or rent-

‘VERMONT Y. M. will hold its next session at E, Farn-

eve:

Send for

tation, or maintained it
so long as AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL.
It has
been known to the public
about forty years, by a

Superiority,

Meeting willbe held with the

The annual income of the Church of England is over $36,000,000. Out of this the Archbishop of Canterbury gets a salary of $75,000 a

Sold

Bronehitis,

HONORS

(3t31)

Rheuma-

Perhaps
no one ever
secured so wide a repu-

STYLES at reduced prices, from $54 upCash Prices;
FIVE
OCTAVE,
DOUBLE

$5.10$20

10WA Yearly Meeting will convene with the Toledo

church at Toledo, Tama Co., Iowa, commencing Aug,
23 at 10, A.M. Toledo is logated on the Chicago &
N.W.R.R.
Delegates from the east will arrive at
Tama City, 9:12, A, M., and 10:40. P. M. From the
west 3:36, A.M. and 6:20, Pe
Soledo is two
miles
ch road from
Tama city.
on Braneh
E.TIBBETS, Clerk.

Due notice

of the

Coughs,

ND

Reed, $100; NINE STOPS, $108; in ELEGANT UP.
RIGHT CASE, NEw STYLE, $126; in JET AND GOLD

BRONZE

E. TIBBETS, Sec.
3

ham P, Q., Sept. 12—15.

as

Cough,

ed until rent pay '8. A small Organ of best quality
may be obtainec by payment of $7.20 per quarter,
for ten
uarters.
LLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and
PRICE
I8T, free.
| IOWA STATE ED. S0., will meet in regular session MASON
& HAMLIN
ORGAN
CO.,
in connection with the Iowa Y. M. which convenes at,
Toledo, Tama Co., Io., Aug. 23. It is desired that
154 Tremant St.,
25 Union Sq., 250 Wabash Ave.,
every member of the Society and every body interestBOSTON.
:
NEW YORK.
CHICAGO.
ed in the Wilton Collegiate Institute, will be present.

|

Diseases
such

LISZT.

ORGANS

Demonstrated

Diseases,

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.

MASON & HAMLIN

& Houston,

Catarrh, Kidney

Bottle.

HAVE AWARDED THEIR

‘Whitestown,
Wolfboro,
York Co.

(or

all the

Leprosy,

land all diseases of the Skin and
|
egetable. H.
ontreal and

Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;
1875; Philadelphia,
1876;

HIGHEST

On1o RIVER Yearly Meeting will bold its next session with 1st Kyger church, Friday, August 10, at 2,
P. M., and continue over the Sabbath.
0)
THOMAS E.PEDEN, Clerk.
t4

Mass. & R. I. Yearly

Wtism,

stonishing cures.

WORLD'S EREIBITION
of BICENT YEARS,

Santiago,

cure

of Piles,

.

232

perfect

| Scrofula, Salt Rheum,

no

HyMOR

1y40

Matchless — Unequaled,~FRANZ

& Licking,

Hotices andy Appointments,

(2t31)

{worst forms

in

ELEGANT New Style Chromo Cards, with
name, 10c. post-paid. GEO. I. REED & Co.,

Ripley,
River Raisin,
Root River,
Sac LE
:
Salem,
Neb,,
Seneca & Huron,
Shelby Asso.,
Shiloh,
Kt. Francis,
Tioga Co.,
Van Buren, Ia.,
Waterville,
‘Wentworth, ,
‘Westmoreland,
_ Winona

Aperient.

a

fmoney returnet) for

vain for relief from indigestion, constipation, nervousness, biliousness and kidney troubles.

Norfolk Co.,
N. Western Mo.,
Oceana,
Oswego,
Prospect,
Republic,
Richland

Seltzer

Warranted

(OWE,

Participate
in the Benefits to Health,
which thousands enjoy through the remedinl aid of

ll

DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M. will be held with
the Albauy church, comniencing Friday, Sept. 13, and
“holding over the Sabbath, N. W.BI1xsY, Clerk.

the Bishop of London have $50,000 a year each.

This Land and State are specially suited
to the
habits of the THRIFTY NEW ENGLAND
FARMER, and is the qest possible opportunity
for placing sons and daughters in a new home,
with a far better beginning than that of their Fa

SHUTE'S S. S. SUPPLY STORE,

there

tion for the Promotion of Christian Holiness,”
will begin at the same place. ~
:

year,and he has a number of palatial residences, rent free. The Archbishop of York and

of

Post-Office Addresses,
Rev E N Fernald (to whom all contributions from
the churches for the Benevolent Societies should be
sent), Lewiston, Me.
:
)t18
%
Rev A H Whitaker E Liberty O.

St. church, Lowell, Sasen Sommencing Tues~
A temperance mass meeting is announced to Paige
three days.
Sept. 10, at 2, P.M. and continuing
A
:
?
A. L.GERRISH, Clerk,
be held at the Hedding camp-ground "at East | Sanne

under the direction of the

Centre

NEW NEW-ENGLAND HOME.

the

A CARD.

(1,200,000 in number) send annually to the
Pope the proceeds of the sale of old magazines,
journals, pamphlets and books.
During the
past year the society has acknowledged 412,000
pounds of waste paper ; this was sold for 10,000
florins and the amount has been forwarded to
Rome.
:

be held, and on

Schools.
Completed through
©
the Grant.

The Great South American Remedy for all spe
cial diseases, discovered in the great valley of the

daily attendance of 500 out of the 800 employ-

preside, and Hon. Neal Dow and others will
address the meeting.
On the same grounds,
on Aug. 22, 23,a Sunday-school conference will

Ready Markets,

commencing

D.P,

Streams,

Pure Water,

Railroad

conveyance

Sabbath.

Bugs,
:

Send for anything wanted in the

education

N.Y.

Running

f

The time of
to the Fri-

in August,

over

of Timber,

No Drought,
pl
No Chinch
No
“Hoppers,”

<>
etl

ees.

is to

Plerity

For particulars regarding Electric Belts, addres 8
PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO., New York,

by the proprieCo. immense lace
has been continhas an
average

Prescott

Strong Soil,
Sure Crops,

MIAMI Q. M. will be held with the Second Creek
church (formerly of the Warren & Clinton Q
DH
Aug. 11, 12, instead of Aug. 18, 19, its usual time.
!
.
T.E. WELLMAN, Clerk.

can be found at the Bryant & Stratton School,
Located
at 608
advertized in another colume.
Washington Street, Boston, it is patronized by stu.
dents from all sections.

A daily half-hour religious service, establish-

| Epping, N. H., Aug.21. Gov.

find

;

‘$4 to $10 PER ACRE.

7 1-2, P.M.

the opening

will

RAGING

;

Beech and Maple Land in Michigan, in the Million Acre Grant of the Grand Rapids
. and Indiana Railroad Company.

Aug.
B, O.

with

full

5 YEARS to PAY FOR A FARM.

A
Clerk. -

held
23, at

CALHOUN & NORTH BRANCH Q.M.
holding its next session has been changed

reports

commercial

stop at

at Sherburne depot, if they will inform the pastor,
B. F. Marsden, Sherburne, N. Y., upon which train
Let each church send a tall deleguthey will arrive.
:
G. R. FOSTER, Clerk.
tion.

the British Goverhment to

practical

Q. M.

commencing

Rev, Charles Morehouse will preach

F mon.

Business FHotices,
thoroughly

will

Sept. 6, at 1,P, M.
!
I. B. COLEMAN,

establish relations with the Vatican.

A

railroad

RENSSELAER Q. M, will hold
its fall session with
- the Poestenk il] chureh, at East Poestenkill, commenc-

contemplates
removing the Roman Catholic
churches in England, Ireland, and Scotland:
from the control of the Propaganda Fide, and
placing them under the immediate authority
This measure, continues the
of the Pope.
dispatch, is attributed in clerical circles to a

The Methodist Conference in Germany and
Switzerland reports 11,320 lay members, 48
local preachers, 312 baptisms, 71 churches, 338
Sunday-schools, with 16,476 scholars, and $206,
006 in contributions, showing an increase in
every item but one.

Of the fifty-five Baptist churches in Phila
delphia, seventeen own their premises free
from debt. Three have no debt, but have no

whether

by

Defiance church, commencing Friday ‘evening,
16, will find teams awaiting their arrival at the

$78,590.
:
According
to 3 cable dispatch, the Vatican:

The Catholics have bought seven thousand
acres of land in Mecklenburg, Va., on which
they are going to establish an industrial farm
for educating freedmen.
The Benedictine
Fathers will have charge of the farm.

ed a quarter of a century ago
tors of the Thomas Adams &
houses at Nottingham, Eng.,
ued witheut intermission; it

and

to the meeting

depot on the 4:40 P.M, train of Aug, 16,
Care will be
taken that all who will come shall be provided isk
2
‘OM.

20 male and female missionaries; .and in all
There are 273 members and 394
7 agents.
probationers and the average attendance on
public worship is 1,242. In the day schools
there are 329 scholars and in the Sabbathschools 560 scholars.
There are 3 churches
and 16 preaching halls, and the mission press
The value
issues over 301,000 pages annually.
of the property in possession of the mission is

It is said the Congregationalists furnish in
England accommodations in their churches
for 1,014,413 people, the Baptists for 913,785,

the Wesleyan Methodists for 1,702,724, and the

authority,

coming

Newspa

SURE REWARD!

with

DELEGATES and others who are intending to attend
the next session of the Noble Q. M, to be held with the

is a party among the clergymen who inveigh
against the Reformation and urge a reconciliation with the Church of Rome.
After a long
discussion, the resolutions were withdrawn,
with the statement that they would be presented next year, ifit was found the legislation
was required.

Sons.’

to-day.

version.
The meetings for social prayer
inquiry, including a meetingat 6, A. M.,
one at 6, P, M., daily, for ministers and

tion of churgh

in

order to raise a sum of not less than $300,000
to build and endow a suitable place of worship in London in connection with the Church
of Scotland, and a site has already been selected.

Dr.
property. The remainder-have debts varying
Steele, formerly Professor in the University at in size from the Memorial ($40,000) .Beth-Eden
Syraduse, New York, ably conducts the daily ($80,000) , Gethsemane ($22,600), down all the
Bible-readings, frequently basing his exposiway.
tions on the original as well as on King James's
The Roman Catholics of the Netherlands
meetings thus

put forward in your letter of ‘April 17th

will be held

PeENoBScOT Y. M, held at Fort Fairfield, Aug. 20-22.
Excursion train leaves Bangor Aug, 20, at 7.30, A, Mm.
Fare for round trip, $5.00. Tickets good to go Aug.
20-22% good to return till Sept, 3. Excursion tickets
gold on M. C. R. R., Aug.19—21. Good to returu till
Sept.4, Fare for round trip from Portland, Lewiston,
Bath, Augusta and intermediata stations, $8.0. From
Burnham and Dexter, $7.00, Bangor and . Piscataquis
R. R.half fare to Oldtown.
il
’
J, BOYD, ¢
J. W, CARR,
Com. »

to nearly 1,000.

and Peter

M.

Ridgeville and find conveyance to the meeting.
A. PIERCE, Clerk.

ship has increased to 700 and the Sunday-school

OLD ORCHARD, July 27.
and the people here are strongly attached to
One has but to wait a few minutes at any
him.
We hope there may be earnest prayers
central passenger station during the arrival
"from many Christian hearts that the Father of and departure of trains to discover that the
all good will raise him up to health and usefulseason has returned which is the harvest of the 000.
Two millions of dollars have been spent upness.
N. MILLIKEN.
railroads and the carnival of the baggageon the still unfinished Roman
Catholic Casmasher.
The few more than half empty cars
Ordinations.
thedral in New York.
of a few weeks ago have given place to long
At the request of the Macedonian Baptist
and crowded trains.
The Southern Baptist Convenfion reports
church, corner of 12th and McKean Sts., PhilPerhaps the number traveling at the ‘imme- ten stations in Italy, with as many evangelists
adelphia, Penn., Rev, D. M. Graham, D.D., diate call of business is less than at that time, and 134 members.
pastor, Bro. Joseph Taylor was ordained to yet it would betray a carping spirit to deThe Jewish and Unitarian churches united
the work of the gospel ministry, on Sunday,
nounce the remainderof the travel as chiefly
July 21. The council proceeded to ordain in mere pleasure-seeking. If the many are only recently in a lawn party at Kalamazoo, Mich.,
dividing the proceeds equally.
accordance with the following programme:
seeking for a holiday’s escape from business,
Reading of the Scriptures and charge to the
During the last year the 16,000 members of
it is with the hope that its pleasures may help
candidate by Rev. Dr. F. Janes (Congrégationthe Moravian church raised $85,000 for misthem over the hard places of next year’s work.
alist) ; Sermon, text, 2 Tim. 4 :5—theme, “The
sions, nearly $5.50 for each member.
It is pleasant while watching from the station
Work and Qualification of an Evangelist,”
the departing throngs,to think that many of
Four new Congregational’ churches have
by Rev. Dr. Wm. B. Orvis(Congregationalist) ; them will bring with their coming gladness to been organized in Washington Territory this
tight Handof Fellowship and charge to the the hearts of aged parents and other old-home year,at Dayton, Colfax, White River and Fichureh, by Rev. B, H. Fish (Baptist), and the
friends who have been counting the days in dalgo Island.
:
benediction by the candidate.
In the evening eager anticipation of their arrival.
Who but
The
State Congregational
Association of
Bro. Joseph Taylor preached a_good practical
must wish, that all knew the secret of .giving
Mjchigun,
during its recent annual session at.|
I
a
3
;
ers,
happiness and 80 of carrying its fountain al- East Saginaw, voted to receive, in future,
a very crowded congregation witnessing the
ways in themselves? Alas for those’ whe car- women as delegates.
ordinance. Also gave the Hand of Fellowship ry within them, where a fountain springing up
The number of native Christians in India is
to eight new members. Bro. T. has been quite _into life ought to be, only an upbrafding cengiven in the new Missionary Directory as 266,successful in church and Sunday-school work.
science to find that
391, an crease of 42,133 in four years, and of
Souls have been brought into the kingdom.
“Tis a poor relief we gain
native communicants
68,689, an increase of
Future prospects are hopeful.
To change the place and keep the pain.”
15,873. °
:
B. H. FisH, Sec.
The total income of the 1,030 London relig.0ld Orchard seems to be getting its usual
By request of the Holmesville (N. Y.) share of the summer travel. The camp-ground ious and charitable societies last year was £4 651,132,
over $23,250,000, being
$2,000,000
church, at the last session of the Chenango Q.
and cottages are filling up.
Many pastors and

Council-met

Those

|. Five years ago the Marcy
Avenue Baptist
church, Brooklyn, (free communion) was organized with 45 members.
Under the labors
of Rev. Dr. Jeffrey, the pastor, the member-

The negotiations between the Pope and the
Emperor of Germany, which were broken off
in June, are, according to a cable dispatch,
to be renewed.
In the letter of the Crown
Prince of Germany, written June 10th, he
says: ‘“ I regret to see that-you deem it impossible to fulfill the hope uttered in my father's
communication of March 24th, that you will
recommend to the servants of your church to
obey the laws of the land. No Prussian’ sovereign will be able to comply with the demand

INDIANA Y.

latest

Bove Daying PIANO
be DE CuLTeply ¢ m; latest

RAPIDS (Mich.) Q.M, will be held with the
church, commencing Friday, Aug. 16, atl,
F.¥. BAILEY, Clerk,

NORTHERN

prices, “war on the he
st renewed.

WARGEE 55 EA PIMOS
Beatty’s

Day's Creek church, three miles from Ridgeville, Sa
lem Q. M., commencing Friday, Sept. 20, at 2, p. M,

sons.

out of

manifestation

GRAND
Casnovia
P.M.

The Presbyterian mission at Pekin, China,
has been blessed with what seems to have been
a genuine revival. About forty natives sought
pardon and united with the church.
A like
result took place under the labors of the American Board’s missionaries at Tungchow.
The
London mission at Tientsin received 250 per-

one

ORGANS

CUMBERLAND Q. M. will meet at West Falmouth
Aug, 28,at9, A.M.
Ministers’ Conference, Tuesday
preceding, at 3, ». M.,
J. M. BaLey, Clerk.

Religions Fiscelluny.

i

old Orchard Notes,

St. John

ROCK & DANE Q.M. (Wis,) will hold its next session with the Oregon church, Opening sermon Friday evening, Aug, 24, by Rev, P, Jaquith.
HULSE, Clerk.

sion into the church.

Several physicans

the

'|

curative and even life-giving power, but the the charter and laws of Prussia be modified in
accordance with the exigencies of the statutes
infrequency of such events even in their minof your church.
The independence of the
istry shows conclusively, that similar works
kingdom would be impaired by making its
are not to be regarded otherwise than extraorlegislation dependent upon the consent of a
dinary and exceptional.—B. F. H.
foreign power.”
The question of Ritualism has again been
| introduced in the English Parliament, by E.
Jenkins.
He offered a series of resolutions
proposing a royal commission to inquire what
doctrines contrary to law are taught or pracThe Russian Greek church has 56,500,000
ticed by the clergymen
of the Established
memhers, and 38,605 churches.
church, what ceremonies of the Roman CathoThe society for the disestablishment of the
lic church are used, what monastic or convenchurch of England has an income of £16,tual institutions there’ may be under the sanc-

a number did not go home until after the night
meeting.
Two conversions at the night meetFriday in October.

in briefthis:

and Paul wereagents in

to ours, and they
wanted to have a colored
man preach.
We called the congregation to

order, and listened to another sermon.

took

fi
g
NEW DURHAM Q. M. will hold its next/session with
| the Gonie church, Aug. 20-22, Conference, Tuesday,
at 1, P.M,
E.W. RICKER, Clerk.

$26,

‘number of clergymen have applied for admis-

who examined the
case
concurred
with
those who attended her that her malady was
that incurable one, “Bright's disease,”’and that,
as every symptom indicated,she was at death’s
door. Then in answer to prayer she was
raised
up
gradually,
regained complete
strength, and every symptom of the disease
has long been removed.
Ido not doubt the
integrity of these witnesses. They fully believe
that divine power has wrought the restoration
in answer to prayer.
But if they are entirely
correct,and ifno other explanationlof these cases can be reasonable,it by no means follows that
every sick person ought to expect healing by
faith, or that every holy person, or any one,
ought to make it his business to save the sick

The

Sabbath

He

After

is

orders.
Several Presbyters have also been ordained, and will labor at watering places.
A

me the appetite for tobacco and cider and
made my former vices distasteful to me.”
One
case,of which I heard the subject of it speak in

peculiarly interesting. After the morning sermon we had refreshments, quite a number of
the white
people being present who seemed to
enjoy the dinner exceedingly. After dinner another sermon was preached,and after dismissing the congregation a number of the white
people came to me and stated they
had just

ing.

J. A. HOWE, Sect. of the Fa culty.
LEWISTON, July 81, 1878.

from
claim
spirit

was converted all through.

Eddyville
(KY.) Q. M.—Held its July session the 26-.28 with the Watkins Bottom chureh.
The churches all reported and all the ministers present and they came in the spirit of their

Master.

There was no claim to freedom

temptation and moral danger, but the
was made of escaping both through the

such testimony a man arose and expressed his
confidence that Christ might so manifest his
power. Said he, ‘ When he converted me I

chur¢h.

churches were all reported and a general steadThis session of the
July 21. Bro. G. received a warm weleome fastness prevails in all.
Q. M. was not as interesting nor as productive
when he commenced his labors with them last | of good as other sessions have been, owing to
April. The meetings are now well attended,
the exceedingly warm weather and sparseness
of the colored population in that country.
The
and the church seems well united, and they are
closing up was good. Next session with the
hoping to see larger additions soon.
Bethel church commencing the third Friday in
October.
Clerk.
EV. LOWELL PARKER died at his residence

in Attleboro’

opposite

Valley

i

the

the

healed them of physical maladies.

clerks (so many

INION Q. M.

with

but

Q. M.—Held its June session

send in their statistics for the Register.
Next session with the church at Olin, Jones
Co. Iowa, commencing Friday, Aug. 30, at 2,

P. M.

point,

to escape, that ye may be able to bear it.”
Several bore witness to the grace which had

Clerk.

sion was enjoyed by all.
A good delegation
was present from the churches,
Sorry that

the church

starting

of loyalty to Him who it is said * will not suffer you to be tempted above that ye are able,
but will with the temptation also make a way

last session

with the Bovina church, June 15, 16.
Next session with the York church,
—~15.

er

rather.

church, Sept. 6—8.

with the Pleasant
Rev. M. A. QuiMBY writes

ping-place for moral effort and growth, instead
of its true

thirty prelates

750 each.
:
The Reformed Episcopal Church in England
bas been strengthened by the admission, by
Bishop Gregg, of seven candidates to Deacon’s

no one was heard to imply that this victorious
struggle of self-dedication to Christ was a stop-

HUNTINGTON Q. M.—Held its last session at
‘West Bolton.
The session was one of more
than ordinary enjoyment and interest.
Next session is to be held
with the Cam-

bridge

The average salary of

acceptance,nor a cessation of their peace.” Yet

|
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Poetry.

cried the Saint,

A PRAYER.
The burden of the day,

But help me that I bear it
As Christ his burden bore
‘When cross and thorn he wore,
And none with him would share it—
For his sake, help, I pray!
I ask alone for grace
To see his patient face,
And my impatient one; .
Ask that mine grow like his—
Sign of an inward peace,

From trust in Thee alone,

heard the words

Unchanged by time or place.
—E. R. Champlin, in Religious Herald.

ME

THE LABORER'S EVENING SONG.
Laugh, my little one, laugh away ;

¢ Art

For gone is the weary, toilsome day.
And father’s hour of work is past.

Hark to the distant vesper bell!
Sweetly its clear tones rise and swell
On the evening breeze, as it speaks of peace,
And bids the murmur of turmoil cease.

stranger,

and

left

the

shore,

and the

lady in her tower gazed with tear-dimmed
eyes as the red pennons disappeared in
the distance.

The

night

drew

on,

and

her maidens came and led her to her
chamber and besought her to rest. They

This evening hour will make him gla.
Then laugh; my baby; I'll share your glee, ¢

sang to her, and told her tales of other
deys, and far off lands,
but she heeded

For the joy this hour hath brought to me,
O twilight hour, so doubly blest,

them not. Then suddenly a voice was
heard from the tower—a voice of wailing

Welcome ever thy tender rest!
— Harper's Weekly.
—
to
r—————————

and

woe,

that

resounded

S.A. SMITH
1

Scatter the sunshine wherever you go,
Scatter it freely in haunts of woe,
Let its sweet warmth and its heart-cheering

ray,
Go with you ever the livelong day.

of deepest sorrow, she cried

the

¢ Woe,

woe

to the house of Rathdown! Its pride and
its glory is swallowed up in the deep!
They go down among the rocks—down
into the dark caves, and they shall return no more! But they who were appointed unto death and to captivity sing
for joy. They shout in triumph, for they
are delivered. God hath contended for
them. Woe, woe to the house of Rathdown !’
>
“The lady fell down insensible and her
maidens laid her tenderly on her bed,and
watched beside her till the marning

Take it along to the dwellings.of sin;
Let its pure warmth reach the sad ones within
And show them the better and purer way
Up,to the sunshine of unending day.
Take it along to the couches of death,
Where the poor mortal is
struggling for
breath,
:
Fill the dark room with brightness and cheer,

‘While the last enemy’s hovering near.
Take it to hearts that are breaking and sore

need

through

castle. All eyes were turned to the
tower, and there on a pinna¢le where no
mortal foot could stand, .they saw the
Banshee. She was clothed in white, and
her yellow hair streamed almost to her
feet. Wringing her hands in an attitude

SCATTER THE SUNSHINE.

burden—they

the

thou a daughter of Erin, and is thy

when the ships

Laugh, my little one, laugh away;
Father has earned this. hour of play.
The day was weary, perhaps, and sad;

With life's heavy
more

of

heart so weak that the words of a halfcrazed man would turn thee from thy
purpose?’
‘“ The sun was declining in the west

The twilight shadows are falling fast,

BY
.

the

they had sunk deep into her heart.
When the guests had departed, the chieften summoned his retainers that they
might be ready to embark when the tide
should favor them ; then she threw herselfat his feet,and besought him not to go.
¢ Ie laughed at her fears, and said,

:

RRR

goest,

curseof God goes with thee; and thy
ships shall never return to the shore of
Ireland.’
*¢ Then the lord of Rathdown laughed
scornfully, and bade his servants lead the
stranger to the castle gate, saying, that
when he returned in triumph, he would
hear him preach again.
*¢ All that day and night the feasting
and the revelry went on, but the lady ‘of
Rathdown was silent and sad. She had

1

Father! take not away

*¢ for if thou

it the

To sustain and to strengthen, to comfort and
cheer
And brighten the pathway, and -dry the hot
tear.

dawned.

Then she came to herself,

and

summoned her servants and ‘bade them
forth and seek the holy man, whose
words of warning had proved to her the

Scatter it freely, with heart and with hand
’Mid the needy and sad all o’er the land.
Give of thy plenty to him who hath need

voice

of

God.

¢ Go,”

when you have found

Thy Heavenly Father will portion thy meed.

| {5 return to me.’

Scatter the pure sunshine far and wide;

|

she

him,

said,

‘and

beseech

him

“The servants went forth,and in a grove

On mountain top and on ocean tide.

not far

distant

from

the

castle,

Give from thy heart its all cheering ray

found him on his knees, his hands

Scatter it freely along the way.

towards heaven.

they
raised

They approached

and

bowed before him, saying, < Our lady

© Family Gree.

of

Rathdown beseeches theeto come to her,

for she is in great sorrow.’
¢¢ «J know,’ he replied, ¢ God hath

BY V. G. RAMSEY.

him with the breath of his mouth,

IL.
THE BANSHEE.

¢ Oh, the Banshee,” replied the

good-

natured nurse. “I don’t much love to
talk about the Banshees. It makes my
hair almost stand upright to think of the
mournful creatures.”
;
«I want toshear about them, though I
a

Banshee

is,”

persisted Pinkie.
«¢ If they are awful bad, I want to hear
too,” remarked Robbie;

¢ but I don’t be-

lieve they are half as interesting as those
monstrous big giants.”
¢ Be quiet now,” said Mary, ‘and I
will tell you a story. In Ireland it was
once certainly believed that the great
families, the old lords of the land, had
each a guardiam spirit, that watched over
the house, and this spirit they called the
Banshee, The servants that have grown

old in the ancient castles would tell you
wonderful stories of the strange things
that have happened in them, and how the
pitying Banshees always came to warn
the proud lords, and gay ladies of ap-

proaching danger and death.
« I will tell you
Rathdown,

of

because

the
my

Banshee
mother

of
was

brought up on that estate, and learned all
the strange tales connected with that old
house.
;
« Fourtéen hundred years ago the

blessed Saint Patrick brought

the holy

gospel into Ireland. At that time Rathdown castle was inhabited by a powerful, and haughty chief.
Once upon a
time, they say, when he made a great
feast, the blessed saint came to preach to

the lords and ladies that were assembled’

there.

He came with pilgrim

staff and

scrip, and when the warden brought him

in, the lord of Rathdown

gave

him a

foaming bowl of beer, and bade him

say

what had brought him among them.
~ Then the good man stood up and preached

to them of Christ the Lord.

He bade

~ them forsake their idols, humble their
ide, and cease from their cruel oppressions and their bloody wars.
:
¢¢ « Who are you,’ said the angry chief,
¢ that come here and bid us

gods of our fathers and

live

castles like timid slaves?’
“ The holy saint replied,

forsake

the

in

in our

‘I

iu
am the

. messenger of the King of heaven, He
hath sent me to speak these words to
We

you.’

:

ow

~ ¢ ¢ Go back and tell Him that my ships
are on the shore, ready to sail to-Scotland, and from hence I will bring back

laves

tc

oh “
}

Cease from

and he

has gone down into the sea. But
hath told the tidings to my lady?

« I want to hear about the Banshees,”
said Pinkie, when Mary had taken the
children into the nursery after tea.

do not even know what

re-

strained the spoiler, and delivered the
poor out of his hand. He hath smitten

IRISH LEGENDS.

castle, and
pial hg

thy wicked

to aL
till

purpose,’

¢¢ ¢« The Banshee’ they said.

who

¢ She came

to be built on an elevated slope, where

it

will be protected from the rain and damp.
Sometimes Mr. Fox will build, or rather
dig, a house for himself, and sometimes
he will take possession of one that has
been made by a rabbit or a badger, either
killing or driving away the real owner.
A fox always has three rooms in his
house—one for ‘a store-room, where he
keeps his food; another where he lives
and sleeps, and the third room is that
nearest the mouth of his den, and ffm

it

he looks all around to see if an enemy is
near before he ventures out to take a

walk,

and in which the litile

children

foxes sit watching for their mother when
she has gone out in thé woods or fields to
look for some supper for her hungry
babies.

A fox will never attack an animal that
is strong enough to defend itgelf. If he
can get nothing better he will eat field
mice, lizards, frogs, and even fruit.
He
is very fond of grapes; but what the fox
loves best of all is chickens, and if he can

There was once a French druggists who
lived in the town of Chateau Thierry.
This man owned & fox which he consider-’
ed quite tame and well-behaved.
It happened that the house in which the druggist lived was situated at the corner lof
the market-place. The cellar in front of
the house had two very narrow ventilators which opened into the street, just
where the dealers who bought eggs of the
peasants were in the habit of standing.
One day a poor woman took up her
position as usual with the intention of selling her eggs. Before offering them for
sale she looked them’ carefully over, and
taking out all those that were cracked,

she put them behind her; but.on turning
around a few minutes after, she found, to
her astonishment, that”they
were
all

gone. She made a great noise, crying
out that she had been robbed, and tried
to find out who had stolen her eggs; but
no one knew, or had seen

any

one

near

her basket. The next market day the
same thing happened again. Then the
only manage, after a great deal of trouble, woman set some one to watch all day
to make his way into a hen-roost, therd is long; but though the eggs again disapno more sleep for the poor biddies, for he peared, no one saw the thief. The womwill kill them all if he only has time and .an’'then determined to put the chipped
no one hears the poor hens’ cries for help, eggs under her petticoat; but this was of
and then he will carry them off’ one by one no use, for again the eggs vanished.
to his den.
y
At last the poor woman made up her
A great Many fables have been written mind that the witches had taken her eggs,
about Mr. Fox and his cunning ways, and thought there was no help for her.
many of which I am sure you children But after a time she found that the witch
must remember.
In one of these he is was the druggist’s fox. "Ie had made a
supposed to be flattering a crow, and per- practice of seating himself in the ventilasuading her that he wishes to hear her tors, though they were so narrow that it
sing, till at last she tries to oblige him,
seemed impossible that he could have got
and drops the piece of cheese out of her in. While there he kept his eyes on the
mouth, which was just what sly Mr. Fox woman, and as she put down an. egg he
wanted. In another he is trying to reach took it. He could do this very easily, for
some grapes, and because they are grow- he was hiddeh from sight not only by the
ing too high for him to reach, goes away feet and petticoats of the egg-dealers, but
saying that he knows they are sour,and he also by the baskets which lay all around,
does not want them. In a third he tum-’ so that until he was discovered he had a
bles into a well, and finding that it is so fine time.
deep that he can not get out, he assures a
Foxes are very kind to and take excelgoat that the water is deliciously cool and lent care of their little children.
Mother
pure; and when the goat gets in to try it, foxes, I mean, for Mr. Fox does not like
the fox jumps upon his back, and ‘from children very well; he thinks they ought
there out of the well and runs off, leaving to be seen and not heard, so he goes off
the poor goat to get out the best way he and lives by himself until his family is
can. Here is another fable from a very large enough to behave as well as foxes
old book, which perhaps you .have never ever do.
seen :
The little foxes are very playful, and
jump and frolic about like a large, queer
“ A hungry fox, in quest of prey,
Into an outhouse found his way;
kind of kitten. If any of you boys who
When, looking up with skilful search,
live in the country, and are large enough
He spied a hen upon the perch.
to be out in the woods alone on a moon‘“ Thought Reynard, * What's the reason why
light night, and some bright evening were
They place her on a perch so high ?
to be walking along very quietly toward
=I know not what the use can be,
Unless i's out-of spite to-met——————1-Some-little-opening-in—the—thick —woods;

you might see, just in front of you, rolling
over and over on the soft grass, bundles

‘‘As thus he thought, the hen awoke,

And thus to her sly Reynard spoke:
‘Dear Madame, I’m concerned to hear

of soft fluffy fur that had four

You ha’ve been unwell for half a year;

little

feet,

two bright eyes, and a bushy tail apiece ;
| while sitting off at a little distance, look-

1 could not quell my strong desire

After your welfare to inquire.
Bat pray come down and take the air,
You’ll ne’er get well while gitting there.
I’m sure it will not hurt your cough;

ing on just as an old mother cat looks on,

in a grown-up, dignified, sober, middleaged way at her frolicking kittens, Mrs.
Fox herself,jwith her paws crossed before
her, just as if she had laid down her knitting-work for a moment to watch the
children play; and if you were to-come a

Do give me leave to help you off’?

¢ ‘Ithank you, sir,’ the hen replied,
‘I’d rather on my roost abide.

‘Tis true enough I’ve been unwell,
And am 80 now, the truth to tell;
And am £0 nervous, you must know,

bit nearer,or step on a stick that snapped,

I dare not trust myself below :
And therefore say to those who call

Summer

Studies.

than the common fox, and is clothed in a

the snow is deep,

and chickens. either

carefully locked up

or wise

enough

to

woolly fur that is two inches long.

This

fur is pure white in winter, and

sum-

times, when taken very young and treat-

Foxes live in burrows or earths, as they

master, will come when he is called, and

in

mer turns to a bluish-white or brown.

which they
dig Jamong
siguos,
We
a CD

hl

at the edge of a wood.

roost high up out of his reach. But someed kindly, a fox will get very fond of his
allow himself to be

petted and

fondled,

SEA-MATS,

well to remember,

grows.

Visitors to the seaside must frequently have
observed certain peculiar organisms, looking
like pieces of pale-brown
seaweed,
lying

amongst

the

debris which * the boisterous

waves have tossed upon the land.
Collectors
of seaweed place these organisms in their
herbaria, and puzzle themselves to find * a
local habitation and a name,”for such unknown

species of sea-plants; and scientific friends are
ultimately applied
tion of the plants.

to for the
That they

appears to be no reasonable

correct designaare plants there

doubt.

They re-

semble seaweeds in the first place, and in the
next, they grow rooted and fixed to oyster
shells and stones. Better proof that the palebrown things of the sea-beach are seaweeds
the surprise
Imagine
could not be required.
of the non-technical collector, however, when
the scientific friend remarks upon the futility
of attempting to classify the unknown organHe further astonishes us
isms with seaweeds.
when he informs us that the supposed seaweeds are veritable animals of no mean degree
of organization, Each piece of ** seaweed” is,
in fact, a colony of minute beings, bound toIngether by the closest ties of relationship.
may
credulous as the naturalists assertion
seem, it is capable of being speedily proved.
When a fragment of the supposed seaweed is
placed under a microscope of moderate power,
or even when it is surveyed through a hand
lens, we behold numerous little *¢ cells” or
spaces of oval shape. The whole organism, in
fact, seems to be composed of these cells, which
are packed thickly together on both sides of
No seaweed propthe seaweed-like structure.
er presents such an aspect, and the old maxim

that ** appearances are

deceptive”

is here il-

lustrated anew.
Suppose, however, that we obtain a fragment of one of these curious plant-like struce
tures in a living state, If, then, we place it
under a microscope, we shall have not only
proof positive of its animal nature, but we
shall also be startled and delighted by the
scene which the wonder-glass opens to our
We may note the little cells as before,
view.
but we can also see that each cell contains a
little tenant, voluntarily imprisoned within the
narrow limits of its home. As we continue our
watch we see currents or particles sweeping
in and out of the cells.
A momerft later and
from the apertures of some of the cells little
heads are thrust out; each head being surrounded by a crown of tenacities or feelers
richly provided with little vibratile processes
As these feelers wave backnamed cilia.
wards and forwards in the water we can readily acquire the idea that they may serve for
breathingas well as for sweeping food puarticles into the mouth.
All is activity in the lit
Heads pop out and in
tle colony before us.
with ceaseless movement, and we could fancy
that were our sense of hearing magnified we
shouldbe deafened with the roar of the busy
life that prevail$ in the miniature world below

but he never gets quite tame, or

entirely

The den is sure over his love of stealing.

spring.

It is

each colony

Like the tree, the scasmat colony ex.

hibits a process of continual ‘waste.

As the

leaves of the tree wither and fall, so
members of the colony die, and so

perish.

But just

as

the little
the cells

the tree produces new

buds, from which fresh leaves will arise, so
also the sea-mat colony repairs its loss by bud.

ding, and thus mimics

the

plant more

closely

than in the assumption of a seaweed-like form,
A process of budding, then,is seen to repair
the ordinary losses and mortality of the sen

mat.

A

like

process

of budding

may

Me

Bible

be

shown to inaugurate its life, and to produce its
characteristic shape and appearance,
For, in

due time, each little cell will produce its eggs;
and such of these latter as meet with a kindly
fate and undergo a process of development
will ultimately appear each as a little body, at
first swimming
freely in the surrounding
water, and then settling down to form a single

primitive cell.

Like

an’ ambitious

The
little,
ness §

emigrant

Mer
won
nothi
ice to

from a mother country, this single cell and its
tenant aspires to become the founder of a colony.
Soon it throws out little processes of its
substance, which remain
connected with it,
and in due time, develop into cells like itself,
These new cells in their turn develop buds.and
through the work of each syccessive gen eration of buds and cells, the sea-mat colony is
once again produced.
There is another mode in which new colonies of these and allied animals may be devel.
oped; this lutter process having been studigd
chiefly in certain fresh water relations of the
sea-mats,
Certain peculiar bodies, resembling
in shape two watch-glasses placed face to face,
and enclosing living matter between them, are

Sing
pulse
neithe
think

‘Wh
. come
holdi
very ¢
Eve
“itistl
ized i
point
At

fall as
one §
“ Wh
with
away

cells grow-

sometimes to be found within the

ing upon a cerd-like structure attached to the.
digestive system of the little tenant.
These
bodies are named “ winter eggs,” because they
appear to be produced in the winter season,

and to be liberated by the decay of the parent

cells in ‘the spring.
When they are liberated,
each winter egg, escapes into the surrounding
water, and when its protecting “ watch-glasses” unclose, a young organism escupes therefrom.
This little being settles down, develops
all the characters of a single cell and its tenant,
and in due season and by process of budding
develops a colony like to that from which it
sprang. The ** winter eggs” -are regarded by
naturalists merely as *‘ buds’’ which are pro-

Ww.
ter f
Ar
time

they

and

coun

judg

thing
worl
have
of a

duced internally, and which are destined to lay
the foundations of new

colonies,

as

we have

seen,

The history of the sea-mats

valuable hints regarding the personality of animals. The higher animals are invariably single and simple beings, and are thus named “individuals.” No doubt exists that a horse, a dog
and a bird are ** indiyidual” animals in every

sense of the term.

So also

just

affords some

is a whelk, an

oyster, a worm and a sea-anemone.
lationship can the ordinary animal

to possess with the compound

What rebe shown

colony

repre-

sufli
the

plea

.

whe
with
are «
the
fore:
tiall

enjo
“4m

see

Such
is a brief deseription-of a-sieht—-famitinr-enough to the microscopic observer.
Does the sea-mat colony then arise from one
It leaves
no doubt upon our minds that the supposed
germ? it may be asked.
Undoubtedly, is the
seaweed is a true animal in every sense.
reply to this question; for the beginning of the
And
if we apply to the naturalist we shall be told
colony was seen to exist in the single little
that such organisms tossed up by the waves on
cell developed from a germ.
Thus the whole
the bedch are named fustre or “sea-mats,”and
sea-mat, with its hundreds or thousands of
that they may, in popular language, be named
members, is strictly comparable with the sin‘ zoophytes”—a term expressive of their strik- gle higher amimal. And the philosophy of zoing resemblance to plants.
ology bids us regard the members of the coloThe interest which attaches to these curious
ny merely as so many similar ** units” which
warrant a further investigation
beings may
make up a single personality and an individual
We have whole. This latter thought is by no means
into their nature and constitution.
already named them a “ colony” of animals, so the least curious, suggested by a stray organism thrown by chance across our steps ina
idea that animals may
that we awaken
seaside stroll.— Chambers’s Journal.
Esch little
nd” state,
exist in a *¢
;
ree
member of this colony, however, is essentially
distinct from his neighbors, and is connected
with them merely by the community of the
The ocean has naturally a pure, bluish tint.
outer horny covering of the cells, which reAll profound and clear seas are. more or less
- mains as the * sca-mat” when all else has perof a deep blue; while, nccording to seamen, a
ished after the
zoophyte’s home has been
green color indicates soundings,
The bright
thrown up on the shore.
Each cell, however,
blue of the Mediterranean, so often vaunted by

and we thus find that each little member of tlie

legs are full of shoe fly.

may

however, how

our gaze.

“1 am running for Congress,” was the | colony possesses means for directing and govreply of a boy page in the Capitol at erning the actions of its humble existence.
The questions may now be asked, *¢ How has
Washington the other day to a quizzica
old gentleman, who wanted to know his this curious colony of animals grown?” and
“ How comes it to exist in the similitude of a
business.
The mule is a musical animal.
His
voice has remarkable volume, and its hind,

Rad

these questions, if we reflect that the tenant
of
each little cellhas the power of producing eggs

from which new colonies

or a dry leaf that rustled, in an instant
at the midnight hour and even till the
I see no company at all;
four bushy tails would wave in the air,
For,
from
my
perch
should
I
descend,
dawning of the day, we saw her long
disappear before you could begin to see
Pm certain in my death 'twould end;
hair streaming in the moonlight, and
And then I know, without presumption,
what had become of them, and only the
heard her weeping and wailing.’
« My cough would end in a consumption.’
green leaves waving and whispering - to‘¢ The saint made answer.
* The Ban“Thus cunning people often find
gether, leaning down to look at their exactly resembles its neighbors in all essential
shee, she is a ruthful spirit, and can not
Their crafty overtures declined
shadows in the moonlight on the grass, particulars; so that if we gain an idea of the
By prudent people, whom they thought,
be evil. Like the pitying Christ, she
only the ferns and the flowers would be structure of one cell and its tenant, we shall
For want of wit would soon be caught.”
weeps over the suffering and lost. She
havetacquired a knowledge of the whole colony
left to keep you company.— Churchman.
The cunning of the fox is not only true
must be the messenger He sends to the
of cells which, in defiance of all written and
Fi
+O
—
unwritten statutes against overcrowding, are
earth, to soften by her tears the sorrows in fables, but in real life as well. He is |
Yesterday a ragged, $hivering, middle- clustered so thickly on both sides of the flat
frequently hunted for sport by men on
she can not prevent.’
aged man ‘called at a house on Sibley seaweed-like structure. Beginning with the
“Then he arose and went to the castle, horseback, with packs of dogs, and he
street and asked for food, but the lady of outside of the cell, we find that portion of the
and the lady when she saw him, threw ,often escapes from the houndsby his clevthe
house called out: ‘Why don’t you being to. be of horny consistence. There is
herself at his feet, crying, ‘I know that crness. Hounds hunt almost entirely by work for your food?” I would if I knew nothing special to note about the external wall
thou art a messenger sent from God, and scent, and the flesh of the fox exhales a where I could work,” he promptly re- of the dwelling jlace, save to observe that one
usually finds thereupon certain minute paraI beseech thee teach me what I shall very strong, unpleasant smell, which they
plied.
“There's a place down
town sitic beings known as* birds’-head processes.”
can easily follow. But the fox knows
do.
:
where you can saw wood and earn your These latter possess jaws, which snap contin‘¢ And he said, ¢ Gather the people to- this, and frequently, when the hounds are
dinner,” she continued.
That seemed to ually; their movements persisting after the
after
him,
he
will
cross
a
stream,
run
gether that they may hear the word of
stick
him
for
half
a
minute,
but he finally death of the little tenant of the cell. What
the Lord.” Then she sent her servants through a flock of sheep, run alohig on the said, with great solemntiy: ‘‘Madam, these ‘ processes’ are, naturalists can not
top
of
a
wall
or
a
thigk
hedge
for
a
long
far and near and the people came to her,
let me state a parallel case. There is a definitely say. Star-fishes and sea-urchins bear
and the holy Saint Patrick taught them to distance, or ‘“ head back” in another di- place in heaven for you, hut you don’t organisms of allied nature on their skin and
cast away their idols, to forsake their rection,and by all these means the scent is want to die till you are driven right to it.” shells; but whether they are parasitic lodgers,
or whether they are modified members of the
lost for a while.
A fox, too, will nearly
sins, and to believe in the blessed Christ.
She pondered over his philosophy for a colony as has been suggested, time and further
always
run
down
the
wind,
that-his
scent
So the lady of Rathdown and all her peofew seconds and'then called to the cook research alone can show. The cell hasan
may not be blown to the hounds. Now
ple were baptized and became Christians.
to pass out half a loaf of bread and some aperture through which, as we have already
Among the converts was the blessed don’t you think a fox must be. very wise meat.— Detroit Free Press.
seen, the head and tenacles can be protruded.
saint Kevin who built the seven church- to know which way the wind blows?
Inside, itis lined by a very delicate memI do.
|’ es.”
Visitor in Sunday-school addressing the brane which has been called the * endocyst,”
Very frequently, when the fox is sur- children—What is the ostensible object of and this membrane is attached to the base of
| prised by wile and can not escape Sunday-school instruction? No answer. the tenacles, the movements of which may be
further glanced at.
SOME FOUR-FOOTED FRIENDS.
by flight, ke
Will pretend to be dead. He Visitor—What is the ostensible object of
Motion in the animal world is usually acThis four-footed friend, the fox, who is may then be knocked about, held up by Sunday-school instruction? No answer.
complished by meansof muscles.
1.¢ movecertainly not very large or very strong,
the tail, and thrown over a pefson’s Visitor—What is the ostensible object of ments of the little sea-mat colonist ae muscuis so clever, that ¢¢ as cunning as a fox” shoulder without showing any sign of life. Sunday-school instruction? Small
boy lar in their nature, and skillful research has
shown us that a special set of muscles exists
has come to be a proverb so old that no As soon as he has an opportunity he jumps (in a feeble voice)—Yes, sir.
for the purpose of turning out the tenacles,
one has any idea who said it first.
* 40+
up and makes his escape, to the great as“The times are hard, my dear,” said a whilst another set is developed for pulling
The fox wears a dress of long, coarse tonishment of every one who thought he
them in again,
When the tenacles are withhair, and has a handsome bushy tail. was dead.
;
. man to his better half, ‘and I find it dif- drawn into the cell, the action resembles that
ficult
to
keep
my
nose
above
water.”
His feet and legs are slender and deliA fox has been known to come up to a
by which the finger of a glove is pushed in upcate. His nose is sharp and most excel- group of hares that were feeding in a ‘“ You could easily keep your nose above on itself, or that by which a night-cap is
lent to smell with. His eyes are bright field, moving very slowly, and with his water,” returned the lady, * if you didn’t doubled in order to fit the head. This is scienough to see a long distance. . And his head down as if he were eating clover. keep it so often above brandy.”
entifically known as * invagination.”
And it
el
pees
follows that when the tentacles are protruded,
ears are always listening for strange or Whenhe got close to the hares he would
A young man, just engaged on a ranch they are simply extended from the fold into
queer sounds.
| spring forward and carry off one in his in Truckee, Cal.,. was set to driving a which they had previously beep pushed.
There are various species of foxes, mouth. A fox, too, is said to have been
furnishings of this little house
which differ but very -little from one seen getting near some water-fowl— yoke of cattle, and at neon, when he areTheof ainternal
tolerably complete kind. - The mout
wanted to feed them, was observed trying
another, and they are to be found both in which you know are always very wild
to unscrew their horns in order to get is the entrance to a digestive system of conf
our country and in Europe. The common and afraid of any strange creature—swimplete character in which food is assimilated
the yoke off the animals.
:
and, although no heart exists, yet we know
fox, as it is called, lives in Europe; the ming gently toward them with a turf in
red fox, called so because he wears a his mouth to prevent being seen.
‘“ What’s the difference,” asked
the that a continual circulation of the fluid contained within the cell is kept up by means of
coat of light reddish-brown fur, and the
The fox is not very easily tamed; he teacher in arithmetic, ‘‘ between one yard
little cilia or filaments which line it,
cross fox and gray fox, live'in America. would much rather live in the woods and and two yards?” ¢ A fence!” said Tom- the.
Near the mouth, the microscopist detects a
A black fox is found in’ Northern Asia, roam about as he pleases, even if some- my Beales. Then Tommy sat on :the large mass of nervous matter, from which
whose fur is very valuable. The Arctic times he is nearly starved in winter,when ruler fourteen times.
nerve filaments radiate to surrounding parts;

fox lives in the polar regions, is smaller

1

plant®? These are very important queries, inasmuch as they enable us to gain a correct idea
of the individuality of animals, and also determine for us gome curious features of animal
life. We shall find a clew to the answers of
BD
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OOLORS OF THE OCEAN.

poets, is found all

not only in the

over

the

deep, pure ocean,

tropical and temperate zones,

but also in the regions of eternal frost.
The
North Sea is green,partly from the reflection of
its sandy bottom mixing with the essentiully
blue tint of the water.
In the bay of Loango
the sea has the color of blood, which results
from the reflection of the red ground-soil.
But
the hue is much more frequently changed over
large spaces hy means of enormous masses of

minute alge, and countless hosts of small seaworms, floating or swimming
Near Callao, the Pacific has

color, owing to a greenish

on
an

matter

depth of eight hundred feet.

the surface.
olive-green

found

at a

Near Cape

Pal-

mas,on the coast of Guinea, Captain Tuckey’s
ship seemed to sail through milk; a phenomenon which was owing to the immense number
of little white animals swimming on the surface. The peculiar coloring of the Red Sea,
whence its name, is derived from the presence
of a microscopic alga, or seaweed, less remarkable even for its beautiful red color than
for its prodigious fecundity.
In many more
instances, from like causes, the deep blue is
varied with stripes of yellow, green, brown,

orange or

red.

Small

yellowish

Medusa dre

the principle agents in changing the pure . ul“tramarine of the Arctic Ocean into a muddy
green,
Of these, it is computed a cubic (inch
must contain sixty-four; a cubic foot, one hundred and ten thousand five hundred and ninety-

two. Itis here that the giant whale of the
|. North finds his richest pastare grounds,

:

THE NUTMEG.

The true nutmeg, as well as the clove, isa
nativeof the Moluccas, or Spice Islands. but
principally confined to the group called the

islands of Banda, under the

equator, where it

bears blossoms and fruit at ‘all seasons of the

year. In their native country the trees are alblossoms and fruit,
most always loaded with
and the latter is gathered at three different
periods of the year, viz.: in July, November

and April.

The mace is there

when

in July,

the nut is most abundant; in November it is
superior, but in April both the nutmeg and
the mace are in the greatest perfection, the
The outer pulpy.
geason then being the qriest.
coat is removed, and afterwards the mace,

which latter, when fresh, is of a crimson color
and covers the whole nat. The nuts are then
placed over a slow fire, when the shell next to
the mace, and which coats the seed, becomes
brittle, and the seeds, or nutmegs of commerce,

drop out. They are then soaked in sea-water
and impregnated with lime—a process which
answers the double purpose of securing the

fruit from the attack of insects and of destroyIt also prevents
ing the vegetating property.
The mace is
the violatilization of the aroma.
simply dried in the sun, and then sprinkled
with salt water, when it is fit for exportation. .
—QOyclopedia of Entertaining Knowledge.
The Grand Bourbon,

the finest tree

has departed
orangery of Versailles,
at the advanced age of 445 years.

in

the

this life

suffe
grea
isa
love
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THE MORNING

Fiterarn Rliscellany.

spect for those who are called to rule or
to teach. There is in England a solid
base of society which indicates permanence.
Life and
property are safer
there than here.
he subject is not
lundered by law as the citizen is robbed
ere. It requires courage to hold real

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
Industry need not wish.— Franklin.
There are a great many mighty mean people
in the world.—John B. Gough.
1 Jove abandon only when natures are capi{ble of the extreme reverse,—Margaret
ler.
:
Kindness is the ‘golden chain by which society is bound together.— Goethe.
rey and truth gre met together;

ci

each

and peace have kissed

estate in this country,

prudence may

better,

right-

other.—

be pardoned for not

all

but, in the meantime

land and Scotland, than we

Be severe to yourself and indulgent to others,

avoid

not

it is not

wise to think of ourselves more highly
than we’ ought to think. Let us willingly learn that some other people have
many things by which we could learn if
we only would.
They have more poverty and social
suffering, more intemperance in drinking, more ignorance and vice, in Eng-

Reet a Perth till he knows whither the
ship is bound.—Dr. J. W. Alexander.
and you thus

does

know by what legerdemain of legislation
its value may be destroyed.
Gradually
we shall come to understand these things

Bible.
of

for one

resentment.— Con fu-

have

among

our native population.
The infusion of
the foreign element into our social economy makes it impossible to compare the
effects of our institutions, ‘with those of
the old world.
If with the tremendous
load to carry of German and Irish im-

clus.
The best ROTOR of a good man’s life—his
little, nameless, unremembered acts of Kkindness and of love.— Wordsworth.
Men like women
to reflect them, but the
woman who ¢an only reflect a man and is
nothing in herself, will never be of much service to him.—George McDonald.

migration, we are able to challenge the

contrast as it is, what would our country
be if we were as united in our traditions,

habits, and religion as the people of England are ?
:
I saw much in the manners and customs of English people that might be
held up for imitation.
But ‘what is the
use of speaking
of it? Is .the average

Since the generality of persons act from impulse much more than from principle, men are
neither so good wor so bad as we are apt to
think them.— Hare.
“When one has learned to seek the honor that
cometh from God only, he will take the withholding of the honor that comes front men
very quietly indeed.—~George McDonald.

American mind
open to instruction by
any other people or tongue under the

STAR. AUGUST 7. 1878.

years old, dressed a little better than
other children there, crept into the group,
reached out for the babe, petted his white
head, kissed him and said:
¢¢ I will take this one ! I have no brother and ma and pa will let me keep him.
He can sleep in my trundle-bed, play with
my doll, and they may put all the Christmas presents into his stocking !” and the
girlran around the corner and returned
with her mother who sanctioned all she
had said.

¢ Come,

bubby,

confined to her room only a few days.
many years the deceased has led a retired

spending

town,

is a rare incident worthy

rate

the

result

shared her

was,

kind

and

that no

home

royal

family

is

engaged

to be

course, but to have the remotest

tinge of

- royal blood, and next to that to be of
noble birth, is an attraction that brings
thousands into the support of a cause

from which they would

turn away, if it

were not under the patronage of the
higher order.
It is impossible to convey, by words,

this

ife

homage

the depth

to nobility

and

and

breadth of

royalty.

And it is not without its ‘good uses.

i8 certainly

better than a want

It

of re-

Field a dozen women

gathered

a whispered conversation.
«I'll take one of the
though
said one
¢¢ And
¢¢ And

I've four children
of the women.
I'll take another.”
I'll take one.”

and

poor
of my

gin became popular the consump-

held

things,
own,”
i

®brtwartes.
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It acts
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Then there was the baby—a teddling
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As none of
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contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Sermons and Lectures, Price 75 cents, See “ Club
Rates’ with the Morning Star.

to their size, people who have not tried them are
apt to suppose that they are harsh or drastic in
effect: but such is not at all the case, the different
active medicinal principles of which hey are

is a valuable little work, and every
Christian
yould be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage

tidious tastes.

Each little Purgative Pellet

large pills found for sale in drug-shops. From
their wonderful cathartic power, in comparison
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one

by

being so harmonized

the

others,

as

to

and

produce

The Church Member's Book
cts.
Butler's

modified,

a

most

$1.60

other forms of mércury, mineral poison, or in-

or occupation. ‘For Jaundice, Headache,
Constipation, Impure
Blood, Pain
in the Shoulders, Tightness of the
Chest, Dizziness, Sour
Eructations
from the Stomach, Bad taste in the
mouth, Bilious attacks, Pain in reKidneys,

Internal

:
all the questions

postage, 12 cents.

Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prot. J. J. Butler, con-

Jurious drug.
,
oy
Being entirely vegetable, no particular
care is required while using
them.
They operate without disturbance to the constitution,
diet, .

of

‘

of doctrinal. theology, and the. author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination. :

prictor of these Pellets, to any chemist who,
kyon analysis, yg ina in them any calomel or

flon

:

Theology

discusses briefly, but clearly,

searohing and thorough, vet
gently
and kindly operating, cathartic.
$500 Reward is hereby offered by the pro-

tains

two

volumes, one

on the Gospels,

and the

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading.

$1.00; postage, 12 cents.

The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, ar
ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year
meetings,

with

their statistics; the

ministers and théir “post-office ad

Fever,

of our

benevolent

societies,

an

names

of

all

ses, officers

account

of cur

loatod féeling about Stomach,Rush
of Blood
to Head,
High-colored
Urine,
Unsociability
and
Gloomy
Zorebodings, take Dr. Pierce's Pleasaunt Purgative Pellets. In explanation of
the remedial power of my Purgative Pellets

literary institutions, obituaries of deceased ministers, &e., &o.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 9 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.

over so great a variety of diseases, I wish to say

lent book for all who

Lectures
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that their action upon the animal
economy is universal, not a gland or
tissue escaping their sanative ime
press.

Ape

tures.”

They

are sugar-coated

cts.

by preserved unimpaired for any length of time,

ases

where

a

Alterative,

or

is indicated, these little Pellets

will
give the most perfect satisfaction to all who
use them.

They

are

sold

25 cents a bottle.

by all

Druggists

at

R. V. PIERCE, N. D., Prop'r,
BUFFALO.

N. Y.

Two of Fairbanks’ Seales have been
this office, one which we will sell.

No. 8, on Trucks, will weigh 2000 1bs.
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in

:

uf which contains a historical statement; and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church pol
ily

and

institutions.

Establishment
rinting
» is a brief historical statement, &c. Publish
ed by order of the General Conference, and for
ratuitous distribsution.
he above named books are sold by the dozen,
the order,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash wit
or on receiv
Send your

the books.
orders to

I. D. STEWART,

Scales for Sale.

BIBLE;

‘search

cts. per dozen ;30 cts. per hundred.

Recollect that for all 'dis-

Laxative,

THE

would

lectures

:

years, and we

in any climate, so that they are always fresh
and reliable.
This is not the case with those
pills which are put up in cheap wooden or

Purgative,

Twenty-two

Tracts
were not

and in-

closed in glass bottles, their virtues being there-

boxes.
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THE TRUTH OF

portant points of Bible study,

does not impair the propertiesof

these Pellets.

Center Strafford, July 81, 1877.

For particular

only

Proprietors, Buffalo, N. ¥.

of diseases, and one that will, at all times and
under all circumstances, act kindly and in harmony with the laws which govern the female
system, I am willing to stake my reputation as a
physician,
Nay, even more, so confident am I
that it will not disappoint the most sanguine
expectations of a single invalid lady who uses it
for any of the ailments for which I recommend it,
that X offer and sell it under A POSITIVE
GUARANTEE.
If a beneficial effect is not
experienced by the time two-thirds of the contents of the bottle are used, I will, on return of
the bottle, two-thirds of the medicine having

[T

from two to five

.

BOTANIC

Dr.Pierce’s Favorite Prescription.

address the Principal, Rey. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

r to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.
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Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students ippottant and peculiar advanta-

in accordance with di

a fat person

is not

geipt of $1.50.

LAW.

Over Cocheco Bank, Dover. N. H.

Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
families at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
English and Classical.
For further information

es.

Taken

harbinger of others,”
So wrote Hippocrates two
thousand years ago, and what was true then is none
the less s0 to-day,

CALVIN SANDERS,

with

Strafford,

into fat,

yections, it will reduce

pounds per week.

V
gins Aug 26, 1878, This Institution is one of
the largest and best in the State. Terms moderate.
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to

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY .—Northwood, N, H.
P. R. CLASON, A. B., Principal, with a com.

IRVING B. SMITH

BRIEF and for the
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apply to Rev-

of Trustees, Rio Grande, Gal.

‘W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

~ Goucational,

present and give the light of
his or her
countenance. The nearer to .the' Head
of the family, the greater the honor, of

Pres.

address
the
Sec. Trustees.

tion of beer was enormous. . Almost a
third of the arable land in tbe country
was devoted to barley. In 1688, with a
population of 5,000,000, very nearly 12,500,000 barrels of beer were
brewed.
A tree will not only lie as it falls, but it will
Up to this time our distilleries were very
fall as it leans. And the great question every
insignificant and French brandies were
one should bring
home to himself is this,
¢ What is the inclination of my soul? Does it,
far too dear for the masses. But hatred
ence
and
‘the
concentrated
wisdom
of
with all its affections, lean toward God, or
preceding ages.
But as in reforming to France led to the encouragement of
away from him?==J. J, Gurney.
the church from Romanism the leaders home distilling; the trade was thrown
rejected some good things for the sake open, and in 1689 the importation of forprohibited.
of casting out more that was evil, so we eign spirits was absolutely
THE ENGLISH PEOPLE.
Then Fodrnking began, Tok in 1735
in
our
revolution
have
revolved
so
far
as
We clip the following ¢ Irenmus” letdistilleries manufactured nearly
to regard our own ways the only good ‘British
ter from the New York Observer:
gallons.
Gin-cellers, where
ways, and all that we left behind uss as 5,600,000
men
could
get
*¢
drank
for a penny, dead
Americans going abroad do not give positively evil and intolerable.
time enough to England. Itis so small
The more communion we have with drunk for twopence, and have straw for
Hogarth’s ¢ Beerthey think to run over it in a few days England, the better we will esteem the nothing,” abounded.
and then go to the Continent. ° But people and their institutiens.
If hap- Street’ is bad enough, but his ¢ Gin-Lane’
countries, like people, are not to be piness were an object, which it is not, is so horrible that, but for contemporay
judged by their size. The most precious It were just as easy to find it in Old Eng- descriptions, we should deem it an exMes. SALLY DUELL died at Three Mile
Legislation endeavored to
things come in small parcels.
It is land as New England, in Yorkshire aggeration.
Bay, N. Y., July 13, in her 83d year.
She was
wortha voyage across the Atlantic to as in New York.
There is more and check the evil, but laying on a heavy
born
in the town of Greenwich, Washington
have a month in London. And at the end higher culture in the fields and in the duty merely produced a great deal of Co., N.Y. Inthe year 1813, she was married
homes of the wealthy. English than in illicit distilling. The consumption arose ato B. J. Estes, with whom she lived until 1834,
of a month, the study of that city is only
he was drowned near Socketts harbor.
just begun. Very few Americans have any other country among people of the to more than 11,000,000 gallons, and when
1837 she was married to her surviving hussufficient knowledge of the languages of same social class, and to mingle with Fielding prophesed that, ¢* if the drink- In
band
Harry
Duell. She moved to the Bay in
people, in their ing of this poison is continued at its pres- 1820, where she has lived most of the time
the Continent to make travel there as intelligent English.
ent
hight
for
the
next
20
years,
there
until she was removed by death. At the age
pleasant and useful as itis in a country ** tight little isle,” is one of the highest
will be very few of the common people of twenty-five she gave her heart to Christ and
where one's own is spoken.
Intercourse
pleasures of foreign travel.
Quarterly her lifé to his service, and her interest was
with the people, especially with what
They are not accessible.
They have left to drink it.”—The London
with the F'. Baptists at the Bay, of which
:
are called the common people, is one of a reserve which they suppose to be dig- Review.
she was a worthy member for many years.
tree
the greatest advantages and pleasures of nity. They getit from the existence of
Her reading was ‘the Bible and the Star,
which she took for many years until her sight
foreign travel. The rich have substan- an aristocracy, and every man, whether
PARAGRAPHS.
became so impaired that she could not read.
tially the same things everywhere. They born into the charmed circle or not,
The legal custom of carrying green About eight months ago the hand of disease
enjoy themselves as they please for wishes to be exclusive that he may ap- bags is 200 years old.
:
was laid upon her, and she felt that the time
* money answereth all things.”
Bat to pear unto men .to be something more
would soon come when she should be released
The
entire
sea-coast
line
of
the
globe
see and know how the not rich live, than he is. But that reserve melts in a
from all the trials and afilictions of life, but
amounts
to
about
136,000
miles.
.
igmed:-to-the-Wwit
of “the
—into—social~ con="
:
2
y-have;
ahd -—what—they -mintite-when-he-comes
Two hundred thousand French troops Saviour who had been her support and
It is a foible
suffer; to learn the home life -of the tact with a brother man.
strength
during
all
the
conflicts
and
trials
of
great mass ofh people in any country, of Englishmen, as familiarity is a fault of will parade at Longchamps Sept. 15.
life for nearly 60 years that,she had followed
is a matter of intense interest to one who our people.
It appears that proposals are on foot in his requirements. She was deprived of
An English gentleman introduced him- in Italy for erecting 2000 miles of rail- many blessings which others had te enjoy, yet
loves his fellow men. To get at this you
the people of the Bay were interested in supmust talk with the people as you meet selfto me at the hotel where we met, way at a cost of about £33,500,000.
plying her every want and giving her ‘a good
them on the way, or see them at their and the few hours of my stay were made
A translation of the inscription on burial. She selected the minister to officiate
very
pleasant
by
his
agreeable
company.
work, or what is better still, at their own
Cleopatra’s Needle is to be carefully pre- at her funeral and the text to be used on that
homes.
Learning that I was to visit the part of pared, written on parchment, and deposit- occasion, which was from Mark 14: 8. * She
hath done what she could.”
Sister Duell will
And the most painful reflection I have the country in which was his residence, ed at the foot of the obelisk.
be very much missed from the community,
in England, comes from the vast gulf be insisted upon my going to his house,
No class of men seem more favorably and her place in the church will be forever
between the very rich and the very though he would not be there, that his situated for longevity than the British vacant, and when they meet in all their social
poor. The extremes of life come into family might have the pleasure, &o. aristocracy,
but time is constantly extin- and religious gatherings they will feel that the
such contrast as to make one doubt the And he made a point of it; wrote to his guishing their families.
Of the Barons absent one enjoys the better society in the parbrotherhood of man. We go over there family that I was coming, and when I who met in the first Parliament, over six adise of God, where the weary are at rest.
J.J. ALLEN.
for a moment at the door, I was
with our republican notions of equality, oo
hundred years ago, the descendants of
and it is very hard for us to reconcile this received as a friend, and they were pos- two only now sit in the House of Peers.
contrast with the doctrine of common hu- itively disappointed when I declined to
An old Scotch lady had an evening
Such
manity, not to say Christianity.
In Scot- stay and enjoy their hospitality.
land the most religious country in the is not an isolated case.
Another Eng- party, where a young man was present
world, the land is owned by the smallest lish gentleman did just the same thing. who was about to leave for an appointILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan. CollegiAs he was exceedingly
numberof people in proportion to the These are in proof that behind that ment in China.
ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Proextravagant
in
his
conversation
about
paratory,
Music and Art
Departments. Elective
whole. And the poverty of many who thick coat of dignified reserve, there are
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious inhimself,
the
old
lady
said,
when
he
was
tend the flocks, or till the lands, of the just as warm, genial and generous souls
fluences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
Tuition, incidental
rich, is something that we know nothing among Englishmen as in every other leaving, *‘ Taik guid care o’ yoursel’, my buildings in the Northwest.
man,
when
ye’re
awa’;
for,
mind
ye,they
and
library
fees,
only
$15
a
year.
Board, $2 to
of in our country.
And we wonder,as we land where Christian civilization reigns.
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Schol.
eat puppies in Cheena!”
wander in the midst of such institutions,
—
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arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
A
school-girl
in
Anu
Arbor,
Michigan,
Music
$12
and
Painting
$12
a
term.
For
Catalogue
that the world's progress makes so little
SLOVENLY MANUSORIPT.
took for the theme of her essay ‘‘ My address,
change from generation to generation in
Spring Term commences Mar. 20.
I have the misfortune to have a man- Lovers,” which she read on CommenceD. W. C. DURGINy President,
the condition of the industrious poor.
ment
Day,
much
to
the
astonishment
of
Hillsdale, Mich.
The laws of entail, the rights of pro- uscript before me at this moment that
the
assembly.
She
not
only
gave
the
REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Walerbury
mogeniture and an Fstablished church would fill thirty of these pages, and yet
Center,
Vt.
Lizzie
COLLEY,
Principal;
are great social arrangements which per- from beginning to end there is no indi- names of her admirers, but described ADELLE
L. BALDWIN, Assoclate. With competent
perms certain evils from which we are cation that it is notto be read at a single minutely their varied manner of court- assistants. Expenses are moderate. For further
articulars address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or
The paragraph ought to be, ship, exciting great laughter in the auappily freed.
To these evils may be breath.
added the caste principle which prevails and in all good writers it is, as real and dience, in which the young men under- Kev. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.
going
dissection
did
not
participate.
:
ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
in England as well as in India.
The dis- as sensible a division as the sentence. It
of the school is to prepare the students for colWhen he had called the meeting to
tinction between the nobility and cem- is an organic member in prose composilege, and eyery effort is made to do this in as thormon clay is
greater than we can believe tion, with a beginning, a middle and order, Brother Gardner arose and said; ough a manner as possible. Expenses are moder“ Gem’len if it wasn't for de wheels on ate. Send for a Catalogue.
it to be, until we see and feel its practical an end, just as a stanza is an organic and
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
power. ' Because wealth is so largely definite member in the composition of an a wagin de wagin wauldn’t move. When
Lewiston, Me.
I fear my manuscript is rather de wheels am on, den what?” ¢Grease!” BYE COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
concentrated and
perpetuated
in the ode.
solemnly
exclaimed
anold
man.
‘K'rect!”
disorderly,”
says
another,
*‘
but
I
will
nobility, and poverty so exclusively pre—For further information address the PresJust so. Be- whispered the president, softly rubbing ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JORN FULvails among the lower orders, the bond correct carefully in print.”
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine,
his
hands
together.
*
We
haz
the
wagin
of sympathy is not strong between them, cause he is too heedless to do his work in
J. A. HOWE," Sec.
and the misery of the low does not re- a workmanlike way, he first inflicts fa- an’ de wheels. We will now pass de hat
APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
ceive, as it ought, the notice and relief tigue and vexation on the editor, whom aroun’ fur de grease.”
Institution enters upon its fiftieth year
‘We know daughters whose snuff-bot- Sept. This2, 1878.
of the upper classes.
Hence the ex- he expects to read his paper; second, he
For further particulars address
tremes remain unchanged, and will in- inflicts considerable and quite needless tles are concealed in their rooms, where
the Principal.
J. W. STOCKBRIDGE.
No
Scituate,
R.
I.
expense on the publisher; gnd thirdly, they use the contents constantly, without
definitely.
We.
The innate reverence of rank is, to an he inflicts a great deal of tedious and the knowledge of their parents.
"AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Americen,
inconceivable.
We go to thankless labor on the printers, who are have seen at boarding schools, girls go
AV
Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, Classithe other extreme, and affect a contempt for the most part far more meritorious into hysterics when deprived for a day or cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
board of teachers. Expenses low.
Spring
It is true two of their snuff, and borrow tobacco Full
for position and character, on the bad persons than fifth-rate authors.
term begins Monday, Jan. 28, 1878. Summer term
principle of holding one man to be as that Burke returned such disordered from the servants as a substitute until begins Monday, Apr. 19, 1878. Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 19, 1878. Send to the Secretary or
roofs that the printer usually found it they could obtain their usual stimulant of Principal
good as another, He is not.
There is a
for a Catalogue.
east troublesome to set the whole afresh,
Scotch or Maccaboy; and we are well
mighty deal of difference among men;
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8S.
one is often entitled to far more respect and Miss Martineau tells a story of a acquainted with three sisters—beautitul
‘BROWN; A. M., Principal, with competent asoung girls, were it not for the sallow sistants.
than his neighbor.
And we worship the Scotch compositor who fled from EdinSpring
term begins March 12, 1878. A
great living author's Toe tarnishing of their complexions—who first-class school. Thiee complete courses of study,
aristocracy of wealth, which oftentimes burghto avoid a
Scientific, Ladies’, English and Clasis far meaner than that of birth.
We manuscript, and, to his horror, was pres- are at present under medical treatment —Collegiate,
sical, Send for Catalogue.
Address,
.
prefer with good reason opr elective ently confronted with a piece of copy for derangement of the nervous system
. I. W. BANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.
made him cry, ‘ Lord,
have and digestive organs arising from their |
system of government, and we ridicule which
the ideaof making the office of Presi- mercy! Have you got that man te print constant use of snuff.—dAtlanta (Ga.)
ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil
ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
Special arrangeSunny South.
dent hereditary. But in the course of a for ?"—Fortnightly Review.
ments for the coming year.
Spring term begins
hundred years we might get as few bad
reer
The death of Abby H. Smith recalls a March 26, 1878. For particulars address the Prin.
O. MUDGE, Secretary.
men, and weak men, in our highest
singular fact in connection with this fam- cipal, Ozro G. AUGIR, or A.Wilton
HEAVEN HELP THEM.
Junction, Iowa.
chair of State, if we traiped the oldest
ily,
the
fatal
recurrence
of
the
period
of
Five weeping children were left or- seven years, in the deaths of the sisters.
son of the President to
ed him.
So,
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—Six regular
courses for both sexes, Four terms of ten weeks
with
a chair of mathefiaties in college. phans the other day by the death of their Thus,
Laurilla Aleroyla died in 1857, and
Commercial College.
Cheapest and best of
‘We often make mistakes’ in the choice of mother, a widow; who lived on Prospect in 1864 occurred the death of the next each.
any in New England. Spring term begins Monday,
Jan.
28,
1878.
Summer
term
Monday, April
Presidents and Professors.
There is street. The father was killed about two one Cyrinthia Sacretia.
Seven years 15, and closes Thursday, June begins
20, 1878.
Fall term
something to be said on both sides of the years ago, and since then the mother has later, in 1871, came the death of Hancy begins
Monday,
Aug.
26.
Send
for
Catalogue and
kept the family together by hard days’ Z., and the two survivors were accustom- circular to
hereditary question.
Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Prineipal.
But the reverence of the English mind work. Lack ot foo , exposure and worry ed to say that in 1878 one of them would
New Hampton, N. H., July 26, 1877.
for royalty is a positive entertainment brought on an illness which terminated probably die — and the’ event, oddly
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming
Co., New
to us untutored savages from the wilder- fatally and the children huddled together enough, has proved the truth of the ruie.
York. This school was never in better condi.
ness, Ladies and gentlemen will attend in a corner of the room feeling awed and Four of the five sisters have died at times tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instrucan exhibition, or anniversary, or public frightened, but unable to realize that separated each by an interval of seven tion. No primary instruction. With three care.
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
When the years.—N. Y. T'ridbune.
meeting of any kind a
give their death had made them waifs.
;
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue
money Feely to the object, if some one remains had been sent away to Potter’s
address the Principal.
of the

im.

her, were those ‘of Darling, McKoon, Cady,
aweek in your own town. Terms and a 85
Whiting, Waldron, and Stone.
For nearly
outfit free. Address H. HALLETT & Co.
fifty years did she prepare the bread and wine ¥ rtland, Maine,
1y5
for the table of the * Lord’s Supper.”
For
some time before her death it was visible that
she was fast doing up her earth-work for the
Master. When so enfeebled by disease that
she had to be led to the house of God by her
companion, her voice was ever heard in vindication of God’s cause, and such deep and penBy an immense practice, Sxuending through a
etrating exhortations as she offered will mever
period of years, having within that time treated
be erased from the memory of those who listmany thousand cases of those diseases peculiar
ened. The church has lost its strongest pillar
to woman, I have been enabled to
perfect a
but on none of her many friends and relatives
most potent and agreeable medicine
that meets
does this stroke of God’s providence fall so
the indications presented by that class of diseases with positive certainty and exactness.
heavily as upon her aged companion and
To designate this natural specific compound,
youngest daughter. As she neared the brink of
I
have named it
the unseen shore, she was asked by her friends
if she wished to get well, * Yes,” said she,
if it is God’s will, but if not, I am ready to
go. Allis well.” And with the impress of
The term, however, is but a feeble expression
the Saviour upon
her conntenance, passed
of my high appreciation of its value, based upon
from death unto life. She has reached the
my
own personal observation.
As a close obgoalat the end of the race. Her feet have
server, I have, while witnessing its positive repressed the streets of celestial gold, and with a
sults in the few special diseases incident to the
rown radiantly decked with jewels, she stands
separate organism of weman, singled it out as
with outstretched hands to welcome friends
the climax or crowning
gem of m
medical career.
On its merits, as a posiand aged companion in the ‘ Sweet by and
tive,
safe,
and
effectual
remedy
for
this class
by.”
C. A. DEXTER.

whole heaven? And- shall I not be set
down. as unpatriotic and snobbish, if I
venture to eulogize England and the
English? Even so.
But that does not
alter the fact. I donot want to change
our political or religious institutions:
they are the result of the ripest experi-

Events ate only the shells of ideas ; and often
it is the fluent thought of ages that is crystal
ized in a moment by the stroke of a pen or the
point of a bayonet.— Chapin.

new

is

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi-

was first organized

hospitality

This

ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
¥all Term begins August 20, 1878. J. W, HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal.
For further J
cular,

here, and has been a subscriber to the Morning Star since its first publication: and for
fifty years did she serve the Master faithfully,
ever attending all means of grace.
She cume
down to the grave like a shock of corn fully
ripe to be gathered into the garner of the
Lord. On all occasions of worship did all
find a welcome beneath her roof, and of the
many ministers and their families who have

in

1878.

a reputation for
instruction

For further information

. Z, HANING,
lia Co., Ohio.

MRS. SALLY WHITE, wife of Deacon Mason
White, died in Holmesville, Chenango Co.,
N. Y. Feb, 25, aged 68 years.
She sought the
Saviour in early life, and was one of the first
membérs whose names were enrolled, when

in London at least, that increase in the
Population was almost wholly checked.
efore

PL week.

E. H, PRESCOTT.

church

in which

courses, viz. : Classical and Scientific.
Board, (including room rent) from

daughters and other relatives.

higher circles. It is curious to note that
just 150 years ago an epidemic of drunkenness seemed to break out in England.
The passion for gin-drinking had got
and

of notice,

manner

|°

parted.
e courses of study are the Normal,
jommercial, College Preparatory and two College

old age

There were present on the . occasion members
belonging to four different generations.
She
leaves to mourn, an aged husband, sons and

the Free Baptist

at any

the thorough

not happened in any other house in the town.
Her funeral was attended on her 81st birthday.

Drunkenness has been by muny believ-

hold of the masses,

Her life was spared to a good

27,

Institution is already acquiring

death has occurred before in the house for
| more than fifty years. Such an incident has

OF DRUNKENNESS.

ed to be on the increase,

nearly all her time in her own home.

and ‘‘ like as a shock of corn cometh in his
-season,” so she came to the grave. Sixty years
of married life with all the common changes of
sunshine and shadow, were allotted to her
and her companion, who survives her though
in feeble health.
A Christian hope sustains
him in his bereavement and he expects soon
to join her on the other side of the river. It

O06
>

THE EPIDEMIC

terms of ten weeks each.
Fall term will
begin Aug.

In mid-life she was converted and was baptized by Eld Joseph Clough, of Canterbury, and
joined the Freewill
Baptist church in that

you are mine

now !” called the girl, and he laughed
as she put her arms around him and tried
to lift him up.
By and.by, a woman said: ‘‘ Children
you have neither father, mother nor
home.: You must be divided or go to the
poor house.
Kiss each other, poor orphans, and all kiss the baby !”
They put their arms around
him,
and hugged him, and they went out from
the old house to go in different directions,
and perhaps never again to meet together,—Detroit I'ree Press.

RS GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four

For
life,

.

\
|

’

Dover. N. H.

For sale also by
:
;
+ FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Madigon St., Chicago, Ill,
PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.
D. Loraror & Co. 32
Mass,
i“

Franklin St, Bovio

CA
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Hetos Summary.

Notwithstanding all the

privations common’to women

Debts

of Cities.

A reference to the facts and figures regard
ing the indebtedness of the leading cities of the

Uniled States,

as

shown by

the

record

for

1876, will correct n.any erroneous impressions.

Taking six of the largest, East and West, and
it is found that the ratio of indebtedness to
each inhabitant was the smallest in Chicago
and the largest in Boston.” The second shows
this
ratio
to
be:
Boston $127;
New
York $119; Baltimore $111; Cincinnati $87;
Philadelphia $76; Chicago $39. The ex pense
of running
the various
city governments
for 1876
was: per capita,—Boston
$29,40;
New York $27.43; Baltimore $13.65; Cincinnati
$11.25: Philadelphia $13.91;
Chicago
$8.88. The entire municipal debts in the country are $644,378,663.
A Dangerous Counterfeit.
Perhaps if a little more life and spirit was
put into the detection and punishment of counterfeiters, we should hear less of their crimes.
A very dangerous $100 counterfeit note on

the

Pittsfield,

National

Mass., has

just

National

Bank

bank,

of Pittsfield

been discovered
Redemption

by

the

Division

of

the Treasurer’s
office.
No notice of any kind
has appeared of this counterfeit. It is evidently made from the same plate as the recent $100
counterfeit but it is better printed. The numbering is excellent. All notes ofethis bank of

this denomination should be carefully
ed before being received.
All
issue will be withdrawn from

examin-

notes of this
circulation as

rapidly as possible.
St. Gothard

From a

Railway

report read at

a meeting

of the

realized ; but the directors hope that the line
may be completed by the end of 1881. The
number of workmen employed varies with the
seasons of the year; in February ‘there were
only 1,176 at the north end, and 1,542 at the
south, while in September there were 1,655 at

the north, and in July 2,224 at the south

end;

these workmen are directed by from 48 to 159
engineers.
The
black list shows 381 men

wounded and 60 killed in the tunnels

since the

beginning of the work.

.
in

India.

the metals for some distance.
A passing train
crushed some
thousands of them, and the

glutinous substance from their bodies render® ed the rails so slippery that the wheels refused to take the metals, and the engine had to

be brought to a stand-stjll, and the wheels and

metals clemmed-before-the
tat oull-Procsed.

The train which followed . was also
by the same cause.
:

detained

The Eclipse.
Unusually successful
observations
of the
eclipse of the sun on Monday week seem to
have been made by the scientific parties. The
astronomers met at Denver, Col., Tuesday,

to compare notes and diaries on their observations. Professor Walton feels certain he has
discovered Vulcan, southwest
of the sun,

about two degrees distant.

Professor Draper

succeeded in getting a photograph of the specttrum of the corona, thus proving that most of

the light of the

corona is reflected from

the

sun and
is not due to ignited gas.
An

Advertising

There is'considerable

Ty

Trick.

in a name.

At

least

some ‘“ enterprising” hotel proprietors at Cape

May : evidently thinks

so, as they have been

making the announcement

that President

Hayes proposed to visit that summer resort
this month. The facts in the case seem to be
that the President has no such intention, He
does not expect to leave Washington again
until October, when he will make a, visit to
Fremont, Ohio,to attend a soldiers’ reunion.
;

A Steam-Wagon.

A premium of $10,000 has been offered for a
successful steam-wagon.
An
inventor has

constructed one that has hauled a-loadof 3,500
pounds from Fort Howard to Madison, Wis., a
distance

of 201

miles, in

33

hours. Wheth-

er it is practical in accommodating

itself to

general roads, and
as to its cost and duriabil- ity, remains to be seen.
But what will the
horde of tramps do at this inroad of machine-

Ty ?

An Accommodating Editor.
It was

not

very

long

ago

thatthe Boston

Globe made this kindly offer to its subscrib-.
ers: ‘ Ifanysubscriber finds a line ‘in his
paper that he does not like and can not agree
with, if he will bring his paper to the office
and point out the offending line, the editor

will take his scissors and cut it out for him.”
An Escape

*

Free

Press,

and if more are needed,

ac-

¢ is after

she has counted up her cash and found that
she can support herself in case her husband

safely for the

turns politician.”

has been done,

The Boston Journal, noting the fact that
David Dudley Field goes abroad to attend five
congresses, says that “perhaps the reason why
he failed at the last session is that he ' was altogether too immense for one Congress.”

tured

on

after/

bludgeons,

stones

The

‘and

-

armed ‘with

knives,

One

A

recap-

and

of the

made

convicts

a

ators

hag

been

unearthed,

By

this

means

the students have been furnished the proof
sheetgof the examination papers. The prinve made money and the students have
it would

ank out of the operation; as, of course,
be an easy matter for the latter to

cram;
or, a successful
examination
aher knowing what the test questions were
0 be.
ek
The Copper Cent.

The
ure getting
y
enthusiastic over the cop‘per cent as a circulating medium in Louisville, Ky., thirty thousand

of them

heing

put

in circulation in one day. The Presidentof the

Louisville

Banking

so much in" favor

Company

of the

is said

copper

té he

cent

being

lacedin general circulation that he pledges
Dimseif to supply the demand for them, no
the demand may be.
matter how
¥atal Accident.

:

It seems strange that the liability to a great
variety of accidents while in an intoxicated
state does not have a greater influence in keepEr
ym
the cup. A drunken man walk-

a.
Clovelsind and Pittsburg Railroad
pout Wheeling, W. Va. the other night,
Was Fi over bya
the wheels of which
cut his bodyin two.

Alarge numberof prominent gentlemen
were present at the

meeting ofthe

Republi-

Executive Committee, at Columbus,
Ruesday. . At was decided to

“hen

s ; Foster,
Hon.Willy1, Ww
and others,will speak at differ-

work.

away

If

it will not be much

this

trouble

to use for the same
purpose
the second
year, because most are soldered, and only
opened by cutting.
They need not be
wasted, however, but can be made useful
as pails, saucepans,
drinking
cups at
picnics, and many other ways according

It costs something to be brilliant in France,
at least, one kind of brilliancy.
Nine years’
imprisonment and 18,000 francs’ fine was the
price of five brilliant articles
on Socialism
which recently appeared in a Paris paper.

to their size, by simply cutting the top
evenly all round

Clove-eaters had better take warning.
A
young woman in Vermont reduced her weight
forty pounds, paralyzed her limbs, and nearly
killed herselfby this habit of eating cloves,

with

off

shears,

which

leaves 2,000

pound

it down

a hole equi-distant

fasten

in

sharp edge
and with a

smoothly.

on

either

side,

a strong wire for a handle,

have a neat saucepan, or, if with-

out the ¥ bale” a cup. A tin-smith would
perhaps for the price of a. new can bind
the tops of a dozen old ones, put on the
¢“ bales”

and

solder

on

tin handles,

make no doubt a neater job

For almost

and

of it than

a

=

when

Some

put

away

no

solder-

will

. recommend

not

get

lining

tin

when discolored or rusty, with writ-

That is a point to be

examined

before

the glazing is cracked

The notorious Anderson has become proofreader for the Washington Posi—the new
Democratic daily.
Gen. Joe Johnston’s easy election to Congress from the Richmond
(Va.) district, is
predicted.
Garibaldi is encouraging his fellow
countrymen to drill themselves in rifle practice.
The New York city failures for July are
summed up at $5,738,171;
assets,
$2,702,

scald and use; as rapidly as you can.
If
not, it will soon spoil, re-sealing will not
save it.
Putting in the fruit or vegetables boiling
hot, and completely filling the can, are
two points to be observed most strictly
if one would have any success ih canning.
There should also be no delay,
but the
fruit and syrup should be dipped into. the

jar as rapidly

as possible,

A can filled

so

as

when

to run

boiling

over

and

be that is not really freshly gathered.
But a jar carelessly filled, without being
sure that the syrup is boiling hot, or the
jar over-flowingly full, if when opened it
isnot already fermenting, will be so near
to it as to loose all flavor of fresh fruit
and be unpalatable and unhealthy.
It is
no saving of time to do any work
ly, but in most cases a great loss

fort.—Mrs. H.
Union.

W.

Beecher
:

carelessof com-

in

nips

Christian

Lake George is to be stocked

with

fish.

syrup is a new California product.

Cats are known to have reached the
of twenty-one years.
The silk crop

of

France

will

be

age
about

half as large as usual.
Over 2,000 farmers

in Maine

are

report-

ed as having engaged in sugar-beet culture.
A new kind of mole is attacking and

may

be-injurious.

using;

or

for

imperfect

Ifglass

or.

if

they

stone.

cans,

or jars, are in any wiseimperfect don’t use
them for any thing unless to put dry articles in. - All stone ware should be carefully examined, one by one, before buying,
and unless without a blemish, rejected.
The little blisters sometimes seen in glass
jars renders them unsafe for any use, for
by a little rough treatment, or when exposed to heat, these blisters are liable to
be broken any minute, and particles of the
glass crumble into the contents.
Everyone will see that this wculd be unsafe,
and therefore it is best to be

particular

the selection. —

in

in

Roumania,

and

has

Shetland wool is better thanizephyr
shawls. and hoods.
It washes; well

keeps its color perfectly.
A gentleman in Reading,

Penn..

fruit-house

bushels,

holding

3,000

for,
and

has

2

and

keeps apples for neighbors at a charge of
15 cents a bushel.
:
.- There were one hundred leper hospitals

in England and

Scotland

two

centuries

since, but strict isolation has accomplished

the extinction of the disease.
England is the dog's paradise.

A

re-

turn just issued shows that last year 1,238,867 licenses for dogs were granted,
also 153,309 in Scotland.
The numbers

show quite an increase over
previous

year,

England and
licensed.
The

when

152,636

children’s

those

1,209,490

in
;

of the
dogs

Scotland

dephrtment

drews’ Bazar” is attracting

in

in

were

¢ An-

universal

at-

tention, as,
indeed, it deserves, for nowhere can mothers get such a correct idea

of the most recherche and tast
for the youngsters.
In all other matters
The self-sealing jars are very
little of the toilet, too, the information is no
The government will begin the payment of
trouble if properly used. Some object be- less exact and level to the foremost dethe Mexican awards about Sept. 1.
mands of the fashionable world. The pages
cause, after using two or three times, the
are adorned with cuts and plates, and patWorkingmen’s
assemblies are denouncing
rubber rings harden with heat'and can no terns are furnished at a reasonable price.
the contract system.
longer be used ; and, supposing they can All this, with bright general reading, can
be had by sending the subscription price
Gen. Howard telegraphs that the crisis of not be replaced, jars with grooves around
the, Indian campaign is passed.
the top are recommended in which to use of one dollar to W. R. Andrews, Cincinnati.
4
putty,instead of the rubber. But we should
Colorado is boasting that she never has had
not
be
willing
to
use
putty,
lest
by
any
a case of sunstroke.
mishap any of it should get to the fruit.
Third class mail-matter is to be opened to
Sealing wax is preferable; we think, if the
registration.
rubber rings can not be replaced.
We
The Sultan has ratified the treaty of Ber- think thereis no difficulty in doing so.
SATURDAY, Aug. 3.
lin.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
We have never failed to get them when
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
They can be supplied from the
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Only one daily paper mow in Charleston, needed.
Quincy Market, Boston.
manufacturers.
S.C.
i
FLOUR.
None but the best flavored and most per-

4

Ea

PEER

A

rx]

Miscellaneous.

The Chinese dry oysters.
‘Bishop Simpson is in Colorado.
- Lord Beaconsfield is a homoeopathist.
Trade is reviving in French provinces.
Illinois has 35,000 square miles of coal.
The three-cent pieces are to be called in.

Senator McDonald; of Indiana, is in Colorado.

:

:

5 The Washington monument is to be 485 feet
igh.
The Russo-Turkish war cost Russia $988,000,

Col. Nicholas Smith, Ida Greeley’s
910,000 acres of land.

his

husband,
family own

:

Song by the watering-place mosquito: ‘Oh!
give me a hum by the sea.”
- Only 41,225 persons emigrated from Ireland
in 1877. Of these only 12,018 came to the UnitCongressman Frank Jones of the first New
Hampshire district positively declines a renomination.
:
Latest

News.

RoyalB. Conant, cashier of the Eliot National Bank of Boston. has embezzled about
$70,000 of the bank’s funds, and lost them in
mining speculations.
He has made a full confession to the bank directors.——Ninety-three
censervatives, 110 of the various liberal parties
and 96 ultramontanes have been chosen to the
German parliament in the late elections. Private letters from Tsin Tsin, China, of July 4,
announce the deaths of the following
missionaries:
Rev. J, 8. Barrabale of London, P. R.
Hunt of the American Board in Peking (he

had been there35 years), Miss Diedrickson of
the Church Mission, Miss L. A. Campbell of
the Methodist Mission, and Rev. 'W. H. Hall
of the the Methodist
Mission—these at Peking
of fever.

Shanieni.

Rev. Albert

Whiting

also

died

:

at

whom
233 are negroes and 4 Indians.
The
number under J years, of all classes, is 24,389,

under 17 years of 80,288,

whom 1,505 are Mongolians.——Strong

of

proof

of the rapid stride which education has made
in France is derived from the fact that only

4,992 of the 294,382 men admitted into the army

last year were unable to read gnd write.—
Hon. H. 8. Tarbell, State School Superintendent, of Miehi
as been appoi ated Superintendent of
schools at a dinnoolie. A
salary of “$2
I
yeari——
rk is
.about to celebrate the four hundredth anniversary of its university at Copenhagan——There

are 188,000 children in_the schools

used,

and

none

but

the best of sugar. All fruit should bt put
up as soon after picking as possible, and
never be so ripe as to be ready for eating.
Large fruits have richer fiavor if put up
without having so much of the best properties lie close to the skin. Half a pound
of sugar to one pound of fruit is the usual
rule;

but the natural flavor is

ed, in the opinion of many,
sugar at all
There

best

secur-

hy using

no
’

are many ways of protecting glass

jars and rendering it safe to put boiling
syrup into them.
Many think it impossible to fill them without breaking unless
gradually heated, putting them into a pan
of cold water and setting it over the stove
till it is scalding hot, then as needed take
two or three -out and put on a platter,
keeping it on the back of the stove,
aud

under the

rge
of the London Board.—Some Galveston ladies are ying to establish » school of design and art gallery.
i

The recaipts of Flour

for the week

31,088 bbls
of all kinds Spal

Sorresponding week of

8.589

have

bbls

and 25,562

for

bbls

been

the

in

towel wrung

out of

hot

water,

and

that

will prevent their cracking.
Let them
stand a few minutes while filling others
in the same way, and that will give the
fruit time to shrink a little, then fill up
again with hot syrup; seal at once after
cloth

and

put

Another way—and we like it best as
being less trouble—is to wrap a doubled
towel wrung from cold
jar closely and

fold

water

under

round

to exclude

the
all

the air; then drop a cold silver tablespoon
inside, and fill.

Steel or

iron

would

color the fruit.
In

using

glass

dis-

=
jars

with

covers

screw on and rubber bands, be

very

that

sure

that the rubbers are perfect and fit closely.
The rubber ring must not slip back when
putting on the cover, but should be even

all round.
the ring

If this is not looked after;
slides

back

anywhere,

the

demand hag not been so

active

and

the

transac-

tions have been compasatively light for some
days. There is, however, a confident Tsling on
the part of the trade that prices will be sustained,
partioularly for the desirable brands of winter
wheat which are now comparatively
low. There
is a very small stock of the best Patents on hand,
the demand for this description for some weeks
past having not only cleared off old stocks but
taken the frésh arrivals as fast as received. Winter wheats are also sold up close, and new has
been largely contracted for to arrive, at from $> @
$5 75, including considerable
sales of all well

‘known brands, but at the close there is a quiet
feeling compared with the activity which has prevailed for some weeks, Included in the receipts
of the week were 5 290 bbls by the Grand Junction
Railroad for export ond distribution in neighboring markets. The Sales of Patent Wisconsin and
Minngsota brands have been at $6 @ $8 per bbl
for common and choice, and a few favorite and

fancy brands bring an advance on the latter rate.
CORN MEAL.—There is a fair demand for Corn
Meal, with sales at $225 a $2 40 per bbl, as to
quality.
RYE FLOUR ~The sales of Rye Flour have been
confined to small lots and we quote $3 50 @ $4 per

year. Exports for the week have been 1,436 packages.
There has been an increased demand for choice
creameries
and fine dal
lots, and on these

grades prices still favor sellers, but

only

a small

part of the receipts comes under this head. Country shippers
should Slearly widerstand that the
pote, excellence here is higher than in the
country, and summer dairies that are considered
strictly

choice there rarely rank here

higher

than

second or third quality. Buyers are extremely
particular, and lots that are in the least oily, but
acceptable every other way, are passed by the
best trade.

Strictly fine lots of Franklin

Do,

Pkgs
202,023
161,188

Pkgs.
8,608
5,855

166,245

2,326

1876.

CHEESE.
The receipts for the week have been 4,975 hoxes
against 3,256 boxes for the same week last year.
Exports for the week have been 3,503 boxes.
There has been a moderate demand from the
trade, with sales ranging trom 7 @ 7% ¢ for good to
choice. Strictly fine lots are held at 8c per pound,
but only very small Pp of the receipts comes up
to this standard, and 7%/c¢ ls the outside for the
bulk of the sales, Holders in the country make a
great mistake in keepiug their Cheese back until it
develops a sharp taste. In warm weather, Cheese
should not be allowed to ripen longer than 30 days.
Several lots had to be sold this week at
a le
per pound

under top quotation on

acconnt

wg too-sharp. Common Cheese
dull, We quote:

of be-

is plentiful

and

NEW CHEESE.
Northern factory choice
NR
TY
FRIrt0 FO0A. oscar rersanavainnenrirn wl
8
1
Common ....,
“
«3
a8
b
Choice New
assesanasasversansersens
OMG TH
Western ractory, choice,
Nal
Do
do
air to good
b@6
Do
do
common
jad
The exports of Cheese for July foot up 10,857
boxes against 8,671 boxes for the same month last

608 - Washington Street, Boston.
H. E.

HIBBABD,

Principal and Prop'r.

(Established

nearly 20 years.)

Next School Year begins Sept. 2d.
The instruction given in this School prepares its
pupils for business life in the widest sense. Its
graduates may be found in all the leading merean.
tile houses in the city.
It has an established

reputation

and

standing

second to no other institution of its kind in Ameri.
ca.
EGGS.
It has taken a higher and broader field for its
sphere of action, and has very little in common
There is a scarcity of fresh Eggs, and reliable
with the so-called ‘ Business Colleges” scattered
lots of Eastern will command 13¢ per doz.
Most
throughout the country.
of the stock coming in is more or less affected by
It has a select and thoroughly practical course
the weather, and subject to a material shrinkage.
|
of
study, intended to meet fully the wants of those
Good Northern have been selling at 11 @ 11'4¢,and
who
know by experience that the majority of our
11}4c 1s as high as we can quote for large lots;
schools (public or private) are not preparing the
though we hear of some small sales at 12c per
young
in any direct manner for active duties of
dozen.
The best [gland have been selling
atl i;@
ife.
For admission, or Prospectus containing
12¢, but is is difficult to get the outside price.
terms,
address the Principal,
H. E. HIBBARD,
Very few Western coming in. We quote:
year and 3,96 in 1876.

RSETM. ess srersrnes
Northern

11:
il

Western ....
P. E. Island...
LIMedes

‘

@
a

)
1

oesnerssnnesss

BEANS.

@

For

con2235

Red Kidneys are scarce and find a ready

gale at £270 @ #275 per bu, in small
quote:
Pea, Nofthern
HP per bu........uuia.
Do Western H Pavvveeis inna
.
Do
COMMON. vuvvanns
Medium, choice... ve... “asses
Do
common to good.....

lots,

We

290

@
lots

We quote:

Choice Canada, per bu..... Sedans eanns w115a125

home.

bbl

220
22

ONIONS.
There has been a good Supply of native Onions,
with sales at 81 52 $1 65 per bol. "Bermuda Onions
have disappeared.
WOOL.
NEW YORK, July 27.—The demand for d esirable
mestic produc has been quite active, |
aliti
and

values

have been very well supported, the principal holders showing decided confidence in the immediate
future course of prices.
Foreign very quiet. Sales

and delaine, part at 43c; 2000 pounds
Virginia at
85c; 5000 pounds Southern at 26¢; 3000 pounds
Georgia at 20c; 15,000 pounds Oregon on private
terms; 135,000 pounds Texas at 13 @ 26c; 25,000

Pioneer

TWO NEW SHIPTON BOOKS !
“Precious Gems for the Saviour's Diadem.”
“The Sure Merecies of David.”
Uniform with Mrs. Shipton's Previous Works, Making in all Ten Volumes.
16mo.
Cloth,
We take pleasure in ARKO UREIng two new books,
now ready, from the pen of the gifted and popular
Christian” writer, MRS. ANNA SHIPTON.
The
“ Precious Gems ” are sketches newly revised by
the Author, and now first collected in one volume:
“The Sure Mercies of David” is the latest and
best book of Mrs. Shipton’s, having occupied several years in its preparation. The spiritual matur.
ity and breadth of the work, with its fresh and devout spirit, will give fresh and renewed satisfac.
appreciative

readers

in

America.”
One of them, (the New York religious corespondent, ‘Vidi ”) writes :—
“I have scanned the devotional literature of
former and present times with a gold-washer’s
reed of the treasure and impatience of the rubI have over explored or
is thé one incomparable

ietist for me. With her, the faith.life and lovefife in Christ is all; embracing equally the greatest and the least concerns.

At the

same

D.

LOTHROP

Published b
THOMAS Y.
CROWELL,
744 Broadway, New

FOOT LATHES 35s

York.

Ad

LARGE

NEW
WITH

TYPE

(Illustrated)

TESTAMENT,

NOTES,

is a splendid

charming

BELL

FOUNDRY,

Alarms, Farms, ete.

|)

FULLY

WARRANTED.
Catal
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Olnelnnatl,
Sue

usio Teachers,

Choristers, Organist,

’

1

.

And all Professional

Musicians,

are invited to improve a
portion of their Summer
Vacations in examining the large number of use.
ful Music Books, prepared by -Oliver Ditson & Co.
especially for their use.
;

©. Emerson's new GON=

Examine XL.
WARD,” ($7.50 per dozen); his best book for
Singing Schools. - Also

his

new

* CHURCH

OFFERING,” ($12 per dozen), a splendid
Anthem Book. Also his ¢“ SACRED QUAR-

tets,” ($2.00.)
Examine

our

;

Choruses,

Glees,

Four-Part

Songs, &c., in Pamphlet Form. (5 to 10 ets.
each), very extensively used by Choirs, Societies, &c.

Catalogues furnished.

Tunes,

work

Glees,

&c.

Also

his

Chorus

Choir

Instruction Book. ($12 per dozen), a very:
complete manual and class book. Worth careful study.
®¥-The above, and 4 mullitoide of other conven
fent and useful books, may be seen at the stores o
OLIVER DITSON & CoO. in Boston, New York and
Philadelphia;

Lyon

&

Healy,

Chicago;

Newhall

at Cincinnati; Sherman, Hyde & Co., San Francis.
the

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.
;

tf16

:

J. E. Ditson

& Co.,

922 Chestaut St., Phila.

ERYSIPELAS.
Many

of our best citizens inform us that Dr. H..

A. LAMB, Neo. 337 Congress St., Portland,
Me.,, never fails in the cure of the severest forms

of Trysipelas, ‘Rheumatism, and all
scrofula, and all diseases of the Skin.

THE

MORNING

forms ot
1y88

STAR

IE an able and progressive paper; devoted largely to Religious culture and intelligence, but cons
tains departments on
Sabbath

Scheols,

The Family Circle,
" Rural and Domestic.
Literary Miscellany,
Literary

Review,

.

News Summary, &c.,&c.
It is under the direction and patronage of the
Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is
taken by many of other religious views, because of
its real worth.
TerMS:
$3.00 per year; or, if paid in advance, $2,60.

must be made

in mon-

if possible,

or

in

registered letter and at our risk and expense.

1yb

ugusta, Maine.

ABBOTT'S

Cooking,

Bells of Pure Co, PRer.and Tin
for Churches,
ools, Fire

REMITTANCES

12:a day at home,
ess TRUE & Co.,

worker can make

in

PUBLISHERS,

BUCKEYE

ey-orders or bank-checks

BEST CARDS, no 2 alike,
printed in Crimson or Jet, 13¢. CLINTON BROS, Clintonville,
onn,
1y2¢
Costly Outfit free.

instruction

&
CO.
BOSTON.

i {fed

time, the

ever to think of an assumption of personal holiness

olD&s

introducing

deserves and is sure of a wide popularity.

—a valuable aid to impress religious truth, and encourage Christian effort in Mission Work.

or perfection.

in

co, and with all prominent dealers throughout
country.

Paper covers, 25 cls.

bish, And of all that
touched, Mrs. Shipton

Elocution,

Examine Johnson's New Method for Thorough Base, ($1.00), the best Instruction Book
for learning to play Chord Music, for Psalm

Published

tion to her numerous and

suburban

Music,

style of the author of “The Heir of Redelyffe.”
Attractive as romance, with peculiar power to impress the memory ; comprehensive and reliable, it

pounds spring California at 13 @ 20¢; 8(00 pounds
washed, 226 bags domestic pulled on private

76 cts.

to Girls.

delightful

Dressmaking, and Millinery. Send for catalogue.
C. C. BRAGDON, Principal.

have been reported during the week of 135,000 lbs
domestic fleece, part at 37 @ 87 xc; 120,000 pounds
unwashed do at23 @ 32¢; 115,000 pounds combing

Just

with

Unusual advantages in

220
200
200

account,

MASS.
Possible

&c. Special care of health, manners and morals.
Personal oversight of habits of growing
girls.

seat Free.

anufacturing

Education

privileges,

POTATOES.
:
Potatoes
has been light for seversales at £2 25 per bbl. The marat $2 &@ 2 20 per bbl for large lots.

Norfolk
Loong Island .

0

Boston

..... aavamas va
weenes0 a 100
cs veesseassasernensn ‘vee snn 115a125

‘The supply of
al days pas with
ket closes quiet
We quote:
New Potatoes—
Natives, per

i

A Practical

A very elegant volume, written in the

......
«eieeses eins

PEAS.

Common
do
Green Peas...

Women.

YOUNG FOLKS’ HISTORY OF GERMA- NY. By CHARLOTTE M. YONGE.
Map, and
upwards of 80 illustrations. 470 pages. $1.50.

There has been a steady demand for small
‘at firmer prices.

Young

AUBURNDALE,

Beans have been moving off fairly at $1 70 1 80
er
by, the outside for Northern hand picked.

=. =

LLASSELL SEMINARY

10
an

There has been a quiet market for Mediums,
with sales at §1 55 @ $1 60 per bushel, which is a
decline of about 5¢ per bu since last 4veek.
Pea

Yellow Eyes.
Red Kidneys

608 Washington St., Boston.

13
1Nx¥

.

. In writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town, and

give both the old and new address when

they

order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star goes to press Tuesday morning,
and communications for insertion ought to be
here on Saturday previous.
Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.
:

for agonts.

a

S. 8S. PAPERS.

Two Sabbath-school Fupess, The Little Star

Nothing like it. All want it. Price $2.00.A ress
H. S. GOODSPEED & Co., New York or Cit id

and Myrtle, are published alternate weeks, and
Lesson Papers of the International Series, for

$7

in

26116

ti. O.

A Day to Agents canvassing
fer the Fire.
side

Visitor.

Terms

and

both adults and children, are published monthly. Payment for these papers should be

Outfit Free.

Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Me.

MISFIT

advance.

Sample copies sent free,
Address,

1y17

Rev. I. D, STEWART,

CARPETS.

(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

.

English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain.

Elegant Stair Rods; also Stair

Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crump Cloths, Mattings,.

:

&c., &c., very cheap, ab the old place,

112 FULTON STREET, NEW

YORK.

Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part of the United States,
C. 0. D,, free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Circular

J. A. BENDALL.

and Price List.

ROY.

BAKING
POWDER

Absolutely Pure.

“ROYAL?” has a larger sale than all other baking powders combined—because of 5s Xin Hesiionea
Purity, Uniform Strength, Healthfulness and Efficacy. Prepared from GRAPE
C
ct of France, it has roeived
imported
PO
expressly for this peerless powder direct from the

dist and of
the indorsement and recommendation of the New York Board ofineHealth,
and scientifle men everywhere.
without it.

Bakers.uissesees

4

County

Vt., haye been in demand at 18 @ 19¢ per 1b, and
choice New York and Vermont dairies will command 17 @ 18¢, but these are the exceptians. Most
of the Northern Butter soming in is not worth
more than 15 @ 17¢, in straight lots, and it must
be a really good lot to bring over 16¢.. Creameries
are attracting more attention, on account of the
unsatisfactory condition of dairies, and the best
brands of
Northern and Westérn will readily
command 20 @ 22¢. Most of the Western Butter
is slow of
sale at 9
12¢ per 1b, but a strictly
choice lot of dairy packed would bring 14 @ 15¢.
e generally continues light, except for the
choicest stock mentioned above, and there is not
much chance for an improvement in the lower
grades. We quote:

and
air

A
Since May 1, 1878,
Do,”
1877.

5,576 bbls, of which 500 bbls were to Liverpool 1,- | special wonder is her remarkable freedom from
two faults to’ which pietists are prone: the rash
500 to Belfast, Ireland, 60 to St. Kitts, 300 tt St.
Pierre, Miq, 200 to Hayti, and 3,016 bbls to the assumption of revelations, scriptural or personal,
and spiritual presumption or censoriousness.
She
British Provinces. There has been a very steady
and firm market for Flour since our last, but the is far too finely sensitive to spiritual short-coming,

fill. This is a very g8od and safe way. It
keeps the jars from touchicg any cold spot
while filling, and prevents any syrup from
OAT MEAL. —There is a fair demand for Oat
spilling on the stove, and saves any fruit Meal, with sales at $4 50 @ #4 75 for common Westi 25d $5 @ $6 per bbl-for favorite and fancy
that may fall over while dipping it out.
rands.
When filled they should be set one side at
BUTTER.
once out of any current of air, or they | The receipts of Butter for the week have been
will be in danger of cracking even if they 10,107 packages, including 1,189 boxes and 8,918
tubs, against 9,412 packages for the correspondpassed
through
the filling safely, or ing week last Fear and
10,641 in 1876. Total receipts since the first of January 353.208
packages
the jars when filled can be set on a against
299,215 packages, for the same
time last

away.

The number of children in San Francisco
between the ages of 5 and 17 is 55,809, of
a total

be

that—wipe off with a damp

re
ef pp pe
Educational.

making

|

fect fruiy should

and July, i876, 1877 and 1878, shows an inercase
this year over last of 40,885
packages in veceipis
and 2,813 packages in exports:
Receipts.
Exports.

per bu.

ITEMS.
Grape

1
\
:
;
The following comparative statement ot receipts
and exports of Butter at Boston for May, June

receipts of Yellow Eyes continue small, and
signments can be readily placed at $2350 @

S———

already caused great consternation.
The woman do the largest part of the
farming in Europe.
Horse-rakes, cultivators
and labor-saving implements
are
but little used.

carefully
wd

air has forced an entrance, and the only
way is to open the can, unseal the syrup,

killing the wheat

-dried

imperfectly glazed.

five and
a pigeon

It causes

and
cans,

According to The Christ ian, ‘some peopleare given to flaring up.”
This is n’t exactly in
the line of“ news,” but it will pass.
hundred and ninety miles in
one-half hours is fast traveling, but
has been known to make it.

They’

ing paper just before using. We would
not be willing to try this, on account of
poisonous substances sometimes used in
preparing white paper.
With glass there
is no danger.
With stone none, unless

Gen. Sheridan
has selected Camp
J. G.
Sturgis,at Bear Butte, in the Black Hills, as
the site for a new military post.
’

injured by light.

citric acid to form ins them.
Too much
light is the chief cause of the exceeding
acidity of most of the canned tomatoes.
If the citric acid is once allowed to form,
no amount of sugar can restore the original flavor of the tomato or sweeten it.
- If the syrup begins to leak a few cays
after canning itis a sure sign that the

ing, can not get rusty, and if well cleaned
musty.

A severe hail storm in Carver, Rice and Dakota counties, Minn., Tuesday, did much damage to the crops.

pre-

cans.

are less trouble to till, needing

:

T=
One

every purpose we much

fer glass or stone jars to tin

The Towa farmers are still grumbling for
want of laborers in securing their crops. There
are tramps enough
in their midst, howev-

cially, are much

wiped clean and covered with paper,put in
a cool, dry,dark room, will be as fresh and
fine flavored as it is possible for fruit to

and you

miles o
:

the

closely in brown paper to keep out the
light, which ruins all preserves or canned
fruit, and a preserve closet should always
be dark, dry. afid cool. Tomatoes, espe-

hot.

novice could; but by a few trials one can
Boston
Herald: ‘ Monetary = science had" learn to do this without any help from a
There are a
condemned ff FEdeEHABTE" paper to the same -smith, and with no expense.
hundred ways in which cast off tin cans
limbo of contempt to which astronomic science
may be used with much comfort and econhas relegated the ante-Copernican system.”
omy; indeed one could ‘almost set up
It is stated that the slave-trade in Zanzibaris housekeeping with the tin cans that are
largely on the increase,owing to the withdrawthrown into the ash-barrels.
al of the cruisers,
coast unwatched.

turn

a pair of nippers, turn the
inward over a piece of wire,

and

Of the 152 delegates to the Constitutional
Convention of California,86 are non-partisans or
Independents, 51 are Kearneyites, 7 are Democrats and 8 are Republicans.

this begins,

then raise it and con-

instantly covered, and tightly screwed on,

small hammer

Congressman Hale, of Maine, is said to beof
the opinion that the new National
movement
will, in the end, insure the continued triumph
of the Republican party.

* tinner’s”

When

or some old pair of little value. Then, with

Punch

ed States.

Swindle.

A swindle fh which a clique of Harvard students and tite college printers are the conspira-

year’s

on

tinue to turn downward every minute till
perfectly air-tight.
It is a protection to wrap glass jars

to get them ready for use when needed.
There are not many tin cans that are fit

is lecturing in Kentucky.
The Khedive of Egypt and

whom were

next

spoil.

full; put the ,cover

jar down a minute,

those miost

ed to, its own jar or can, and all put

atory, in Leicestershire, England.
Fifty-four
of them escaped after assaulting the officers

of

to contract.

select

soon

immediately, screw down tightly, and, as
the jar and fruit eool, the glass will begin

trustworthy out’ of the large variety of
new patents offered for sale every year.
Every can or jar that has been emptied
should be thoroughly cleaned, scalded, and
dried.
Each stopper or cover should be
cleaned and tied on, or in some way fasten-

In Paris and its suburbs are 2,885 authorized”
news-stands.

stabbeda constgble seven times.

©

‘“ The proper time for a girl to marry,”

Fill the jar heaping

FRUIT CANS.

When college boys get tired ef base ball,
boating and their other common athletic games,
they can také up a sport which a North Carolina man is desirous of initiating.
One Bennett, of Chapel Hill, N. C., offers to butt heads
with any man in the State on a wager of $5.

cording to the Detroit

and Domestic,

‘When preparing to ‘‘ can” or preserve
fruit or vegetables,
the first step is to examine carefully all the vessels for holding them
that were leftover from last year's stores;

.

of Prisoners.

desperate -resistgnce.

a
vi

and

A wholesale escape of prisoners recently
took place from the Mt. St. Bernard Reform-

in charge, thirty-three

!

in India,

er.

They are not to be outdone in regard to
grasshopper stories in India. A Madras paper
relates the following: On the 13th of May a
very large number of locusts settled on a portion of the Madras line of railway, covering

~~

- Rural

de-

Company.

shareholders of the St. Gothard Railway Company at Lucerne, June 29, it appears that on
account of unusual difficulties in the work of
tunneling, the estimate for 1877 was not fully

Locusts

and

which are recognized by a writer in the Con| temporary Review,yet he affirms that * a wifebeating drunkard
is unknown
in India.”
Would that that vice were the only one pecu| liar to a high civilization.

OURRENT EVENTS.
The

hardships

will rush in and the fruit very

minent physicians

No family having once used the Royal Baking Powder w.

1 ‘ever
be

ROYAL has taken thé place of Soda, Saleratus and Yeast i nore CONVO iets Jakes thing more:

bread never sours nor cakes, never put up in paper packages.

:

